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Introdu tion
Combinatorial optimization is a eld of applied mathemati s and theoreti al omputer
s ien e. A major topi in ombinatorial optimization are linear optimization problems.
Said simply, a linear optimization problem requires the optimization of a linear fun tion over a dis rete set of solutions. An intensively studied and well{known problem
in ombinatorial optimization is the weighted mat hing problem: it requires the omputation of a mat hing having maximum or minimum weight. A mat hing M in an
undire ted graph G is a set of edges no two of whi h share an endpoint. The edges of
G are asso iated with weights and the total weight of a mat hing M is the sum of all
the weights of the edges in M . M may further be restri ted to being perfe t, whi h
onstitutes the weighted perfe t mat hing problem; a mat hing M is perfe t, if every
vertex in G has exa tly one in ident edge in M .
Many variants and extensions of the weighted mat hing problem exist. As an example
of a variant, G might be restri ted to being bipartite; this is alled the bipartite weighted
mat hing problem. An example of an extension, on the other hand, is the b{mat hing
problem, where ea h vertex may have up to b in ident mat hing edges.
There are (at least) three types of appli ations that motivate the investigation of
weighted mat hing problems. (1) Dire t appli ations of the weighted mat hing problem exist. (2) Many other problems an be redu ed to the weighted mat hing problem.
(3) Several algorithms (repeatedly) solve the weighted mat hing problem in order to
progress. We will give examples of ea h of the three appli ation types stated. Some
of these are widely known. Additionally, we wish to present two new appli ations (of
type (2) and (3)) that were en ountered during the writing of the thesis and thus have
been, for us, a major sour e of motivation.
A lassi example of an appli ation of type (1) is to optimize, i.e. in this ase to minimize, the time spent by a plotter pen in pen{up motion, i.e. moving from one point to
another without drawing. Reingold and Tarjan [RT81℄ showed this to be a weighted
perfe t mat hing problem. We brie y summarize their reasoning. Assume we wish to
plot a onne ted gure, and assume further that the time spent by the plotter moving
from one point to another is proportional to the Eu lidean distan e. We lassify the
starting and rossing points of the gure (i.e. the points where a line starts or several
lines ross) to be either odd or even. A point is odd when an odd number of lines
emerge, otherwise it is even. A fundamental theorem in graph theory is that there
exists always an even number of odd points. Moreover, Euler proved that a gure
an be tra ed (starting and ending in the same point) with no pen{up motion i it is
onne ted and no odd points exist. Thus, we need to nd a new set of lines su h that
ea h odd point be omes even and, moreover, the total time of pen{up motion along
1
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these lines is minimized. We thus de ne a omplete graph G whose verti es orrespond
to the odd points of the gure and whose edge weights orrespond to the Eu lidean
distan e of these points. Minimizing the time of pen{up motion then means nding a
minimum{weight perfe t mat hing in G.
An example of type (2), whi h we would like to present as a motivating appli ation for
the weighted mat hing problem, is the so{ alled dominan e problem. Its appli ation
stems from the eld of omputational linguisti s. A dominan e problem is given by a
olle tion of vertex disjoint rooted trees and a set of dominan e wishes. A dominan e
wish is a dire ted edge from a leaf of some tree to the root of some other tree | the
leaf wishes to dominate the root. The task is to assemble the trees into a forest su h
that every dominan e wish is satis ed, i.e. ea h dire ted edge redu es to an an estor{
prede essor relationship. Althaus et al. [ADK+ 00℄ re ently showed that de iding the
satis ability of a dominan e problem an be redu ed to a weighted mat hing problem.
As an example of type (3), we onsider a fundamental ommuni ation problem known
as gossiping: n pro essing units are required to inter hange their data with ea h other.
The underlying ommuni ation network is modeled by a graph G. A pro essing unit
(i.e. vertex) is permitted to ommuni ate with only one of its neighbours (i.e. adja ent
verti es) at a time. The task of stating an optimal gossiping s hedule, su h that in
the end every pro essing unit knows the data of all other pro essing units, is NP{hard.
Beier and Sibeyn [BS00℄ use a mat hing heuristi to ompute a good, sub{optimal gossiping s hedule. The heuristi an be regarded as working in rounds. In ea h round,
weights are assigned (on the basis of di erent riteria) to the onne tions (i.e. edges)
of the ommuni ation network. Then, a maximum{weight mat hing is omputed with
respe t to these weights. The pairs of mat hed pro essing units ommuni ate with
ea h other. Another well{known example of this type is Christo des' approximation
algorithm for the traveling salesman problem (see [Chr76℄). The problem is de ned by
a omplete graph G onsisting of n verti es (whi h represent ities), where the edge
weights orrespond to the Eu lidean distan es. The task is to nd a tour of minimum
length. Christo des' algorithm omputes a tour whose length is at most 3/2 as long
as the length of an optimum tour; it is still the urrently best known approximation
algorithm for the traveling salesman problem. In a rst step, the algorithm onstru ts
a minimum spanning tree T of G, and afterwards a minimum{weight perfe t mat hing
M on the odd degree verti es of T is omputed. The graph T [ M then redu es to a
tour with the desired property.
Various other examples of the above{mentioned appli ation types exist and an be
found, for example, in Ball, Bodin and Dial [BBD83℄, Derigs and Metz [DM92℄, Bell
[Bel94℄ and Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [AMO93℄.
Mat hing problems have been the subje t of intensive resear h over several de ades.
The earliest result in mat hing theory we ame a ross, widely known as Konig's Theorem, dates ba k to 1916 (see [Kon16℄). One of the ornerstones in mat hing theory
is due to Edmonds [Edm65b, Edm65a℄. In 1965, he invented the famous blossom{
shrinking algorithm, whi h enables a solution for the weighted mat hing problem to
be omputed in polynomial{time. A straightforward implementation, as originally
proposed by Edmonds himself, requires time O(n2m), where n and m denote the
number of verti es and edges in G, respe tively. Sin e then, the theoreti al running{
time of the blossom{shrinking approa h has been su essively improved. Both Lawler
[Law76℄ and Gabow [Gab74℄ improved the asymptoti running{time to O(n3 ). Later,
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Galil, Mi ali and Gabow [GMG86℄ a hieved O(nm log n) and nally Gabow [Gab90℄
stated that Edmonds' blossom{shrinking algorithm an be implemented to run in time
O(n(m+n log n)). Somewhat better asymptoti time bounds an be a hieved for integer
edge weights using s aling algorithms (see Gabow and Tarjan [GT91℄).
The urrently most eÆ ient odes implement variants of Edmonds' blossom{shrinking
algorithm and are based on either the O(n2 m) or O(n3) approa h. For the time being,
the best known implementation, named Blossom IV, is due to Cook and Rohe [CR97℄.
Their implementation is based on earlier work by Applegate and Cook [App93℄. They
do not laim a theoreti al time bound, but, as we shall see, it annot be better than
(n3). Blossom IV is known to be highly eÆ ient in pra ti e; the data stru tures it
uses are simple.
The algorithms suggested by Galil, Mi ali and Gabow [GMG86℄ and by Gabow [Gab90℄
mainly a hieve a better asymptoti time bound by using sophisti ated data stru tures.
For example, the algorithm of Galil, Mi ali and Gabow requires a data stru ture onatenable priority queue, in whi h the priorities of ertain subgroups of verti es an be
uniformly hanged by a single operation. Up to now, it has been an open question (and
one expli itly posed in [App93℄ and [CR97℄), whether or not the use of sophisti ated
data stru tures will help in pra ti e. We will answer this question in the aÆrmative:
the implementation we shall present in this thesis is based on the ideas of Galil, Mi ali
and Gabow and turned out to be ompetitive | if not even superior | to Blossom IV.
The stru ture of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 1, we will develop all details of
the blossom{shrinking algorithm. We will start with the de nition of some variants of
the weighted mat hing problem and introdu e important on epts, su h as augmenting
paths, that are ru ial to almost all mat hing algorithms. The blossom{shrinking approa h will rst be onsidered for the ardinality mat hing ase. Linear programming
formulations for both the weighted mat hing problem and the weighted perfe t mat hing problem will then be investigated. Duality theory will lead us towards a primal{dual
method for the weighted mat hing problem based on Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h. Finally, we will on lude the hapter with a brief survey of the four di erent
realizations mentioned above.
In Chapter 2, we will illustrate the ideas underlying our implementation. Most of
these are based on or have been developed from the ideas put forward by Galil, Mi ali
and Gabow [GMG86℄. We will outline how the blossom{shrinking approa h an be
implemented using priority queues. The diÆ ulty of handling varying priorities within
these priority queues will be over ome by taking advantage of the fa t that these values
hange uniformly. Moreover, we will demonstrate in detail the need for on atenable
priority queues.
In Chapter 3 we will des ribe our implementation and dis uss some experimental results. We implemented two versions of the algorithm: a single sear h tree approa h and
a multiple sear h tree approa h. First, the results from Chapter 2 will be in orporated
into a single sear h tree algorithm. Then, all ne essary extensions and modi ations for
the multiple sear h tree approa h will be presented. The eÆ ien y of both algorithms
is onsiderably improved by using a heuristi to reate a better initial solution. We will
dis uss two heuristi s: a greedy heuristi and a fra tional mat hing heuristi . Finally,
some running{time experiments will reveal the eÆ ien y of our algorithms in pra ti e.

Chapter 1

Mat hing Theory
In this hapter we will establish essential on epts that are fundamental for later disussion. We begin with the de nition of the mat hing problem and outline some of its
variants. Some useful notations su h as the on ept of augmenting paths will follow
and lead to a rst generi algorithm solving mat hing problems. Starting with the
ardinality mat hing problem, we will present the main ideas of Edmonds' well{known
blossom{shrinking approa h. Results from the eld of ombinatorial optimization will
guide us towards an extension of the blossom{shrinking approa h for weighted mat hing
problems.

1.1 The Mat hing Problem and its Variants
Let G = (V; E ) be an undire ted graph, where V and E denote the set of verti es and
edges, respe tively. The number of verti es and edges are referred to by n = jV j and
m = jE j. Sin e G is undire ted, we will denote an edge e between two verti es u and v
as an unordered pair fu; vg, or uv for short. G is bipartite when a partition V = A[_ B
of the verti es of G exists and ea h edge uv 2 E has exa tly one vertex in A and one
in B .
An ordered sequen e p = (e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; ek ) of edges, with ei = uiui+1 2 E , 1  i  k, is
alled a path from u1 to uk+1 in G. Alternatively, we will represent p by the sequen e
p = (u0 ; u1 ; : : : ; uk ) of verti es traversed. A path p is alled simple, when all verti es
on p are distin t. Let C be a path starting and ending with the same vertex. C is
then alled a y le. Moreover, C is said to be a simple y le, when no other y le is
ontained in C .
A mat hing M of G is a subset of edges su h that no two edges of M share a ommon
vertex (see Figure 1.1 for an example). All edges in M are said to be mat hed and edges
in the di eren e E n M are unmat hed. Analogously, a vertex u is said to be mat hed if
there exists an in ident mat hed edge uv 2 M ; otherwise u is unmat hed or free. The
adja ent vertex v of u with respe t to a mat hed edge e = uv is the mate of u. M is a
perfe t mat hing when all verti es of G are mat hed and hen e jM j = n=2.
The mat hing problem is to nd a mat hing in a graph G that meets ertain require5
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Figure 1.1: Let G be the graph depi ted above. M = fag; h; df g is a mat hing of G.
p = (e; f; d) is an example of an alternating path. p0 = (b; h; ; d; f; e) is an augmenting path.
M 0 = M  p0 = fag; bh; d; feg is a mat hing in G with jM 0j = jM j +1. M 0 is perfe t and hen e
a maximum{ ardinality mat hing of G.

ments. We will distinguish between two kinds of mat hing problems: the unweighted
and the weighted mat hing problem. In the weighted mat hing problem a weight fun tion w : E 7 ! R on the edges of G is additionally given. The distin tion is further
re ned on the basis of whether or not G is bipartite. Altogether we lassify four variants
of the mat hing problem, whi h are de ned below.
Let G = (A[_ B; E ) be a bipartite
graph. The maximum{ ardinality bipartite mat hing problem is to nd a mat hing M
in G of maximum ardinality, i.e. jM j  jM 0 j for any other mat hing M 0 of G.
Maximum{Cardinality Bipartite Mat hing

Maximum{Cardinality Mat hing

Consider a general graph G = (V; E ). In the
hing M of maximum ardinality has to

maximum{ ardinality mat hing problem a mat

be determined.
In both ardinality ases, M need not ne essarily be perfe t. However, every perfe t
mat hing of G forms a maximum{ ardinality mat hing.

Maximum{Weight Bipartite Mat hing Let G = (A[_ B; E; w) be a bipartite
graph
weight fun tion w. Finding a mat hing M with total weight w(M ) =
P wwith
(
e
)
and w(M )  w(M 0 ) for all other mat hings M 0 of G onstitutes the
e2M

maximum{weight bipartite mat hing problem.

In the maximum{weight bipartite perfe t mat hing problem M is further restri ted to
being perfe t. This problem is also known as the maximum{weight assignment problem.
The most general ase of all mat hing problems is
the maximum{weight mat hing problem. Given a general graph G = (V; E; w) with

Maximum{Weight Mat hing

1.2
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weight fun tion w, the task is to nd a mat hing M having maximum weight w(M )
among all possible mat hings of G.
As above, one might wish to obtain a perfe t mat hing of maximum weight. This
onstitutes the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem.
Let G = (V; E; w) be an instan e of a weighted mat hing problem. One might wish
to obtain a mat hing of minimum instead of maximum weight in G. However, ea h
minimum{weight mat hing problem an be redu ed to an appropriate maximum{weight
mat hing problem by negating the signs of all weights. That is, a maximum{weight
mat hing M of G0 = (V; E; w) will be a mimimum{weight mat hing in G.
Many other variants and extensions of the mat hing problem exist; for example f {
fa tors, b{mat hings, T {joins, et . However, in the ontext of this thesis, we will only
fo us on the four variants de ned above. For extensive sour es on erning all aspe ts
of mat hing problems, see, for example, Lovasz and Plummer [LP86℄ and Pulleyblank
[Pul95℄.

1.2 Mat hing Con epts
Two on epts are ru ial to all mat hing algorithms: alternating paths and augmenting
paths. The importan e of both will be ome lear shortly. Throughout this se tion let
G = (V; E ) be a graph that might or might not be bipartite. All results apply to both
ases unless stated otherwise.
De nition 1.2.1 (Alternating Path) Let p = (e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; ek ) be a simple path from
u to v and M a mat hing in G. p is an alternating path with respe t to M , when the
edges along p are alternately in M and not in M .
An alternating path p = (e1 ; : : : ; ek ) with respe t to M , where both endpoints u and
v are free, an be used to augment the urrent mat hing M . To see this, onsider the
symmetri di eren e M 0 of M and p: M 0 = M  p = (M n p) [ (p n M ): M 0 equals M
ex ept that all mat hing edges with respe t to M on p are unmat hed in M 0 and all
non{mat hing edges with respe t to M on p are mat hed in M 0 . It an easily be seen
that M 0 itself forms a mat hing.1 Moreover, jM 0 j = jM j + 1 and thus M has indeed
been augmented. We will say M has been augmented by p to M 0 and p is alled an
augmenting path. See Figure 1.1 for an example.
De nition 1.2.2 (Augmenting Path) An alternating path p = (e1 ; : : : ; ek ) with
respe t to a mat hing M is alled augmenting when both endpoints of p are free.
The dis ussion above gives rise to the idea that we an ompute a maximum{ ardinality
mat hing by repeatedly seeking an augmenting path p to a urrent mat hing M . When
p exists, M is augmented by p and we pro eed with the augmented mat hing M  p.
Ea h vertex that is mat hed in M is also mat hed in M 0 . Only u and v are additionally mat hed
in M 0 . But u and v were free in M and thus M 0 is a mat hing.
1
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Otherwise, M is laimed to be maximum.
The following lemma states that the latter on lusion does in fa t hold. It is due to
Berge [Ber57℄.
Lemma 1.2.1 M is a mat hing of maximum ardinality i there does not exist an
augmenting path with respe t to M in G.
Proof:

Clearly, if there exists an augmenting path p with respe t to M , then M 0 = M  p is a
mat hing having ardinality jM 0 j = jM j + 1. Thus, M is not a maximum{ ardinality
mat hing.
Assume that M is not a maximum{ ardinality mat hing, i.e. there exists a mat hing
M 0 with jM 0 j > jM j. We show that an augmenting path p with respe t to M must
exist.
Consider the graph Ge ontaining the edges M  M 0 only. Ea h vertex in Ge has either
degree zero, one or two. Therefore, Ge onsists of isolated verti es, paths and y les.
Sin e M and M 0 are mat hings, the edges on every path and y le are alternately in
M and in M 0 . All y les must be of even length having as many edges in M as in
M 0 . Sin e jM 0 j > jM j, there must be at least one path, say p, in Ge having more edges
out of M 0 than of M . The rst and last edge of p must be in M 0 and hen e p is an
augmenting path with respe t to M .

Using Lemma 1.2.1 we state a rst generi algorithm to ompute a maximum{
ardinality mat hing:
Algorithm 1.2.1 Generi

algorithm for maximum{ ardinality mat hing problems.

let M be any mat hing
while there exists an augmenting path p with respe t to M
repla e M by the augmented mat hing M  p

Observe that Algorithm 1.2.1 an be re ned to sear h for an augmenting path from
ea h free vertex exa tly on e.

p We show that if no augmenting path starting in a free vertex r with respe t to a mat hing M q
exists, then there will never exist an augmenting path starting0 in r with respe t to any other
mat hing M 0 obtained from M by a series of augmentations: M = ((M p )p ): : : . Suppose
p0 is an augmenting path starting in r with respe t to a mat hing M 0 and no augmenting path
starting in r with respe t to M exists. Let e = uv denote the rst edge in p0 with e 2 M 0 but
e 62 M . One endpoint, say u, is rea hable from r by an alternating path with respe t to M . The
non{existen e of any augmenting path from r with respe t to M implies, that no alternating
path from u with respe t to M starting with a mat hed edge to any other free vertex exists.
x However, this is a ontradi tion, sin e e an in this ase never be mat hed.
y
0

1

In the rest of this se tion, a sear h strategy for nding an augmenting path in a bipartite
graph G will be onsidered losely. The diÆ ulties arising for the general ase are then
indi ated; they will be solved in Se tion 1.3.
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Let G = (A[_ B; E ) be the graph given in (a). Edges in M are drawn bold. A
possible alternating tree T rooted at the free vertex is depi ted in (b). In the next step, T
an either be enlarged by taking the edges di and ie to T , or one of the two augmenting paths
p = (f; b; g; ) and p0 = (j; d; h; ) will be found.
Figure 1.2:

Let G = (A[_ B; E ) be a bipartite graph and M an arbitrary mat hing. The sear h
starts from a free vertex r of G and terminates either when an augmenting path p to
another free vertex has been found, or there does not exist an augmenting path starting
in r.
A tree T is grown from r su h that ea h path from a vertex u in T to the root r
is alternating with respe t to M . The verti es of T are labeled either even or odd,
stating that the alternating path to the root is of even or odd length. T is alled the
alternating tree. Mat hed verti es that do not belong to T are said to be unlabeled. All
free verti es are initially labeled even. For short, we denote an even, odd or unlabeled
vertex v by v+ ; v or v? , respe tively. In ases where a vertex label is, for example,
either unlabeled or labeled even we use notions like vf?j+g et .
Initially, T onsists of the even vertex r+ only. The alternating tree is grown from even
verti es u+ 2 T .
Let v? 62 T be adja ent to any vertex u+ 2 T . T is extended by taking the unmat hed
edge uv and also the mat hing edge of v to T , i.e. the edge vw, where w? 62 T is the
mate of v. Here, v and w get labeled odd and even, respe tively.
When an even vertex v+ 62 T is adja ent to any vertex u+ 2 T , an augmenting path
p = (v; u; : : : ; r) with respe t to M has been found.
If at some stage the tree annot be grown and no adja ent free vertex exists, the sear h
terminates due to the non{existen e of an augmenting path beginning in r.
A possible example s enario for an alternating tree T in a bipartite graph an be seen
in Figure 1.2.
Let us try to apply the des ribed sear h to the general graph G illustrated in Figure 1.3(a). Clearly, the path p = (g; ; d; e; f; b; a; r) is augmenting. However, when an
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Let G and M be as given in (a). C = (b; ; d; e; f; b) is an odd length y le. By
de nition, B = fb; ; d; e; f g forms a blossom. b is the base of B. For every vertex u 2 B an even
length alternating path to the base
exists. For example, p = ( ; d; e; f; b) is the orresponding
path for . The graph G0 = (V 0 ; E 0) obtained from G by shrinking the blossom B is shown in
(b). It is V 0 = fr; a; b; gg and E 0 = fra; ab; gbg.
Figure 1.3:

alternating tree is grown from r, p ould be missed when is labeled odd. It is due to
the existen e of odd length y les that augmenting paths are missed. Sin e odd length
y les annot o ur in a bipartite graph it be omes also perspi uous why the urrent
sear h strategy operates orre tly in the bipartite ase only.
Edmonds was the rst to ir umvent this problem; he did so by using the on ept of
blossoms, whi h will be the subje t of the next se tion.

1.3 Edmonds' Blossom{Shrinking Approa h
In 1965, Edmonds extended the sear h des ribed in the pre eding se tion to the general
ase (see [Edm65b℄). The resulting algorithm is widely known as the blossom{shrinking
approa h and will be the subje t of this se tion.
We rst establish a general basis by introdu ing the blossom on ept and the idea of
shrinking. Thereafter, a di erent interpretation of those on epts, whi h will be more
appropriate for the weighted mat hing ase, is shown to be equivalent. Based on that
alternative interpretation, the sear h for an augmenting path in a general graph is
revised at the end of this se tion.
Let G = (V; E ) be a general graph. The following two notations will be helpful. For
any subset S  V we denote the edges of G having both endpoints in S by (S ):
(S ) = fuv 2 E : u 2 S and v 2 S g:
Conversely, we de ne Æ(S ) as the set of all edges having exa tly one endpoint in S :
Æ(S ) = fuv 2 E : u 2 S and v 62 S g:

1.3
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Note that Æ(fvg)
Æ(v) for short.

11

denotes all edges in ident to a vertex v. In that ase, we will write

As mentioned above, it is due to the existen e of an odd length y le that our urrent
sear h might miss an augmenting path. Assume C denotes su h an odd length y le
and, moreover, let C ontain a maximum number of mat hing edges. This on ept is
what we all a blossom.
De nition 1.3.1 (Blossom) Let M be a mat hing in G and B  V an odd ardinality subset of verti es. B is a blossom, when (B) ontains a simple y le C that
traverses all verti es of B, and, moreover, a maximum number of edges along C are
mat hed, i.e. jM \ C j = bjBj=2 .
Figure 1.3(a) shows an example of a blossom. The only vertex in a blossom B that is
either free, or whose mat hing edge is not ontained in (B), is alled the base of B. B
is free, when its base is free; otherwise, B is mat hed.
Our interest in the blossom on ept stems from the following fa t. Consider a blossom
B with base b. For any arbitrary vertex u of B an even length alternating path p from
u to the base b must exist. Moreover, the rst edge of p is a mat hing edge and p lies
ex lusively in B, i.e. e 2 (B) for ea h edge e in p. Edmonds observed that one an
bene t from that property by shrinking the blossom B into a single vertex, for example
into b. Informally, this means that all verti es of B are ollapsed into b and all edges in
(B) be ome non{existent. Let G0 denote the graph obtained from G by shrinking the
blossom B (see Figure 1.3(b)). Formally, G0 = (V 0; E 0 ) an be de ned as follows.
V 0 = (V n B) [ fbg
and
E 0 = (V n B) [ fub : uv 2 Æ(B) and u 62 Bg:
Let M 0 denote the mat hing in G0 that orresponds to M , i.e. M 0 = M n (B). The
intention behind shrinking is that any augmenting path p0 with respe t to M 0 in G0 an
be lifted (as des ribed in the proof below) to an augmenting path p with respe t to M
in G.
Lemma 1.3.1 Let G0 be a graph obtained from G by shrinking a blossom B as des ribed above. If an augmenting path p0 with respe t to M 0 in G0 exists, then there
also exists an augmenting path p with respe t to M in G.
Proof:
Let p0 be an augmenting path in G0 . We onsider only the ase where p0 traverses b,
sin e otherwise p0 redu es to an augmenting path in G. We an break p0 at b into p1
and p2: p0 = (p1; b; p2 ). Let p2 be the path that starts with the non{mat hing edge bv.
When b is an endpoint of p0 and hen e must be free, p1 is empty. Otherwise, p1 ends
with the mat hed edge ub. Due to the onstru tion of G0 , there must be a vertex w 2 B
su h that wv is an edge in G. Moreover, we know there must exist a possibly empty
even length alternating path in (B) from w to b. Let pB denote that path in reversed
order, i.e. leading from b to w in G. The augmenting path p in G then onsists simply
of the on atenation p1, pB and p2, where the rst edge bv of p2 is repla ed by wv. 
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We will soon re ne the sear h strategy of Se tion 1.2 su h that it will work for general
graphs. But rst, we wish to argue that ea h graph G(i) obtained from G by a series
of shrinkings an be viewed as a nested family of odd ardinality subsets of V . Let us
introdu e that notion next:
N (V ) is a nested family of odd ardinality subsets of V , when
ea h element S of N (V ) is a subset of V having odd ardinality, and
for two elements Si; Sj 2 N (V ) with Si 6= Sj , either Si  Sj , or Sj  Si, or
Sj \ Si = ; holds.
(1)

(2)

Assume G(i) is obtained from G as given below.
G = G(0)

shrink

B0! G(1)

shrink

B1! : : :

shrink Bi

! G(i)
1

Let V (i) denote the
set of verti es in G(i) . Ea h vertex v 2 V (i) orresponds
to an odd
(0)
(
i
)
ardinality set Sv  V whi h an be de ned re ursively. We have Sv = fvg and for
i > 0:
8 (i 1)
>
Sv
when v 62 Bi 1,
<
[ (i 1)
Sv(i) =
Su
otherwise.
>
:
u2Bi

1

Note that uniting an odd number
of odd ardinality sets will result in an odd ardinality set. Therefore, ea h Sv(i) is indeed of odd ardinality. Moreover, observe that a
maximum number bjSv(i) j=2 of edges in (Sv(i) ) are mat hed; this an easily be shown
by indu tion on i.
From the de nition of Sv(i) it follows that
N (V ) =

[i

[ (j) !
Sv

j =0 v2V (j)

is a nested family of odd ardinality subsets of V .
N (V ) provides suÆ ient stru tural information about the nesting of blossoms. The
nesting of blossoms will be of major importan e in the weighted mat hing ase later
on. Therefore, we rede ne | or better, reinterpret | the on ept of blossoms and
introdu e some additional terms based on the view we are about to develop.
Ea h element B 2 N (V ) is alled a blossom of G.2 Moreover, we distinguish between
trivial and non{trivial blossoms. A trivial blossom B = fvg orresponds to the vertex
v in G. All non{singleton sets B 2 N (V ) are non{trivial blossoms; they ontain other
blossoms whi h we all subblossoms: Bi is a subblossom of B if Bi  B.
A maximum superset B 2 N (V ), i.e. B 6 S for all sets S 2 N (V ), is what we all
a surfa e blossom. Obviously, surfa e blossoms are not ontained in other blossoms.
Noti e, that ea h vertex in G(i) orresponds to a surfa e blossom in N (V ).
2
We wish to emphasize that B does not form a blossom in the sense of De nition 1.3.1: the simple
y le C ontaining all verti es of B does not ne essarily have to exist. But it is assured, however, that
an even length path from ea h vertex v 2 B to the base vertex exists.

1.3
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Example of a graph G after a series of shrinkings. There are four non{trivial
blossoms: B = fa; b; g, B = fB ; d; e; f; gg, B = fh; i; j g and B = fl; m; n; o; pg. The nested
family of odd ardinality subsets of V equals N (V ) = ffag; fbg; : : :; frg; B ; B ; B ; B g. B is
an immediate subblossom of B ; the trivial blossom fag is a subblossom, but not an immediate
subblossom of B . The base of B and B is . Current surfa e blossoms are B ; B ; fkg; B ; fqg
and frg, of whi h the rst ve form a new free blossom with base h.
Figure 1.4:
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All edges e in G are lassi ed as either dead or alive. An edge e is dead, when it lies in
a blossom B, i.e. e 2 (B); all other edges are alive. Thus, after a series of shrinkings
the urrent graph G is viewed as being partitioned into surfa e blossoms whi h are
onne ted by alive edges only. Therefore, G will also be alled the surfa e graph.
Let p = (e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; ek ) be an ordered sequen e of alive edges of G. We say p is a
(surfa e) path from B1 to Bk+1 in G, when ei 2 Æ(Bi ) \ Æ(Bi+1 ) for 1  i  k. p
is simple, when additionally all blossoms Bi, 1  i  k + 1, on p are distin t. The
de nitions for alternating and augmenting paths extend to surfa e paths in the obvious
way. A (surfa e) y le C = (e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; ek ) in G is a path from a blossom B1 to itself.
C is simple, when no other y le is ontained in C .
Suppose C = (e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; e2k+1 ) is a simple surfa e y le of odd length in G. Let
B1; B2; : : : ; B2k+1 denote the odd number of surfa e blossoms that lie on C . Moreover,
let C ontain k mat hing edges with respe t to a mat hing M in G. Then, a new
blossom
2[
k+1
B = Bi
i=1

has been found. We an shrink B by adding it to N (V ). Consequently, all blossoms
Bi, 1  i  2k + 1, stop being surfa e blossoms and be ome subblossoms of B. B is a
new surfa e blossom of G. The de ning blossoms Bi, 1  i  2k +1, of B will be alled
immediate subblossoms of B. Figure 1.4 shows an example s enario.
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Algorithm 1.3.1 Generi algorithm to sear h for an augmenting path p from a free
vertex r. Let G be the underlying graph and M a mat hing in G su h that r is free.

let r be the only even vertex of T
while there does not exist an alive edge e = uv with u+ 62 T and v+ 2 T f
if an alive edge uv with u+ 2 T and v? 62 T exists f
let b be the base of Bv and w denote the mate of b, with w 2 Bw
make Bv an odd and Bw an even labeled blossom of T
add the edges uv and bw to T
g
else if an alive edge uv with u+ 2 T and v+ 2 T exists f
determine the lowest ommon an estor Bl a of Bu and Bv in T
let p1 = (e1 ; : : : ; e2j ) be the alternating path from Bl a to Bu in T , and
let p2 = (e2j+2 ; : : : ; e2k+1 ) be the alternating path from Bv to Bl a in T
all surfa e blossoms on C = (p1; e2j+1 = uv; p2 ) de ne a new blossom B
shrink B by making all surfa e blossoms on C to subblossoms of B
B gets labeled even and all edges in (B) are onsidered to be dead
g
else terminate, T is abandoned sin e no augmenting path for r exists
g
there must exist an even length alternating surfa e path p00 from Bv to Br in T
p0 = (e; p00 ) is an augmenting surfa e path from Bu to Br
raise p0 to an augmenting path p in the original graph G using Lemma 1.3.1

By now we are well prepared to revise our sear h for an augmenting path. At the end
we give a generi algorithm that seeks an augmenting path in a general graph G. The
algorithm is based on the nested view of G developed above and will be fundamental
for the weighted mat hing problem.
Let M be a mat hing in G and r a free vertex with respe t to M . As in the bipartite
ase, an alternating tree T is grown from r. However, T forms a tree with respe t to
the surfa e blossoms of G only, and the edges used by the sear h are restri ted to being
alive. For the sake of on iseness, we denote the surfa e blossom to a vertex u of G by
Bu. Moreover, we stipulate that ea h vertex u retains the label of its surfa e blossom
Bu, and u is said to be in T , when Bu is ontained in T .
Shortly, it will be ome apparent that non{trivial blossoms an o ur only as even tree
blossoms in the unweighted mat hing ase. However, in the weighted mat hing ase
later on, non{trivial blossoms will also o ur outside of T and an be even or odd tree
blossoms. Therefore, we do some preparatory work by assuming non{trivial blossoms
to be of any kind.
Initially, T onsists of the even labeled vertex r+ only. The sear h assumes the following
labeling for all surfa e blossoms outside of T : ea h free surfa e blossom is labeled even
and ea h mat hed surfa e blossom is unlabeled. Four ases have to be distinguished.
Let uv be an alive edge with u+ 2 T and v? 62 T . The base b of Bv must be mat hed,
sin e Bv is unlabeled. Let w denote the mate of b in Bw . T is extended by making Bv

1.3
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Algorithm 1.3.2 Generi algorithm to ompute a maximum{ ardinality mat hing in
a general graph G.
let M be an arbitrary mat hing in G
label all free verti es even and unlabel all mat hed verti es
for ea h vertex r in G f
if r is mat hed ontinue with another vertex
grow an alternating tree T rooted in r as des ribed in Algorithm 1.3.1
if an augmenting path p with respe t to M in G has been found f
repla e M by the augmented mat hing M  p
unlabel all verti es ontained in T
delete all non{trivial surfa e blossoms of T
destroy T
g
else T has been abandoned
ontinue with another vertex
g
M is a maximum{ ardinality mat hing

an odd and Bw an even labeled tree blossom and taking uv and bw to T . This is what
we will all a grow step hen eforth.
Let us assume there exists an alive edge uv with u+ 2 T and v+ 2 T . We determine
the lowest ommon an estor surfa e blossom Bl a of Bu and Bv . That is, Bl a is the
rst blossom that is both on the surfa e tree path from Bu to Br and on the surfa e
tree path from Bv to Br . Noti e that from the way we built T , Bl a must be labeled
even. Let p1 = (e1 ; : : : ; e2j ) denote the even length surfa e path from Bl a to Bu and
p2 = (e2j +2 ; : : : ; e2k+1 ) the even length surfa e path from Bv to Bl a in T . Obviously,
C = (p1 ; e2j +1 = uv; p2 ) is an odd length surfa e y le and moreover, a maximum
number k of edges on that y le are mat hed, i.e. we have dete ted a blossom B. B is
de ned as the union of all surfa e blossoms Bi on C , with 1  i  2k + 1. Sin e for
every vertex v of B an even length alternating path to the base of B (this will a tually
be the base of Bl a) exists, and therefore also an even length alternating path from
v to the root r of T , B gets labeled even.3 All blossoms Bi , 1  i  2k + 1, be ome
subblossoms of B and ea h edge in (B) is no longer used by the sear h. That ompletes
the des ription of a so{ alled shrink step.
When an alive edge uv with u+ 2 T and v+ 62 T is en ountered, an augmenting surfa e
path p0 = (vu; p00) from Bv to Br is dire tly available. Here, p00 denotes the even length
alternating surfa e path from Bu to Br in T . p0 an be lifted to an augmenting path p
in the original graph G by repeatedly applying Lemma 1.3.1.
Last, when none of the above ases applies T is abandoned, sin e no augmenting path
starting in r exists. T retains its identity, i.e. all surfa e blossoms in T stay in T and
retain their label. T will never be looked at again.
When an alternating tree T is abandoned, there are no edges from any vertex u+ 2 T
3

A tually, that is the justi ation for the label of a vertex being determined by its surfa e blossom.
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to any other vertex vf?j+g 62 T . Moreover, ea h edge uv onne ting two even verti es
u+ 2 T and v+ 2 T is dead, i.e. lies in a surfa e blossom B+ 2 T . Ea h odd surfa e
blossom Bi 2 T (whi h is trivial in the unweighted mat hing ase) is mat hed by an
alive edge ij 2 M with an even surfa e blossom Bj+ 2 T , and Br+ 2 T is the only surfa e
blossom that is free in T .
The omplete sear h for an augmenting path in a general graph G is summarized in
Algorithm 1.3.1.
Combining the idea of Algorithm 1.2.1 with the sear h just des ribed yields a generi
algorithm for omputing a maximum{ ardinality mat hing in a general graph G as
given in Algorithm 1.3.2.
p In the rest of this se tion, we will prove optimality of M , the mat hing obtained by Algo- q
rithm 1.3.2, and thus establish orre tness. The results to ome are interesting from a theoreti al point of view. However, the optimality riteria for the weighted mat hing ase will be
of another kind and only Algorithm 1.3.1 will be used. Therefore, the reader may also skip
dire tly to the next se tion.
Di erent optimality riteria have evolved over several de ades. Two of them will be onsidered
more losely. The rst is due to Edmonds [Edm65b℄ and is based on the notion of an odd set
over. The se ond is known as the Tutte{Berge Formula.
Assume M  leaves t verti es unmat hed. The ardinality of M is thus b(n t)=2 , where n
denotes the number of verti es in G. For ea h free vertex ri , 1  i  t, an alternating tree Ti,
whi h has been abandoned by the sear h, is rooted in Bri . As we outlined above, ea h vertex
u 2 Ti , 1  i  t, is mat hed with a surfa e blossom B 2 Ti and only the root blossom Bri
is free. Remember that all edges uv onne ting two even verti es must lie in the same blossom
B 2 Ti for some 1  i  t. All unlabeled verti es u? are mat hed with a vertex v? and for
ea h tree Ti, there exists no edge uv with u? and v 2 Ti.
Let C (V ) be a family of pairwise disjoint odd ardinality subsets of V . C (V ) is alled an odd
set over of G when for every edge e 2 E : e 2 Æ(v) for a singleton set fvg 2 C (V ), or otherwise
e 2 (S ) for a non{singleton set S 2 C (V ).
The apa ity ap(S ) of a set S 2 C (V ) is de ned as
(
1
when S is a singleton set,
ap(S ) =
bjS j=2 otherwise.
As an easily be veri ed, the total apa ity ap(C (V )) = PS2C V ap(S ) of an odd set over
gives an upper bound for the ardinality of any mat hing in G, i.e. jM j  ap(C (V )).
Edmonds onstru ted an odd set over C (V ) of G having apa ity equal to the ardinality of
M  and thus proved M  to be maximum.
C (V ) = fv 2 Ti : 1  i  kg [ fB 2 Ti : 1  i  k, and B is non{trivialg:
When U 6= ;, we hoose some u^ 2 U and add fu^g to C (V ). Additionally, U n u^ is added to
C (V ), when jU j > 2.
+

+

+

(

)

4

+

5

Let M be a mat hing in G. Ea h edge e 2 M must be overed by some set S 2 C (V ) and the
number of mat hing edges overed by some S 2 C (V ) is learly bounded above by ap(S ).
5
Let us see why C (V ) does indeed form an odd set over. Ea h odd vertex v 2 Ti , 1  i  t,
4

1.3
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Ea h odd vertex v overs exa tly 1 = ap(v) mat hing edge of M . We argued above that
the number of mat hed edges in an even surfa e blossom B equals bjBj=2 = ap(B). Finally,
u^ overs exa tly 1 = ap(^u) mat hing edge. If jU j > 2, all other b(jU j 1)=2 = ap(U n u^)
mat hing edges are overed by U n u^. Thus, we have jM j = ap(C (V )) as desired. We an now
state the optimality riteria whi h is due to Edmonds [Edm65b℄.
Lemma 1.3.2 Let G = (V; E ) be a graph and M a mat hing in G. Moreover, let C (V ) be an
odd set over of G having apa ity ap(C (V )). Then, M is a maximum{ ardinality mat hing
and C (V ) is an odd set over having minimum apa ity, i jM j = ap(C (V )).
Another interesting possibility to obtain an upper bound on the ardinality of a mat hing M
in G is as follows.
Let A  V be an arbitrary subset of verti es of G. Removing ea h vertex u 2 A and all its
in ident edges from G, results in a new graph denoted by G n A. Let C ; C ; : : : ; Ck be the
onne ted omponents in G n A having an odd number of verti es. Ea h Ci ontains either
a free vertex, or there exists a mat hing edge uv 2 M with u 2 Ci and v 2 A. Sin e M is
a mat hing, the endpoints in A of those edges must be distin t. Therefore, at most jAj su h
mat hing edges exist. Consequently, we an on lude that at least k jAj verti es must be free
with respe t to M . To put it di erently, no more than n (k jAj) verti es an be mat hed
by M .
Let o (G) denote the number of onne ted omponents in G having an odd number of verti es.
The ardinality of a mat hing M is thus bounded by jM j  b(n o (G n A) + jAj)=2 , for any
AV.
Again, we show optimality of M . Choose A = fv 2 Ti : 1  i  kg. Obviously, o (G n A)
must be jAj + t, sin e that is the total number of even surfa e blossoms in all abandoned
trees Ti, 1  i  k. Thus, the bound stated above be omes tight, i.e. jM j = b(n t)=2 =
b(n o (G n A) + jAj)=2 , and M  is maximum. The following optimality riterion for a
maximum{ ardinality mat hing has just been proved. It is due to Berge [Ber58℄.
Lemma 1.3.3 Let G = (V; E ) be a graph having n verti es and M a mat hing in G. M is a
maximum{ ardinality mat hing, i a set A  V exists with jM j = b(n o (G n A) + jAj)=2 .
1

2

The dis ussion above and Lemma 1.3.3 immediately imply the following orollary whi h states
a ondition for the existen e of a perfe t mat hing. It was originally proved by Tutte [Tut47℄.
Corollary 1.3.1 A graph G = (V; E ) has a perfe t mat hing i for every set A  V of verti es
o (G n A)  jAj.
As an aside, observe that Algorithm 1.3.2 will nd a perfe t mat hing, if there exists any. But
it an even prove the non{existen e of a perfe t mat hing using Corrollary 1.3.1. To see this,
onsider any abandoned tree Ti. Let A denote the set of odd verti es in Ti . Sin e the number of
even labeled surfa e blossoms in Ti equals jAj + 1, it is o (G n A) = jAj + 1 > jAj and we have
thus proved that no perfe t mat hing exists. In on lusion, we an state that Algorithm 1.3.2
x an solve maximum{ ardinality perfe t mat hing problems as well.
y
overs all its in ident edges. All edges lying in an even labeled surfa e blossom B 2 Ti are overed by
B 2 C (V ). Edges onne ting two verti es of U are overed by u^ or lie in (U n u^) and are hen e overed
by U n u^. Finally, no other edges exist as stated before.
+
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1.4 LP Formulations for Weighted Mat hing Problems
In the pre eding se tions, important mat hing on epts su h as augmenting paths have
been introdu ed. Further, we a quired a generi algorithm that an solve both variants
of the maximum{ ardinality mat hing problem. The stated results serve as a good
basis for the weighted ase onsidered in this and the subsequent se tions.
Fundamental ndings in the area of ombinatorial optimization will guide us to a generi
algorithm for the weighted mat hing problem. We assume familiarity with terms su h
as linear programming formulations, relaxation, duality theory (weak and strong duality, omplementary sla kness) as well as the on epts behind primal{dual methods.
For extensive sour es on erning these subje ts, see Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis [BT97℄,
Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [PS82℄ and Chvatal [Chv83℄.
We start with the dis ussion of linear programming formulations for the weighted
mat hing problem.
1.4.1 LP Formulation for the Weighted Mat hing Problem

Let G = (V; E; w) be an instan e of the maximum{weight mat hing problem. The
maximum{weight mat hing problem an be formulated as a zero{one integer linear
programming problem. An in iden e ve tor x is asso iated with the edges of G. Ea h
omponent xe is a de ision variable having value 0 or 1. The relation between the
in iden e ve tor x and a mat hing M is as follows:
(
0 if e does not belong to the mat hing M ,
xe =
1 if e does belong to the mat hing M .
An in iden e ve tor x orresponding to a given mat hing M is alled the hara teristi
ve tor of M .
Let S  E be a subset of edges and x an in iden e ve tor asso iated with the edges
E of
P
G. x(S ) is de ned as the sum over all omponents xe with e 2 S , i.e. x(S ) = e2S xe .
We are now able to formulate the maximum{weight mat hing problem as a zero{one
:
integer linear program
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u))  1
for all u 2 V ,
(1)
xe 2 f0; 1g for all e 2 E .
(2)
(iwm)

(iwm)

assures that ea h vertex has at most one in ident edge that is mat hed. Note
that ea h optimal solution x of
orresponds to a maximum{weight mat hing M .
And onversely, every hara teristi ve tor x to a maximum{weight mat hing M is an
optimal solution to
. Therefore,
does in fa t formulate the maximum{
weight mat hing problem.
A standard te hnique in ombinatorial optimization is to relax the zero{one onstraint
whi h yields the linear programing relaxation
.

(iwm)(1)

(iwm)

(iwm)

(iwm)(2)

(iwm)

(wm')
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maximize
subje t to

(wm')

wT x
x(Æ(u))
xe

 1 for all u 2 V ,
 0 for all e 2 E .

(1)
(2)

Unfortunately,
does not have zero{one solutions only.6 To see this, onsider a
graph G = (V; E ) having three verti es V = fa; b; g that lie on a odd length y le,
i.e. E = fab; b ; ag. Assume further that we = 1 for all edges e 2 E . Then, x^e = 1=2 for
ea h edge e of G is an optimal solution to
having obje tive value 3=2. However,
x^ is not a solution to
(the obje tive value of an optimal solution to
is 1).
Consequently, the two formulations
and
are not equal, or to put it differently,
is said to be not as strong as
. A measure for the strength of
a linear programming relaxation is the loseness of its feasible set to the onvex hull
de ned by the feasible in iden e ve tors of the original integer program.
onsists of
In general, the feasible set F to a linear programming formulation
all feasible in iden e ve tors to . For example,
F
= fx : x satis es
and
g:
The onvex hull P of a feasible set F an be seen as a polyhedron spanned by
F .7
For an integer linear programming formulation
and its relaxation
the relation P  P always holds, whereas one annot expe t that the opposite does
too. The relation between P and P is a perfe t example.
Theorem 1.4.1 Two linear programming formulations
and
are equally
strong, i P = P .
(wm')

(wm')

(iwm)

(iwm)

(iwm)

(wm')

(wm')

(iwm)

(lp)

(lp)

(lp)

(wm')

(wm')(1)

(lp)

(wm')(2)

(lp)

(lp)

(ilp)

(lp')

(lp')

(ilp)

(iwm)

(wm')

(lp)

(lp)

(lp')

(lp')

The question is, whether there exists a linear programming formulation similar to
that is moreover as strong as
.
Let O denote the set of all non{singleton odd ardinality subsets of V :
O = fB  V : jBj is odd and jBj  3g:
Consider the linear programming formulation
below.

(wm')

(iwm)

(wm)

6
However, the two linear programing formulations (wm') and (iwm) have been proved to be equivalent for the bipartite weighted mat hing problem. The proof is due to Birkho [Bir46℄.
7
The onvex hull P of a nite set S = fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g 2 Rn is de ned as the set of all onvex
ombinations of S :

P = fx = Pki i xi
=1

:

P

k
i=1 i

= 1, xi 2 S and i  0, 1  i  kg:

More pre isely, we would have to distinguish between a polyhedron P (lp) whi h is de ned by (i.e. is
equal to) its feasible set F (lp) and a polyhedron P (lp) whi h is de ned by the onvex hull of its feasible
set F (lp) (e.g. in ases where (lp) is an integer linear program). However, we do not wish to go into the
details of polyhedral ombinatori s at this point. Instead, for a more extensive dis ussion on erning
these aspe ts, the interested reader is referred to Cook et al. [CCPS98℄ and Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis
[BT97℄.
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(wm)

maximize
subje t to

wT x
x(Æ(u))
x( (B))
xe

 1
for all u 2 V ,
 bjBj=2 for all B 2 O,
 0
for all e 2 E .

(1)
(2)
(3)

equals
ex ept that a new series of onstraints
has been added.
states, that the number of mat hed edges in (B), where B  V is a non{
singleton odd ardinality set, is bounded above by bjBj=2 . Note that
oin ides
with one's intuition. It an easily be observed that ea h hara teristi ve tor x to a
given mat hing M must satisfy
and therefore: P  P .
What onsequen es does the additional onstraint
entail? As before, let us
regard the graph G onsisting of an odd y le only. Setting xe = 1=2 for all edges of G
is not a feasible solution to
, sin e x( (fa; b; g)) = 3=2  1.
The idea arises that
is a stronger formulation than
. And indeed, as the
following lemma shows, the linear programming formulation
is not only stronger
than
, but as strong as
.
Lemma 1.4.1 Let P
and P represent the polyhedron of
and
,
respe tively. Then P = P .
(wm)

(wm')

(wm)(2)

(wm)(2)

(wm)(2)

(iwm)

(wm)(1){(3)

(wm)

(wm)(2)

(wm)

(wm)

(wm')

(wm)

(wm')

(iwm)

(iwm)

(iwm)

(wm)

(iwm)

(wm)

(wm)

Lemma 1.4.1 is one of the ornerstones of the weighted mat hing theory. It is due to
Edmonds. Generally, one an prove Lemma 1.4.1 either dire tly, or by an algorithmi
proof.
We will do so by the latter method, i.e. we develop an algorithm that omputes a
mat hing M and moreover, the hara teristi ve tor x to M will be an optimal solution
to
. Further details are deferred to Se tion 1.6. Similar algorithmi proofs an be
found in Pulleyblank [Pul95℄ and Cook et al. [CCPS98℄.
The dire t proof is omplex and not given here. Details an be found in the original
work of Edmonds [Edm65a℄. Cook et al. [CCPS98, Chapter 6℄ and Lovasz and Plummer
[LP86℄ are also ex ellent sour es.
(wm)

1.4.2 LP Formulation for the Weighted Perfe t Mat hing Problem

The linear programming formulation for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem slightly di ers from
and will be sket hed next. In Se tion 1.5 we will see
that under ertain onditions, ea h maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem an be
redu ed to the maximum{weight mat hing problem and ontrariwise. Taking that fa t
into onsideration, one may wonder if it is worth the e ort to inspe t the weighted
perfe t mat hing ase separately. However, the di eren es between those two problems
regarding linear programming formulation aspe ts are interesting to see and, moreover, both problems an be in orporated into one generi algorithm easily as, will be
exploited in Se tion 1.6.
Again, we start with the integer linear program. Sin e every vertex has to be mat hed
(wm)
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in the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem, the primal ondition
be omes an equality onstraint:
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u)) = 1
for all u 2 V ,
xe 2 f0; 1g for all e 2 E .

(iwm)(1)

(iwpm)

(1)
(2)

In the perfe t ase, too, the linear programming relaxation of
is not as strong
as
itself. But as in the non{perfe t ase, adding a new series of onstraints
helps. The orresponding linear program is
.
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u)) = 1
for all u 2 V ,
(1)
x( (B))  bjBj=2 for all B 2 O,
(2)
xe  0
for all e 2 E .
(3)
(iwpm)

(iwpm)

(wpm)

(wpm)

At this point one observes that the formulation of
is a generalization of
,
sin e P
is a fa e of P . The following lemma states that
is as strong
as
.
Lemma 1.4.2 Let P
and P
represent the polyhedron of
and
, respe tively. Then P
=P .
(wm)

(wpm)

(wm)

(wpm)

(iwpm)

(wpm)

(iwpm)

(wpm)

(wpm)

(iwpm)

(iwpm)

(wpm)

As for Lemma 1.4.1, the generi algorithm in Se tion 1.6 will prove orre tness of the
stated lemma. For alternative proofs all referen es given for Lemma 1.4.1 apply.
1.4.3 An Alternative LP Formulation for the Weighted Perfe t
Mat hing Problem

In Se tion 1.6 we will develop a primal{dual method that omputes an optimal solution
to the linear programming formulations given above. The details of that method depend
on those xed formulations. However, an alternative linear programming formulation
for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem exists and will be the subje t of
this se tion. The pros and ons of that alternative formulation with respe t to the
resulting primal{dual method will be dis ussed in detail in Se tion 1.6.5.
In both ases, i.e. the perfe t and non{perfe t weighted mat hing problem, we added a
series of onstraints to the relaxation of the integer linear program in order to obtain a
linear program that is as strong as its integer linear program. Those onstraints have
been of the form:
x( (B))  bjBj=2 for all B 2 O:
(1.1)
However, for the weighted perfe t mat hing problem, the same e e t an be a hieved
by a di erent type of onstraint:
x(Æ(B))  1 for all B 2 O:
(1.2)
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(1.2) means that at least one edge that leaves a non{singleton odd ardinality set B,
i.e. is part of Æ(B), must be mat hed.
The alternative formulation for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem is given
.
in
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u)) = 1 for all u 2 V ,
(1)
x(Æ(B))  1 for all B 2 O,
(2)
xe  0 for all e 2 E .
(3)
(wpm*)

(wpm*)

As mentioned above, it an be shown that
is indeed an alternative to
.

(wpm*)

(wpm*)

is as strong as

. Thus,

(iwpm)

(wpm)

1.5 Redu tions
We intend to use this se tion to show that ea h instan e of the maximum{weight
mat hing problem an be redu ed to an instan e of the maximum{weight perfe t mathing problem. Moreover, assuming the availability of a te hnique to dis over the
non{existen e of a perfe t mat hing, the ontrary an be a hieved as well.
We will des ribe these redu tions by means of a transformation  su h that
for ea h instan e G = (V; E; w) of the maximum{weight mat hing problem, a
maximum{weight perfe t mat hing M 0 in G0 =  (G) an be translated to a
maximum{weight mat hing M in G, and
under the assumption that a perfe t mat hing exists for an arbitrary instan e G0 = (V 0; E 0 ; w0 ) of the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem,
a maximum{weight mat hing M in G =  1 (G0 ) orresponds to a maximum{
weight perfe t mat hing M 0 in G0.
First,  will be onstru ted suiting and after that the inverse transformation  1
satisfying will be given.
(i1)

(i2)

(i1)

(i2)

1.5.1 Redu ing the Weighted Mat hing Problem to the Weighted Perfe t Mat hing Problem

Let G = (V; E; w) be an instan e of the maximum{weight mat hing problem. We give
a transformation  (G) = G0 , where G0 = (V 0; E 0 ; w0 ), and then pro eed to show that
G0 satis es
.
e we) is a opy of G. For ea h vertex u, edge e and weight we of G,
Assume, Ge = (Ve ; E;
we denote the orresponding vertex, edge and weight in Ge by ue, ee and weee, respe tively.
Consider the graph G0 that onsists of G and Ge. Moreover, let G0 have additional zero{
ost edges from ea h vertex u of G to ue of Ge. More pre isely, G0 is given as V 0 = V [_ Ve
(i1)

1.5
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and
The weight fun

E 0 = E [_ Ee
tion w0 of G0 is de

[ fuue : u 2 V and ue 2 Ve g:

ned as:
8
we0 when e0 2 E ,
>
<
we0 0 = wee0 when e0 2 Ee,
>
:0 when e0 = uue with u 2 V and ue 2 Ve .
Lemma 1.5.1 Let G0 =  (G) as given above. Ea h maximum{weight perfe t mathing M 0 in G0 then orresponds to a maximum{weight mat hing M in G.
Proof:
Let M 0 be a maximum{weight perfe

t mat hing in G0 . The di eren e
f
M 0 n fuue : u 2 V and ue 2 Ve g = M [_ M
f  Ee. Sin e M 0 is of maximum weight, M must be a
de omposes into M  E and M
maximum{weight mat hing in G.
Conversely, let M be a maximum{weight mat hing in G and Mf the orresponding
mat hing in Ge. Then
f [ fuue 2 E 0 : u free in G and ue free in Geg
M0 = M [ M
is a perfe t mat hing in G0 with weight w0 (M 0) = 2w(M ).

The stated lemma is often used to redu e the proof of Lemma 1.4.1 to the proof of
Lemma 1.4.2.
1.5.2 Redu ing the Weighted Perfe t Mat hing Problem to the
Weighted Mat hing Problem

Consider an instan e G0 = (V 0; E 0 ; w0 ) of the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem. We will onstru t a transformation  1 that gives us an instan e  1(G0 ) = G,
with G = (V; E; w), of the maximum{weight mat hing problem satisfying . However, we wish to emphasize that the redu tion to be stated is orre t only when a perfe t
mat hing does indeed exist in G0 .
In the dis ussion that follows, we assume that all edge weights of G0 are non{negative.
We may make this assumption, sin e the weighted perfe t mat hing problem is not
a e ted when all edge weights are modi ed by adding a onstant = maxfjwe j : e 2 E g.
De ne G = (V; E; w) with V = V 0 and E = E 0. The edge weights in G will be set
su h that ea h maximum{weight mat hing M in G is perfe t. This an be a hieved by
adding a positive value L to the original edge weights of G0 : we = we0 + L.
f) of ea h perfe t mat hing M
f in G is larger
Choosing L su h that the total weight w(M
than the total weight of any non{perfe t mat hing M in G yields the desired result. Let
n = jV j denote the number of verti es of G; n is assumed to be even, sin e otherwise no
(i2)
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perfe t mat hing exists in G0 . Moreover, let C = max fwe0 : e 2 E 0g be the maximum
edge weight in G0 . By the de nition of w, we have C + L  we  L. The total
f) of ea h perfe t mat hing M
f is thus bounded below by jM
fj L = (n=2) L.
weight w(M
Conversely, the total weight w(M ) of a non{perfe t mat hing M annot be more than
jM j (C + L). Hen e, hoosing L su h that the relation
(n=2) L > jM j (C + L)
(1.3)
holds, assures that ea h maximum{weight mat hing M in G will be perfe t. The right{
hand side of (1.3) maximizes for jM j = (n=2) 1, sin e that is the largest ardinality
of a non{perfe t mat hing possible. Therefore, hoosing L := (n=2) C > ((n=2) 1) C
has the desired e e t.
Lemma 1.5.2 Let G =  1 (G0 ) as given above and assume a perfe t mat hing exists in
G0 . Ea h maximum{weight mat hing M in G then orresponds to a maximum{weight
perfe t mat hing M 0 in G0 .
Proof:
Let M be a maximum{weight mat hing in G. From the onstru tion above, it immediately follows that M must be perfe t. The total weight of a maximum{weight perfe t
mat hing in G0 is thus w0(M ) = w(M ) jM j L = w(M ) (n=2) L.
Conversely, let M 0 be a maximum{weight perfe t mat hing in G0 having total weight
w0 (M 0 ). M 0 is then a perfe t mat hing in G of weight w(M 0 ) = w0 (M 0 ) + jM j L =
w0 (M 0 ) + (n=2) L. Due to the onstru tion of G, no non{perfe t mat hing an have
total weight larger than or equal to w(M 0 ). Thus, M 0 is a maximum{weight mat hing
in G.


Ea h maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem an thus be solved by an algorithm
for the maximum{weight mat hing problem using Lemma 1.5.2 and a further te hnique
to dis over the non{existen e of a perfe t mat hing in G (for example Corrollary 1.3.1).
Mehlhorn and Naher [MN99℄ use a similar onstru tion to for e a maximum{weight
bipartite mat hing algorithm to nd a maximum{weight mat hing along all maximum{
ardinality bipartite mat hings.

1.6 Primal{Dual Method
In Se tion 1.4.1 a linear programing formulation for the maximum{weight mat hing
problem was introdu ed. Based on that formulation, we will use duality theory to
obtain a rst high{level primal{dual method to ompute a maximum{weight mat hing
to a given instan e. A primal{dual method based on the maximum{weight perfe t
mat hing problem formulation of Se tion 1.4.2 will then be outlined.
Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h will be extended in Se tion 1.6.3 su h that it
be omes a on rete derivation of those primal{dual methods. The resulting generi
algorithm establishes orre tness of Lemma 1.4.1 and Lemma 1.4.2 and will serve as
the fundamental approa h for our implementations.

1.6
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We will omplete this se tion by showing a useful property of the dual solution to
the maximum{weight mat hing and maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem and,
moreover, dis uss the pros and ons of a similar algorithm for the maximum{weight
perfe t mat hing problem using the alternative formulation of Se tion 1.4.3.
1.6.1 Primal{Dual Method for the Maximum{Weight Mat hing
Problem

We repeat the linear programing formulation of the maximum{weight mat hing problem
onsidered in Se tion 1.4.1:
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u))  1
for all u 2 V ,
(1)
x( (B))  bjBj=2 for all B 2 O,
(2)
xe  0
for all e 2 E .
(3)
(wm)

We will use duality theory in order to derive a primal{dual method that omputes
an optimal solution to
. The main idea is to ompute a mat hing M whose
hara teristi ve tor x is a feasible and moreover optimal solution to
. We will
assure optimality of x by a feasible solution to the dual linear program of
that
satis es all omplementary sla kness onditions with x.
to
is given next. Ea h vertex u and ea h non{
The dual linear program
singleton odd ardinality set B has an asso iated dual variable yu and zB , respe tively.
X
X
yu +
minimize
bjBj=2 zB
u2V
B2O
subje t to
yu  0
for all u 2 V ,
(1)
(2)
X zB  0 for all B 2 O,
zB  wuv for all uv 2 E .
(3)
yu + yv +
(wm)

(wm)

(wm)

(wm)

(wm)

(wm)

B2O
(B)

uv 2

We will all yu and zB the dual value, or alternatively the potential of vertex u and
blossom B.
states that the potentials of the endpoints of an edge e = uv plus
the sum of all potentials of non{trivial odd ardinality sets ontaining that edge must
be greater or equal to the weight of e.
To simplify further notations, we introdu e the notion of the redu ed ost of an edge e.
De nition 1.6.1 (Redu ed Cost) Let (y; z ) be a solution to the dual linear program
. The redu ed ost uv of an edge e = uv with respe t to (y; z) is de ned as:
X
uv = yu + yv wuv +
zB :
(wm)(3)

(wm)

B2O
(B)

uv 2

An edge e = uv is alled tight, when its redu ed ost uv equals zero. Note that
an be repla ed by uv  0 for all edges uv of E . Thus,
assures that
the redu ed ost of ea h edge is non{negative.
(wm)(3)

(wm)(3)
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Let us dedu e the omplementary sla kness onditions for
and
. Given a
, then x
primal feasible solution x to
and a dual feasible solution (y; z) to
and (y; z) are optimal i the omplementary sla kness onditions
hold.
xuv > 0 =)
uv = 0
for all edges uv 2 E , (1)
yu > 0 =) x(Æ(u)) = 1
for all nodes u 2 V , (2)
zB > 0 =) x( (B)) = bjBj=2 for all B 2 O.
(3)
What do the above onstraints mean? We now pro eed to give an interpretation.
requires that mat hed edges must be tight. Be ause of
, free verti es
must have potential zero. Finally, due to
, when a non{singleton odd ardinality
set B has potential di erent from zero, then a maximum number of edges in B must
be mat hed, i.e. (B) ontains bjBj=2 mat hed edges. We will also say B must be full.
Observe that ea h non{trivial blossom is a non{singleton odd ardinality set that is
full.
Assume now that the following four invariants hold for x and (y; z):
x is a feasible solution to
,
,
(y; z) is a feasible solution to
holds, and
holds.
Maintaining to we will alter the solutions x and (y; z) su h that the violations
of
are su essively redu ed. Eventually,
will hold too and we will thus
have obtained optimal solutions x and (y; z) to
and
.
Let r be a vertex that violates
, i.e. r is free and yr > 0. Our purpose is either
to mat h r (and thus alter the primal solution x), or to adjust the dual solution (y; z)
su h that the potential of r equals zero. Having a hieved either of those, r will no
longer violate
. The following strategy realizes the outlined idea.
First, we try to mat h r. However, noti e that by
tight edges are quali ed to
be mat hing edges only. The attempt to mat h r using all urrent tight edges might
fail. In this ase, a so{ alled dual adjustment by some Æ > 0 is performed. That is, the
dual solution (y; z) gets adjusted to (y0 ; z0 ) su h that
the obje tive value of
stri tly de reases,
the invariants to remain true for (y0 ; z0 ),
in general, new tight edges exist with respe t to (y0; z0 ), and
the potential of r stri tly de reases.
assures that the dual solution onverges with its optimum.8 When new tight edges
result from the dual adjustment, the attempt to mat h r is ontinued. Note that
will hold in general only, i.e. not every dual adjustment will produ e new tight edges.9
(wm)

(wm)

(wm)

(wm)

( s)(1){(3)

( s)

( s)(1)

( s)(2)

( s)(3)

(i1)

(wm)

(i2)

(wm)

(i3)

( s)(1)

(i4)

( s)(3)

(i1)

(i4)

( s)(2)

( s)(2)

(wm)

(wm)

( s)(2)

( s)(2)

( s)(1)

(i5)

(i6)

(wm)

(i1)

(i4)

(i7)

(i8)

(i5)

(i7)

A tually, if (i5) did not hold, the termination ould not even be guaranteed for real weights (see
Araoz and Edmonds [AE85℄).
9
The reason for this will be ome lear shortly. For the time being, the reader is asked to a ept that
we annot guarantee ea h dual adjustment to produ e new tight edges, sin e we must preserve (i6).
8
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Eventually, after a series of dual adjustments either suÆ iently many tight edges will
exist su h that r an be mat hed, or the potential of r will drop to zero (due to ).
We summarize the dis ussed primal{dual method in Algorithm 1.6.1.
(i8)

Algorithm 1.6.1 Generi primal{dual method for the maximum{weight mat hing
problem.
let x and (y; z) satisfy to
while there exists a free vertex r with yr > 0 f
repeat f
try to mat h r using tight edges only
if r is not mat hed yet
perform dual adjustment by Æ > 0 su h that to hold
g until yr = 0 or r is mat hed
(i1)

(i4)

(i5)

(i8)

g

The only missing details that have to be lled in are how to nd the initial feasible
solutions x and (y; z) that satisfy to , how to mat h free verti es using tight
edges and how to perform a dual adjustment satisfying to . We will ome ba k
to these details in Se tion 1.6.3.
(i1)

(i4)

(i5)

(i8)

1.6.2 Di eren es in Weighted Perfe t Mat hing Case

Some minor hanges in the primal{dual method ensue for the maximum{weight perfe t
mat hing problem.
introdu ed in Se tion 1.4.2 is used as the linear programing
formulation for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem.
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u)) = 1
for all u 2 V ,
(1)
x( (B))  bjBj=2 for all B 2 O,
(2)
xe  0
for all e 2 E .
(3)
(wpm)

(wpm)

equals
ex ept that
is an equality onstraint. Consequently,
do not o ur in the dual linear
the non{negativity onstraints for all verti es in
program
of
.
X
X
minimize
yu +
bjBj=2 zB
u2V
B2O
subje t to
(1)
X zB  0 for all B 2 O,
yu + y v +
zB  wuv for all uv 2 E .
(2)
(wpm)

(wm)

(wpm)(1)

(wm)

(wpm)

(wpm)

(wpm)

B2O
(B)

uv 2

Thus, the omplementary sla kness onditions for a primal solution x of
and a
are omprised of
and
only. We repeat
dual solution (y; z) of
them as
and
below:
(wpm)

(wpm)

(p s)(1)

(p s)(2)

( s)(1)

( s)(3)
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0 =)
uv = 0
for all edges uv 2 E , (1)
0 =) x( (B)) = bjBj=2 for all B 2 O.
(2)
The des ription and arguments given for the non{perfe t ase no longer make sense
now. In the perfe t ase, we therefore maintain primal and dual solutions x and (y; z)
that satisfy the invariants to .
x satis es all onditions of
ex ept
,
(y; z) is a feasible solution to
,
holds, and
holds.
Gradually, the violations of
are de reased su h that in the end, x be omes a
primal feasible solution and thus is optimal, or one dis overs that the obje tive value of
is unbounded and therefore, no perfe t mat hing exists (by weak duality). As
before, tight edges are used to mat h a free vertex r. If the urrent tight edges do not
suÆ e to mat h r, a dual adjustment by Æ > 0 is performed. Æ must be hosen su h
that
the obje tive value of
stri tly de reases,
the invariants to
remain true for the adjusted dual solution (y0; z0 ),
in general, new tight edges exist with respe t to (y0 ; z0 ).
is unbounded, when Æ an be made arbitrarily large,
The obje tive value of
i.e. Æ = 1. The modi ed generi algorithm redu es to:
(p s)

xuv >
zB >

(j1)

(j4)

(j1)

(wpm)

(j2)

(wpm)(1)

(wpm)

(j3)

(p s)(1)

(j4)

(p s)(2)

(wpm)(1)

(wpm)

(j5)

(j6)

(wpm)

(j1)

(j4)

(j7)

(wpm)

Algorithm 1.6.2 Generi

primal{dual method for the maximum{weight perfe t mat-

hing problem.
let x and (y; z) satisfy to
while there exists a free vertex r f
repeat f
try to mat h r using tight edges only
if r is not mat hed yet f
hoose Æ > 0 su h that
to
hold
if Æ = 1 terminate, sin e no perfe t mat hing exists
else perform dual adjustment by Æ
g
g until r is mat hed
(j1)

(j4)

(j5)

(j7)

g

1.6.3 The Blossom{Shrinking Approa h Revisited

Based on the primal{dual methods dis ussed in the pre eding se tions we will extend
Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h (see Se tion 1.3) su h that it an solve instan es
of the weighted mat hing problem (non{perfe t and perfe t). We will rst fo us on the
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maximum{weight mat hing problem and outline the di eren es for the perfe t mat hing
ase thereafter.
The following three details are still open and will be lled in next:
that satisfy
1. onstru ting the initial solutions x and (y; z) to
and
to ,
2. mat hing a free vertex r with non{zero potential using tight edges only, and
3. performing a dual adjustment by Æ > 0 and assuring the validity of to .
(wm)

(i1)

(wm)

(i4)

(i5)

(i8)

Throughout this se tion, let G = (V; E; w) be an instan e of the maximum{weight
mat hing problem. x will denote the hara teristi ve tor to a mat hing M of G. We
will often not distinguish between a mat hing M and its hara teristi ve tor x, and
use one notion for the other.
Finding Initial Solutions

Clearly, the empty mat hing M = ;, i.e. xe = 0 for ea h edge e 2 E , is a feasible
solution to
. For ea h vertex u the potential is set to yu = max fwe =2 : e 2 Æ(u)g.
The approa h will use the potentials zB of blossoms only. That is, the potential zB of
ea h non{singleton odd ardinality set is regarded as being set to zB = 0. Ex eptions
are the potentials that are asso iated with a non{trivial blossom B; these an have value
zB > 0. Initially, no non{trivial blossoms exist. We thus obtain a feasible solution (y; z )
to the dual linear program
.
Moreover, note that x and (y; z) satisfy both onditions
and
. In
summary, we an state that x and (y; z) meet the invariants to .
Di erent possibilities to obtain better initial solutions will be the subje t of Se tion 3.5.
For now, assume we start with the solutions x and (y; z) above.
(wm)

(wm)

( s)(1)
(i1)

Redu ing the Violations of (

( s)(3)

(i4)

s)(2)

Consider a free vertex r with non{zero potential yr > 0. First, we will des ribe the
attempt to mat h r using tight edges only. The dual adjustment step, whi h is triggered when the sear h does not su eed due to insuÆ iently many tight edges, will be
onsidered more losely afterwards.
Mat hing a free vertex r using tight edges. From the dis ussion in Se tion 1.3
one immediately observes that the task of mat hing r redu es to a sear h for an augmenting path starting with r. Therefore, we grow an alternating tree T rooted at r
as des ribed in Algorithm 1.3.1. However, in the weighted mat hing ase it is ru ial
that only tight edges are used by the sear h in order to preserve
. All details of
Algorithm 1.3.1 apply.
In the ase where a blossom B is shrunk, B is full, and, therefore, its potential zB
be omes a essible for future dual adjustments, as will be explained below.
( s)(1)
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When an augmenting path p onsisting of tight edges has been found, the urrent
mat hing M is augmented by p to M 0. As a result, r will be mat hed thereafter and
the new hara teristi ve tor x0 of M 0 no longer violates
, as desired. All surfa e
blossoms in T get unlabeled and T is destroyed. However, note the following di eren e.
In the unweighted mat hing ase, all non{trivial surfa e blossoms have been deleted
when T was destroyed (see also Algorithm 1.3.2). For the weighted mat hing ase the
situation is di erent. It is ru ial that non{trivial surfa e blossoms with zB > 0 retain
their identity; deleting them would hange the dual solution. As a onsequen e, non{
trivial blossoms an o ur outside of an alternating tree or as even or odd labeled tree
blossoms.
When T is abandoned by the sear h this is due to the non{existen e of further tight
edges uv in ident to any vertex u+ 2 T . In su h ases, a dual adjustment is initiated as
des ribed below. New tight edges might exist thereafter and the sear h resumes with
T.
( s)(2)

Performing a dual adjustment. Consider a situation where the sear h for an augmenting path from r fails be ause there are no more tight edges in ident to any vertex
u+ 2 T .
We want to alter the potentials (y; z) of the verti es and non{singleton odd ardinality
sets su h that to are met. One way to a hieve this is by adjusting (y; z) to
(y0; z0 ) as stated below. The value of Æ > 0 will be determined shortly.
yv0 = yv Æ for all v+ 2 T ;
yv0 = yv + Æ for all v 2 T ;
for all vf?j+g 62 T ;
yv0 = yv
zB0 = zB + 2Æ for all B+ 2 T ;
zB0 = zB 2Æ for all B 2 T ;
zB0 = zB
for all Bf?j+g 62 T :
Note that the adjustment has to be interpreted as follows. The potentials of all verti es
in T are adjusted | in luding those that are ontained in a non{trivial blossom. On
the other hand, a potential zB of a non{singleton odd ardinality set B is only adjusted
when B is a non{trivial surfa e blossom of G.
(i5)

(i8)

We demonstrate that all onditions stated above are met when a dual adjustment by
an appropriate value Æ is performed.
stri tly de reases by Æ. Sin e Æ > 0,
First, we laim that the obje tive value of
that will imply the orre tness of . We onsider the rate of hange f = f 0 f in
, where f and f 0 denote the obje tive value before and after
the obje tive value of
the dual adjustment, respe tively. The rate of hange that is ontributed to f by a
trivial blossom u or non{trivial blossom B is denoted by fu and fB . An odd labeled
trivial surfa e blossom v 2 T obviously ontributes fv = Æ to f . Analogously,
fv = Æ for an even labeled trivial surfa e blossom v+ 2 T . Let B be an odd
(wm)

(i5)

(wm)

+
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labeled non{trivial surfa e blossom of T . Then,
fB = jBjÆ + bjBj=2 ( 2Æ) = jBjÆ (jBj 1)Æ = Æ:
Analogously, for an even labeled non{trivial surfa e blossom B+ 2 T we have:
fB = jBj( Æ) + bjBj=2 (2Æ) = jBjÆ + (jBj 1)Æ = Æ:
We an on lude the argument now by observing that T always ontains more even
than odd surfa e blossoms (trivial or non{trivial). More pre isely, let n+ denote the
number of even surfa e blossoms in T . Correspondingly, let n be the total number of
odd surfa e blossoms in T . Sin e ea h even surfa e blossom ex ept the root is mat hed
with an odd surfa e blossom in T , we have: n+ = n + 1. The total rate of hange in
the obje tive value is therefore f = n+( Æ) + n Æ = Æ.
Let us prove that invariant holds. We start with the feasibility onditions and
. x stays feasible if it was so before the dual adjustment, sin e x is not altered at
all.
Ensuring that the adjusted dual solution (y0 ; z0 ) is dual feasible entails some restri tions
on the value of Æ. First, Æ annot be larger than the smallest potential of an even
labeled vertex u+ 2 T . Se ond, the potential of all non{trivial blossoms must stay
non{negative, and therefore Æ is bounded above by the minimal value zB =2 of an odd
non{trivial surfa e blossom B 2 T . Finally, the redu ed ost of all edges must be
non{negative after the dual adjustment. This point demands loser inspe tion.
We only onsider edges e = uv with at least one endpoint in T ; the redu ed osts of
edges having none of its endpoints in T do not hange. Let uv denote the redu ed ost
of e before the dual adjustment and assume further that e does not lie in a blossom B,
i.e. e 62 (B) for a blossom B. We distinguish ve ases.
+

(i6)

(i1)

(i2)

Case 1: u+ 2 T
Case 1a: u+ 2 T

and v+ 2 T
both endpoints of e are de reased by Æ. Sin e the new redu ed
ost uv 2Æ is restri ted to being non{negative, we obtain an
upper bound of Æ  uv =2.
Case 1b: u+ 2 T and vf?j+g 62 T
the redu ed ost uv of e will hange by Æ, resulting in another
bound: Æ  uv
Case 2: u+ 2 T and v 2 T
sin e u is de reased and v in reased by Æ, the redu ed ost uv of e will not
hange.
Case 3: u 2 T
Case 3a: u 2 T

and v 2 T
the potential of ea h endpoint u and v is in reased by Æ. The
new redu ed ost uv + 2Æ of e is, obviously, non{negative.
Case 3b: u 2 T and vf?j+g 62 T
the redu ed ost uv in reases to uv + Æ and will hen e stay
feasible.
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q?
p?

B
r+

u+
e

e0

b

u+
e

r+

d
e0

Bj

+

(b)

(a)

Let B be an odd blossom in the alternating tree T as depi ted in (a). Immediate
subblossoms of B are d; Bj ; b; q and p. Bj is the only non{trivial subblossom of B. When B is
expanded (see (b)), all immediate subblossoms along the even length path from d to b be ome
part of T and are labeled appropriately. p and q are unlabeled and leave T .

Figure 1.5:

Consider the ase now where e = uv 2 (B) is embedded in a blossom B. Its redu ed
ost uv will not hange, sin e the potentials of the endpoints u and v are both de reased
or in reased by Æ, whereas the potential of B is in reased or de reased by 2Æ, respe tively.
A tually, this is the motivation for only hanging the potential of non{trivial surfa e
blossoms.
We on lude by noting that we have obtained the following bounds for the value of Æ
in order to stay dual feasible.
Æ = minfÆ1 ; Æ2 ; Æ3 ; Æ4 g
where
Æ1 = min fyu : u+ 2 T g;
u2V
Æ2 = min fuv : u+ 2 T; vf?j+g 62 T g;
uv2E
Æ3 = min fuv =2 : u+ 2 T; v+ 2 T g;
uv2E
Æ4 = min fzB =2 : B 2 T g:
B2O

The onvention of de ning the minimum of an empty set to be 1 is adopted here as
well.
Finally, from the dis ussion above one an immediately aÆrm the validity of
and
. This on ludes the veri ation of .
The only invariants not having been aÆrmed yet are
and . Let Æ be hosen
as stated above. Ea h vertex u, edge e or non{trivial blossom B that is responsible for
one of the bounds Æi, with 1  i  4, is alled the responsible vertex, edge or blossom,
respe tively.

( s)(1)

( s)(3)

(i6)

(i7)

(i8)
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Algorithm 1.6.3 Generi

algorithm of the blossom{shrinking approa h to ompute a
maximum{weight mat hing (perfe t or non{perfe t) in a general graph G.
let M be the empty mat hing
set yu = max fwe=2 : e 2 E g for ea h vertex u in G
label ea h vertex u in G even
for ea h vertex r in G f
if r is mat hed ontinue with another vertex
let Br be the only blossom of T
repeat f
if non{perfe t mat hing ase and a vertex u+ in T with yu = 0 exists f
let p0 denote the alternating surfa e path from Bu to Br
lift p0 to an alternating path p from u to r using Lemma 1.3.1
repla e M by M  p
g
else if an alive edge uv with u+ in T and uv = 0 exists f
ase v? 62 T : grow step
ase v+ 2 T : shrink step
ase v+ 62 T : augment step
g
else if there exists an odd blossom B 2 T with zB = 0
expand step for B
else f
determine Æ a ordingly
if Æ = 1 and perfe t mat hing ase
terminate, no perfe t mat hing exists
perform dual adjustment by Æ
g
g until r is mat hed

g

Consider the ase Æ = Æ1. The potential yu of the responsible vertex u+ 2 T will be
de reased to zero by the dual adjustment. Sin e u is even, an even (possibly zero)
length alternating path p from u to r exists. p starts with a mat hing edge and ends
with a non{mat hing edge. We an mat h r by repla ing M by M  p. Note that u
will thereafter be free. However, this is legal sin e the potential of u equals zero. Thus,
the number of violations of
has indeed de reased by one.
Assume now that Æ = Æi for i = 2; 3. Let e = uv be the responsible edge to Æi .
Obviously, e will be ome tight and an thus be used either to extend T (Æ = Æ2 ) or to
shrink a new blossom (Æ = Æ3 ).
Finally, let Æ = Æ4 and B 2 T be the responsible blossom. Then, zB of B will drop to
zero after the dual adjustment and thus annot parti ipate in another dual adjustment.
The a tion to be taken is to expand B, whi h is somehow the opposite to shrinking a
blossom. B gets expanded by raising all its immediate subblossoms to the surfa e. Sin e
B is an odd blossom of T , there must be a mat hing tree edge e and a non{mat hing
( s)(2)
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tree edge e0 in ident to B. Let b and d denote the endpoint of e and e0 that is ontained
in B. There must exists an even length alternating path p from Bd to Bb, the immediate
subblossoms of B ontaining d and b, lying ex lusively in (B). Moreover, all edges in
p are tight. We add p and thus all immediate subblossoms lying on p to T and label
them a ording to their even or odd length distan e to the root blossom Br of T . All
other immediate subblossoms of B not lying on p get unlabeled and leave the tree T .
In Figure 1.5 an example is given of a so{ alled expand step.
Obviously, holds whenever Æ = Æi , with i = 2; 3. Moreover, note that Æ = Æ1 will
happen at most on e per sear h and the o urren es of Æ = Æ4 during a sear h are
bounded by O(n).10 Finally, when the potentials are adjusted in the way stated above,
ertainly holds.
(i7)

(i8)

Let us brie y onsider the di eren es for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing ase.
The initial solutions onstru ted above will ertainly validate
to . Moreover,
the details to mat h a free vertex using only tight edges stay the same. Moreover, the
stated dual adjustment will assure invariants
to . The only di eren e is that
the potentials of even tree verti es are no longer restri ted to being non{negative. As
a onsequen e, Æ is not bounded above by Æ1 . Therefore, hoosing
Æ = minfÆ2 ; Æ3 ; Æ4 g
yields the desired result for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem. Note that
Æ = 1 might in fa t happen in the perfe t ase, whereas this is prevented by the
existen e of Æ1 in the non{perfe t ase.
(j1)

(j5)

(j4)

(j7)

Finally, we summarize Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h to nd a maximum{
weight mat hing (perfe t or non{perfe t) in a general graph by the generi algorithm
depi ted in Algorithm 1.6.3.
1.6.4 Half{Integrality of the Dual Solution

We will use this se tion to prove an important property of the dual solution onstru ted
by the approa h des ribed in the pre eding se tion.
Lemma 1.6.1 Let (y; z ) be an optimal solution to
, where all edge weights are
integral. Then (y; z) is half{integral, or more pre isely:
(1)
yu  0 (mod 12 ) for all u 2 V , and
zB  0 (mod 1) for all B 2 O.
(2)
(wm)

Proof:

Assume the algorithm starts with the initial solution (y; z) as des ribed above, i.e. yu =
max fwe=2 : e 2 E g for ea h vertex u and zB = 0 for all non{singleton odd ardinality
sets B. When we is integral for ea h edge e, (1) and (2) hold.
Observe that on e a blossom be omes an even tree blossom, it will stay even labeled and in T for
the rest of the sear h.
10
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Let (y; z) be a dual solution satisfying (1) and (2). Consider a dual adjustment by
Æ > 0 and let (y0 ; z 0 ) be the resulting dual solution. (1) and (2) will remain true for
(y0; z0 ) when Æ an be proved to be half{integral. Æ is obviously half{integral when
Æ = Æ1 or Æ = Æ4 (a tually, Æ is integral i Æ = Æ4 ). The redu ed ost uv of an edge
uv is guaranteed to be half{integral by de nition and (1) and (2). Thus Æ = Æ2 is
half{integral. Finally, onsider the ase Æ = Æ3 . We will show that the redu ed ost
uv of an edge uv with u+ 2 T and v+ 2 T must be integral. To see this, note that all
edges e = u^v^ in T are tight and all edge weights are integral. Thus, for these edges we
have:

yu^ + yv^ +

X

B2O
u
^2 (B)
^v

zB = wu^v^

whi h implies that yu^ + yv^  0 (mod 1) must hold for any two verti es u^ and v^ in
T . Thus we an infer that the redu ed ost uv of the edge uv is integral, and this
on ludes the proof.

One an immediately aÆrm the following orollary for the maximum{weight perfe t
mat hing ase.
, where all edge weights
Corollary 1.6.1 Let (y; z ) be an optimal solution to
are integral. Then (y; z) is half{integral.
(wpm)

1.6.5 Using the Alternative LP Formulation | Algorithmi Consequen es

As was mentioned above, the details of the primal{dual method we have developed
depend on the underlying linear programming formulation. Using the alternative linear
programming formulation
introdu ed in Se tion 1.4.3 one may hope to obtain
a di erent approa h for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem | whi h ould
be implemented more eÆ iently.
The di eren es of a primal{dual method based on the linear programming formulation
are the subje t of this se tion.
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u)) = 1 for all u 2 V ,
(1)
x(Æ(B))  1 for all B 2 O,
(2)
xe  0 for all e 2 E .
(3)
(wpm*)

(wpm*)

(wpm*)

to
is given below.
The dual linear program
X
X
minimize
yu +
zB
u2V
B2O
subje t to
X zB  0 for all B 2 O.
zB  wuv for all uv 2 E ,
yu + y v +
(wpm*)

(wpm*)

(wpm*)

B2O

uv 2Æ (B)

(1)
(2)
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Note that the redu ed ost uv of an edge uv with respe t to a dual solution (y; z) is
now de ned di erently:
X
uv = yu + yv wuv +
zB
B2O

uv 2Æ (B)

The omplementary sla kness onditions are thus:
xuv > 0 =)
uv = 0 for all edges uv 2 E ,
(1)
zB > 0 =) x(Æ(B)) = 1 for all B 2 O.
(2)
All details of the primal{dual method for the weighted perfe t mat hing ase apply.
However, the dual adjustment is performed di erently in order to assure
to .
The potentials are adjusted for surfa e blossoms (trivial or non{trivial) only.
yv0 = yv Æ for all v+ 2 T ;
yv0 = yv + Æ for all v 2 T ;
yv0 = yv
for all vf?j+g 62 T ;
zB0 = zB Æ for all B+ 2 T ;
zB0 = zB + Æ for all B 2 T ;
zB0 = zB
for all Bf?j+g 62 T :
It seems one an implement the dual adjustment stated above more eÆ iently sin e
only surfa e blossoms have to be onsidered. However, the rux of using the linear
programming formulation
is the omputation of the redu ed ost of an edge.
During the ourse of Algorithm 1.6.3 the redu ed ost uv of alive edges uv will have
to be omputed frequently. Using the approa h dis ussed in the pre eding se tion,
this an be a hieved by taking the potentials of u and v and the edge weight wuv into
onsideration.11 In the approa h just sket hed, one would additionally have to take
into onsideration all potentials zB of blossoms B with uv 2 Æ(B).
(p s*)

(j5)

(j7)

(wpm*)

1.7 Survey of Di erent Realizations
Over the last four de ades various polynomial{time realizations of the blossom{
shrinking approa h dis ussed in Se tion 1.6.3 have evolved. The rst was suggested
by Edmonds himself as early as 1965. Its theoreti al running{time was bounded by
O(n2 m). Permanent improvements regarding the theoreti al running{time have been
a hieved su essively using di erent strategies and data stru tures. The urrent best
and optimal approa h for general edge weights has a running{time of O(n(m + n log n))
and is due to Gabow [Gab90℄. We wish to use this se tion to portray the main ideas
behind four di erent polynomial{time realizations of the blossom{shrinking approa h.
One an view the blossom{shrinking approa h as working in phases. A phase terminates
when an additional violation has been eliminated, i.e. a violation of
in the
11

Remember that alive edges are not ontained in any blossom and hen e

P

B2O
uv2 (B)

( s)(2)

zB = 0:

1.7
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maximum{weight mat hing and a violation of
in the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing ase. Sin e at most n violations exist, where n denotes the number of
verti es in G, we have O(n) phases. Next, we will argue that the number of dual
adjustments per phase is bounded by O(n). Therefore, observe that Æ = Æ1 o urs at
most on e in a phase. When Æ = Æi , with i = 2; 3, at least one (formerly non{even
labeled) vertex be omes an even tree vertex. When a vertex has be ome an even tree
vertex it will stay even and reside in the tree until the end of the phase. Thus Æ = Æi ,
i = 2; 3, o urs O(n) times. Finally, whenever Æ = Æ4 , a blossom gets expanded. Sin e a
blossom annot ontain more than n verti es this will also happen at most O(n) times.
A non{trivial part of the algorithm is to maintain the surfa e graph G. We sket h the
idea of using a union{ nd data stru ture that additionally supports a split operation.
Ea h vertex knows its surfa e blossom, e.g. by a pointer, and ea h surfa e blossom
maintains a list of all its verti es. Identifying the surfa e blossom of a vertex thus takes
time O(1). Two blossom Bi and Bj are united by size. That is, w.l.o.g. let jBij > jBj j.
The pointer of ea h vertex in Bj is set to Bi, the list of Bj is appended to Bi and Bj
is destroyed. Bi then represents the new blossom. Split operations, too, are done by
size. The list of a surfa e blossom Bi is split into two lists Bi and Bj . Again, the larger
blossom, say Bi, is reused and ea h pointer of a vertex in the smaller blossom is set
to Bj . By always resetting the pointers of the smaller blossom, we an assure that
ea h xed vertex ontributes no more than O(log n) time to a series of n union or split
operations. Note, however, that the laimed time bound only holds for a series of split
followed by a series of union operations, or vi e versa; and not for an arbitrary order
of intermixed union and split operations. But sin e a vertex an parti ipate in a series
of at most O(n) split (expand steps) followed by a series of O(n) union (shrink steps)
operations, a total time of O(n log n) per phase results. This will be suÆ ient for all
four realizations presented next.
The realizations di er in the way they nd tight edges, determine the value of Æ and
perform a dual adjustment.
(wpm)(1)

1.7.1 An O(n2m) Approa h

A simple realization needs time O(m) to nd tight edges and to determine the value
of Æ (ea h edge is inspe ted on e). Performing a dual adjustment an be a hieved
by expli itly updating the potential of ea h vertex and non{trivial surfa e blossom
whi h takes time O(n). The total running{time is thus O(n2(n + m)) = O(n2m) or
O(n4 ), sin e m is bounded above by n2 . This approa h is essentially the one whi h was
suggested rst by Edmonds [Edm65a℄.
1.7.2 An O(n3) Approa h

The only parts that need more than O(n) time per dual adjustment in the above
realization are the identi ation of tight edges and the determination of Æ, or, to be
more pre ise, the determination of Æ2 and Æ3 .12 As we shall see, either an be a hieved
12

Obviously, the determination of Æ1 and Æ4 an easily be a hieved in time O(n).
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in time O(n). The resulting O(n3) approa h is due to Lawler [Law76℄.
We say an alive edge e in ident to a surfa e blossom B (trivial or non{trivial) is a best
edge of B when its redu ed ost is minimal, i.e.
e = min fuv : uv 2 Æ(B) and uv is aliveg:
When several su h edges exist for B, the best edge of B refers to an arbitrary one of
these.
To handle Æ2, ea h vertex uf?j+g 62 T stores its best edge uv from u to an even labeled
tree vertex v+ 2 T . Moreover, u stores the redu ed ost uv of its best edge. Sin e odd
verti es might leave T and get unlabeled (due to an expand step), the same data must
be available for ea h odd tree vertex u 2 T . Finding tight edges and determining Æ2
an then be a hieved in time O(n) by inspe ting ea h best edge of uf?j+g 62 T verti es.
A dual adjustment is performed by updating the redu ed ost of all best edges of
uf?j+g 62 T verti es whi h takes at most O(n) time.
Ea h surfa e blossom Bk+ 2 T stores for ea h adja ent surfa e blossom Bj+ 2 T , with
Bk 6= Bj , the best edge ekj = uv with u 2 Bk and v 2 Bj . Moreover, Bk knows the
redu ed ost ek of the best edge ek of all best edges ekj . Finding tight edges is a hieved
by inspe ting all best edges of the blossom whose best edge has redu ed ost zero. The
time needed to do so is bounded+ by O(n). By exploring the redu ed ost ek of the
best edge ek to ea h blossom Bk 2 T , Æ3 an be determined in time O(n). Adjusting
the redu ed ost ek of ea h blossom Bk+ 2 T needs time O(n).

p It remains to be shown, however, that the information asso iated with the maintenan e of Æ q
and Æ an be kept orre t without using time more than O(n ) per phase. Whenever a vertex
be omes an even tree vertex, its edges are s anned and the information for Æ and Æ is updated.
When a new blossom Bk is formed by s immediate subblossoms, it takes time O(sn) to set up
the data for Bk . The total ost T (n) per phase to maintain Æ an then be omputed by the
following re ursion: T (n) = O(sn) + T (n s). By indu tion it follows that T (n) equals O(n ).
Sin e ea h edge is s anned at most twi e in a phase (on e from ea h endpoint) this ontributes
x time O(m) per phase. Altogether, the approa h needs time O(n(n + m)) = O(n ).
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Finally, observe that the idea of maintaining the best (alive) edge to ea h pair of even
surfa e blossoms gives a lower bound of (n2) per phase.

1.7.3 An O(nm log n) Approa h

Another realization, whi h improves the theoreti al running{time to O(nm log n), is
due to Galil, Mi ali and Gabow [GMG86℄. This approa h is superior to the O(n3)
We give details to derive the laimed time bound. Let Bi , 1  i  bs=2 , denote the immediate
odd subblossoms of Bk . Ea h Bi , 1  i  bs=2 is made even. All edges of the verti es ontained in
Bi , 1  i  bs=2 , are s anned to update
the information for Æ2 and to determine the best edges eij
of Bi to other even tree blossoms Bj+ 2 T . Thereafter, the best edges ekj and the redu ed ost of the
best edge ek of all best edges of Bk an be determined in time O(sn). We have to update the best edge
information of ea h blossom Bj+ 2 T adja ent to the new blossom Bk . This will need time O(sn). To
see this, onsider a xed blossom Bj+ 2 T that is adja ent to Bk . Deleting all best edges eji to an even
subblossom Bi+ 2 T of Bk takes time O(s). Updating the best edge ejk to Bj takes time O(1). Sin e
the number of adja ent blossoms is bounded by n the total time of O(sn) results.
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approa h for sparse graphs. More or less the same ideas as in the O(n3 ) approa h are
reused. However, priority queues will help to a hieve an O(m log n) time bound per
phase. We will not go into detail here but postpone the dis ussion to Chapter 2. Only
a few di eren es are outlined.
For example, Æ3 will be maintained by a priority queue. At rst glan e the usage of
priority queues does not seem to work, due to the frequent hanges of the priorities after
a dual adjustment. Taking advantage of the fa t that all priorities hange uniformly
will help to ir umvent this problem in an eÆ ient way.
Another major di eren e to the O(n3) approa h is that we abandon the goal of only
keeping tra k of the alive edges between even tree blossoms. Instead, a lazy deletion
strategy is used to maintain Æ3 . That is, every alive edge that might be of interest for
Æ3 is inserted into Æ3 . As a onsequen e, after a series of shrinkings, Æ3 might ontain
edges that are no longer alive. These edges are deleted when they are en ountered as
the minimal element of Æ3 . A tually, this will be the only point where the running{time
of O(m + n log n) per phase is ex eeded.
For the sake of ompleteness we state the theoreti al running{time for nding tight
edges, for determining Æ and for performing a dual adjustment. Finding a new tight
edge will orrespond to a delete min operation on a priority queue and thus takes, at
most, time O(log n). The same will hold for the determination of Æ. To perform a
dual adjustment, however, will only take time O(1) and is thus an immense speed{up
ompared to the O(n3) approa h.
1.7.4 An O(n(m + n log n)) Approa h

In 1990, Gabow [Gab90℄ presented a data stru ture that an be used to realize a phase
of Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h in theoreti al running{time O(m + n log n).
Gabow laimes this time bound to be optimal: sorting n numbers an be redu ed to
a sear h for an augmenting path in Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h; originally,
a similar argument was given by Fredman and Tarjan [FT87℄ to prove optimality of
Dijkstra's algorithm. Sin e ea h edge may be onsidered on e during a sear h, a lower
bound of (m + n log n) per phase results.
The details of the approa h are omplex and will not be given here. We attempt to
sket h the idea, although this is diÆ ult without going into detail. As mentioned before,
only the maintenan e of Æ3 needs spe ial re nement. Therefore, a kind of alternating
tree T is grown. Ea h blossom forming edge uv (i.e. the edge uv with u+ 2 T and
v+ 2 T ) is repla ed by two (dire ted) ba k edges ul and vl, where l denotes the lowest
ommon an estor of u and v in T . A shrink operation then orresponds to uniting
all surfa e blossoms along the y le C1 = (l; : : : ; u; l) and C2 = (l; : : : ; v; l). These
ba k edges are further partitioned into log n sets alled pa kets. Roughly speaking, by
dealing with the pa kets' minima (in terms of redu ed ost) the desired time bound an
be a hieved.
However, the underlying data stru tures are omplex and we doubt that an implementation would be eÆ ient in pra ti e.

Chapter 2

O(nm log n) Approa h
The demanding and ostly parts in Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h are the performing of dual adjustments and the determination of the value of Æ (see Se tion 1.6.3).
In 1986, Galil, Mi ali, and Gabow [GMG86℄ presented a strategy that enables a phase
of Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h to be realized in time O(m log n). The time
bound is a hieved by using a sophisti ated data stru ture, whi h they all generalized
priority queues. Generalized priority queues support all standard priority queue operations. Additionally, the priorities of ertain subgroups of elements in the queue an be
uniformly hanged by a single operation.
The ideas we will develop in this hapter are similar to or have been developed from
the ideas of Galil et al. However, our approa h di ers with regard to the maintenan e
of the varying priorities. Galil et al. handle these hanges within the priority queue
data stru ture, whereas we will establish a series of formulae that enable us to ompute
these priorities as needed.
First, we shall illustrate how the blossom potentials and redu ed osts of edges an
be omputed after a series of dual adjustments. As a onsequen e, the time required
to perform a dual adjustment will be redu ed to O(1). Next, the on ept of using
priority queues to determine the value Æ and thus also the responsible vertex, edge or
blossom will be onsidered more losely. Finally, an obvious but mistaken realization
will motivate the appli ation of on atenable priority queues.

2.1 Varying Potentials and Redu ed Costs
The frequent modi ations of the blossom potentials and, onsequently, the redu ed
ost of edges aused by a dual adjustment make it diÆ ult to realize a phase in the
blossom{shrinking approa h eÆ iently. However, the a onsiderable advantage is that
these modi ations o ur in a uniform manner. In the subsequent se tions we will
illustrate how to take advantage of that fa t.
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2.1.1 Potential Update

Consider a dual adjustment that is performed during the ourse of Algorithm 1.6.3 (des ribed in Se tion 1.6.3). Let T denote the urrent alternating tree. A dual adjustment
by Æ a e ts the potentials of all verti es and non{trivial surfa e blossoms as follows.
The vertex potential hanges by Æ for an even tree vertex u+ 2 T , by +Æ for an odd
tree vertex u 2 T and by 0 for an non{tree vertex uf?j+g 62 T . Correspondingly, the
potential of a non{trivial surfa e blossom is adjusted by +2Æ for an even tree blossom
B+ 2 T , by 2 for an odd tree blossom B 2 T and by 0 for a non{tree blossom
Bf?j+g 62 T .
Therefore, after a series Æ1 ; Æ2 ; : : : ; Æk of dual adjustments the so{ alled a tual potential
of a vertex or non{trivial surfa e blossom an be omputed by taking its initial potential,
its status and the value of  = Pki=1 Æi into onsideration. The status of a blossom
(trivial or non{trivial) is given by its label and the property of either being a tree or a
non{tree blossom.
More pre isely, as long as the status of a vertex u does not hange it is possible to
obtain its a tual potential yeu from its initial potential yu by the following formula:
yeu = yu + :
Similarly, on the assumption that the status of a non{trivial surfa e blossom B is
invariant, the a tual potential zeB an be omputed via its initial potential zB :
zeB = zB 2:
The oeÆ ient  depends on the urrent status of a blossom B (trivial or non{trivial)
and will be alled the status indi ator:
8
>
< 1 when B+ 2 T ,
=
1 when B 2 T , and
>
: 0 when Bf?j+g 62 T .
However, the status of a blossom hanges during the ourse of the algorithm and the
formulae given above are somewhat oversimpli ed. We next re ne these formulae su h
that arbitrary status hanges an be handled as well.
Consider rst of all a status hange for a vertex u. Let 1 and 2 denote the sum of
dual adjustments before and after the status hange and assume u hanges its status
indi ator from  to 0 . Then,
yeu = yu + 1 + 0 2 ==+ yu + ( 0 )1 + 0 :
That is, we need to orre t the potential yu by +( 0 ) at the point of time when
u hanges its status indi ator from  to 0 (and thus  = 1 ).
Analogously, let us onsider a status hange for a non{trivial surfa e blossom B. It is
zeB = zB 21 20 2 = zB 2( 0 )1 20 
1

2
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and therefore the potential zB is orre ted by 2( 0 ) when the urrent status
indi ator  of B hanges to 0 . Again, at this point  will equal 1.
As will be ome lear shortly, we annot a ord to orre t the potential of ea h vertex ontained in a non{trivial surfa e blossom separately. Observe, however, that the
orre tion value of a vertex potential and that of the non{trivial surfa e blossom ontaining that vertex di ers by a multipli ative fa tor of 2. We an therefore simulate
the potential orre tions by means of an o set assigned to ea h surfa e blossom, as
des ribed next.
Ea h surfa e blossom B (trivial or non{trivial) has an o set denoted by o set B . The
a tual potential of a vertex u is then omputed by
yeu = yu + o set B + ;
(2.1)
where B orresponds to the surfa e blossom ontaining u (trivial or non{trivial). A ordingly, the a tual potential of a non{trivial surfa e blossom B an be obtained by
zeB = zB 2o set B 2:
(2.2)
A status hange for a surfa e blossom B then redu es to an update of its o set value:
o set B = o set B + ( 0 );
(2.3)
where  denotes the sum of dual adjustments up to the time of the status hange.
During the ourse of the algorithm, the o set of a surfa e blossom B is adjusted as
in (2.3) whenever its status hanges. The dis ussion of how to handle the o sets in a
shrink or an expand step is postponed to the next but one se tion.
2.1.2 Maintenan e of Redu ed Costs

For ea h vertex uf?j+g 62 T and u 2 T we will need to keep tra k of the best edge uv
to an even labeled tree vertex and the redu ed ost uv of that edge. We will do so by
assigning a pair (uv ; uv) to ea h su h vertex, where uv denotes an edge in ident to u,
with v+ 2 T , having redu ed ost uv .
In the ontext of this hapter it would be suÆ ient to handle only one su h pair per
vertex. However, we will onsider a more general ase where ea h vertex u is asso iated
with a series (uv ; uv1 ); (uv ; uv+2 ); : : : ; (uvk ; uvk ) of pairs. Ea h pair (uvi ; uvi ) keeps
an edge uvi in ident to u, with vi 2 T , and the redu ed ost uvi of that edge.
This extended view will turn out to be reasonable in Chapter 3 (Se tion 3.4), where
various alternating trees are simultaneously grown and hen e several edges and their
redu ed osts will be asso iated with any vertex, i.e. also with even labeled tree verti es.
In the subsequent se tions, we will expli itly mention when the results apply to the
extended view only.
The redu ed osts of all edges asso iated with a vertex u may vary with dual adjustments. As for the blossom potentials, we will elaborate a formula whi h enables the
a tual redu ed osts of these edges to be omputed.
1

2
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For a vertex u+ 2 T , u 2 T or uf?j+g 62 T , a dual adjustment by Æ hanges the redu ed
osts of all edges asso iated with u uniformly by 2Æ, 0 or Æ, a ordingly. Therefore,
as long as u does not hange its status, we an again ompute the a tual redu ed ost
euvi of an edge uvi after a series of dual adjustments taking its initial redu ed ost, the
status of u and the total dual adjustment value  into onsideration. The omputation
formula an even be expressed by means of u's status indi ator  as introdu ed in the
pre eding se tion:
euvi = uvi + ( 1):
Let us, on e again, onsider the value by whi h the redu ed ost uvi has to be orre ted,
when u hanges its status indi ator from  to 0. As before, 1 and 2 denote the
sum of dual adjustments that have been performed before and after the status hange:
euvi = uvi + ( 1)1 + (0 1)2 = uvi + ( 0 )1 + (0 1):
Thus, we would have to in rease the redu ed ost uvi of ea h edge uvi by ( 0)
whenever u hanges its status. Observe that the o set of the surfa e blossom B ontaining u is in reased by exa tly this amount, and we an therefore attain the same
result by omputing the a tual redu ed ost with respe t to that o set also:
(2.4)
euvi = uvi + o set B + ( 1):
Thus, we postulate that the a tual redu ed ost euvi of any edge uvi asso iated with u
is omputed by Formula (2.4).
One nal remark must be made here. Imagine that at some point of time a new edge
uvk+1 having a tual redu ed ost euvk is to be added to u. The redu ed ost uvk
that is a tually stored with the new pair (uvk ; uvk+1) of u must then equal
uvk = euvk
o set B ( 1):
(2.5)
We will therefore all uvk the stored redu ed ost of the edge uvk+1, also.
+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

2.1.3 Managing the Blossom O sets

In the pre eding two se tions several formulae have been developed to ompute both
the a tual potential of a blossom and the a tual redu ed ost of edges asso iated with
a vertex. In either ase, the value of interest is obtained by taking the o set of the
surfa e blossom into onsideration. What remains to be shown is how one an handle
these o sets when a shrink or an expand step o urs.
Managing the Blossom O sets | Shrink Step

Let B, with (immediate) subblossoms B1; B2; : : : ; B2k+1, denote the blossom to be
formed. Ea h odd labeled subblossom Bi is made even by adjusting its o set as previously des ribed (see (2.3)). The o sets o set B ; o set B ; : : : ; o set B k may di er in
value. However, we want to a hieve a situation where the a tual potential and also the
1

2

2 +1
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a tual redu ed osts asso iated with ea h vertex u 2 Bi an be omputed with respe t
to the new surfa e blossom o set o set B .
The following strategy assures that the o sets of all (immediate) subblossoms Bi, 1 
i  2k + 1, are equally set to zero. The a tual potential and redu ed osts asso iated
with any vertex ontained in the new blossom B an thus be omputed with respe t to
the o set o set B = 0.
When a surfa e blossom B0 (trivial or non{trivial) be omes an even tree blossom for
the rst time during a phase, its o set o set B0 is set to zero. Thus, in order to preserve
the validity of (2.1) and (2.2) for the omputation of the a tual potential yeu of ea h
vertex u 2 B0 and of the a tual potential zeB0 of B0 itself (when B0 is non{trivial only),
the following adjustments have to be performed:
yu = yu + o set B0 , and
zB0 = zB0 2o set B0 :
In the extended view mentioned in the pre eding se tion, even tree verti es are also
asso iated with a series of pairs. In this ase, the stored redu ed ost uv of ea h su h
pair (uv ; uv) asso iated with u is subje t to orre tion:
uv = uv + o set B0 :
We wish to emphasize that the des ribed updates are performed for every blossom that
be omes an even tree blossom (an even tree blossom need not ne essarily parti ipate
in a shrink step). We thus de ided to all this strategy the provident strategy.
Observe that the adjustments are performed at most on e for a xed vertex per phase.
Thus, the time required for the potential adjustments is O(n) per phase. The orre tion
of the redu ed osts ontributes time O(m tadj) per phase, where tadj denotes the time
needed by the operation to hange the stored redu ed ost.1 We will keep the pairs
asso iated with a vertex in a priority queue (as will be explained in Se tion 3.4) and
thus tadj is bounded by O(log n). In summary, a total time bound of O(n + m log n)
per phase results.
p We wish to present another strategy, in whi h the new o set o set B is determined by the o set q
value o set  of the (immediate) subblossom Bi that survives in the following pro edure.
We iterate over all (immediate) subblossoms of B. Initially, o set  is set to the o set of B .
In ea h stage i, 1  i  2k, the a tual potential of ea h vertex ontained
in a subblossom
Bj with j  i is omputed with regard to the o set o set . Let i = Pij jBj j denote the
total number of these verti es. We use i  to denote the number of verti es ontained in the
subblossom Bi . When i  i , o set survives and all verti es of Bi lose; otherwise
o set Bi survives and all verti es of the Bj 's lose. o set  is set to the survivor o set and the
other o set is denoted by o set l (the a tual potentials of all loser verti es are omputed with
su h that their
respe t to that o set). The potentials yu of all loser verti es u are adjusted
a tual potentials are omputed orre tly with respe t to the o set o set , i.e.
yu = yu + o set l o set  :
1

=1

+1

+1

+1

+1

1

The total number of pairs stored for all verti es will be bounded by O(m).

+1
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As before, it is only in the extended view (where not only unlabeled and odd labeled verti es
but also even tree verti es are asso iated with a series of pairs) that the stored redu ed ost
uv of ea h su h pair (uv ; uv) needs to be adjusted:
uv = uv + o set l o set  :
We do not adjust the potentials zBi of the non{trivial subblossoms Bi here, sin e they in any
ase require a spe ial treatment, as will be des ribed below. We all this strategy the non{
provident strategy, sin e the ne essary adjustments are performed on demand, i.e. when the
orresponding vertex in fa t parti ipates in a shrink step.
Let us pro eed to the determination of the time needed by these adjustments. Sin e we always
adjust the potentials and stored redu ed osts of losing verti es only, the ne essary adjustments
for a xed vertex u will be performed at most O(log n) times per phase. The ost for updating
the potential of u is O(1). Moreover, sin e the number of edges asso iated with u will be
no greater than its degree deg (u), the time required to adjust the stored redu ed osts is
O(deg (u) t ), where t denotes (as above) the time needed by the operation to hange the
stored redu ed ost. We on lude that ea h vertex u ontributes O((1 + deg (u) t ) log n) time
per phase. As mentioned previously, t is bounded by O(log n). Thus, summing over all
verti es we obtain a total time bound of O((n + m log n) log n) = O(n log n + m(log n) ) per
phase. That is, the theoreti al time bound of O(m log n) per phase is ex eeded. In pra ti e,
however, the non{provident strategy turned out to be slightly more eÆ ient than the provident
strategy (as will be presented in Se tion 3.6). It therefore seems to us that this strategy is
worth being onsidered. Our multiple sear h tree implementation (dis ussed in Se tion 3.4)
x implements both the provident and the non{provident strategy.
y
2
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adj

adj
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After the new blossom B has been formed, the a tual potential zeBi of ea h non{trivial
subblossom Bi is no longer a e ted by future dual adjustments. We therefore freeze the
potential of these blossoms by adopting the following onvention. For any non{trivial
subblossom Bi, we ensure that the potential zBi equals its a tual potential zeBi . Thus,
at the time of shrinking we set:
zBi = zBi 2o set Bi 2;
and sin e every subblossom of B has been made even before, the above equation redu es
to
zBi = zBi 2o set Bi + 2:
The time needed to perform these potential freezings is proportional to the number of
non{trivial subblossoms of B.
There are n verti es and after ea h adjustment for u, u will reside in a group of ardinality at least
twi e as large as before.
3
Moreover, note that all stored redu ed osts of a xed vertex u are adjusted by the same amount.
Therefore, the underlying priority queue data stru ture, whi h organizes these redu ed osts, ould also
implement an operation, say hange all priorities , whi h hanges all priorities in the queue by the same
amount in time O(deg (u)). For example, assume the priority queue is realized by a balan ed binary
tree (i.e. having height O(log(deg (u)))), where the items of the priority queue orrespond to the leaves
of the tree. Then, traversing ea h vertex (i.e. non{leaf verti es too) of the tree and expli itly updating
the stored priority of that vertex will take time proportional to deg (u). As a onsequen e, the total
time needed by the non{provident strategy would be redu ed to O((n + m) log n) per phase, as desired.
2
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Managing the Blossom O sets | Expand Step

The details for an expand step now ensue easily. Let B denote the odd surfa e blossom
that is going to be expanded. As for the shrink step, the (immediate) subblossoms of
B are denoted by B1; B2 ; : : : ; B2k+1. The a tual potential and the a tual redu ed osts
asso iated with ea h vertex ontained in B an be omputed by the formulae established
above; these values depend on the o set o set B of B, whi h is therefore assigned to ea h
of the subblossom o sets, i.e. o set Bi = o set B . Moreover, ea h subblossom be omes
odd labeled and the potential zBi of all non{trivial subblossoms Bi undergo unfreezing
with respe t to the new o set:
zBi = zBi + 2o set Bi 2
whi h equals
zBi = zBi + 2o set Bi 2
sin e ea h Bi is labeled odd. Obviously, the time required to unfreeze the blossom
potentials is proportional to the number of non{trivial subblossoms of B. Afterwards,
the ne essary status hanges for some of the subblossoms Bi, for instan e for those
that leave T , an be handled by an o set adjustment as dis ussed above (see Equation
(2.3)).
Summarizing, we have established a onvenient way to handle the varying blossom
potentials as well as the redu ed osts of edges asso iated with a vertex. The value
of interest an be omputed on demand by the formulae developed. Here, making an
o set available to ea h surfa e blossom and keeping tra k of the total amount  of
dual adjustments turned out to be the key ideas. The additional overhead produ ed by
the o set maintenan e has been proved to onsume O(m log n) time per phase. A dual
adjustment by Æ redu es to an in rease of  by Æ and an thus be performed in time
O(1).

2.2 Determination of Æ | towards a Priority Queue Approa h
We next onsider more losely the idea of using priority queues to determine the value
of Æ, and show how all priorities stored in a priority queue an be adjusted in a uniform
manner.
Re all that Æ is hosen as the minimum of the four values Æ1 ; Æ2 ; Æ3 and Æ4 (see Se tion 1.6.3). In order to determine ea h one of these we keep a orresponding priority
queue delta1 , delta2 , delta3 and delta4 .4 The priorities in ea h of the priority queues
hange with ea h dual adjustment and at rst glan e there seems to be little hope that
this approa h will turn out to be eÆ ient. However, an essential observation is that
We assume some familiarity with the priority queue data type. All standard operations, like insert,
delete min, nd min et , are assumed to take time no more than O(log n), where n denotes the number
of items stored in the priority queue. For a detailed dis ussion of these operations see, for example,
Cormen et al. [CLR92℄.
4
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one an arrange the priority queues su h that all priorities de rease uniformly by the
dual adjustment value Æ. Consequently, the so{ alled a tual priority, denoted by pe,
of any item in ea h of the priority queues an be omputed from its stored priority p,
i.e. the priority whi h is stored with that item in the priority queue, and the total dual
adjustment value  as de ned above.
More pre isely, we ensure that a priority p stored in any of these four priority queues
orresponds to the a tual priority pe = p . As a onsequen e, when a new item having
(a tual) priority pe has to be inserted into one of the priority queues, the priority p whi h
is stored with that item is set to pe + , where  denotes the total dual adjustments
performed up to this point. We next dis uss the semanti s of the items ontained in
ea h of the priority queues.
delta1 onsists of all items hp; ui with u+ 2 T . The a tual priority p  orresponds
to the a tual potential yeu of u.
Ea h item hp; uvi in delta2 represents the best edge of a vertex vf?j+g 62 T to an even
labeled tree vertex u+ 2 T . The a tual redu ed ost euv of this edge equals the a tual
priority p .
delta3 keeps tra k of the edges uv onne ting two even labeled tree verti es u+ 2 T
and v+ 2 T . The edges inserted into delta3 are ensured to be alive; however, during
the ourse of the algorithm some of the edges stored in delta3 might be ome dead. We
use a lazy{deletion strategy for these edges: dead edges are simply dis arded when they
o ur as the minimal item of delta3 . Ea h edge is represented by an item hp; uvi in
delta3 . The a tual priority p  orresponds to one half of the a tual redu ed ost of
uv, i.e. p  = euv =2.
The priority queue delta4 ontains for ea h odd labeled non{trivial surfa e blossom
B 2 T an item hp; Bi. The a tual priority p  of this item is equal to one half of
the a tual potential of B: p  = zeB =2.
p We brie y argue that all a tual priorities of delta1 , delta2 , delta3 and delta4 de rease by the q
dual adjustment value Æ. The potentials of all verti es u 2 T are de reased by Æ and therefore
the a tual priorities of delta1 de rease by Æ. Sin e only the potential of the endpoint u 2 T
for all edges uv stored in delta2 is de reased by Æ, ea h a tual priority of delta2 de reases by
Æ. For ea h edge uv stored in delta3 the potential of both endpoints is de reased by Æ. The
a tual priority of ea h edge is one half of the redu ed ost of that edge. Therefore, ea h a tual
priority de reases by Æ. Finally, the potential of ea h non{trivial surfa e blossom is redu ed by
x 2Æ, and its a tual potential in delta4 thus de reases by Æ.
y
+

+

Let us suppose that the priority queues delta1 , delta2 , delta3 and delta4 are maintained
orre tly. Ea h value Æ1 ; Æ2 ; Æ3 and Æ4 an then be determined by a nd min operation
on delta1 , delta2 , delta3 and delta4 , respe tively. Moreover, nding the responsible
vertex, edge or blossom redu es to a delete min operation on the priority queue from
whi h Æ results. Summarizing, both the determination of Æ and also of the responsible
vertex, edge or blossom an be a hieved in time O(log n).5
A omment is in order at this point. delta3 might ontain up to m items and thus an upper bound
of O(log m) results. At rst sight, it seems that the stated time bound of O(log n) is ex eeded; but
note that m  n2 , and therefore O(log m) = O(log n).
5
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2.3 A Misleading Strategy | Traps and Pitfalls
Having the outlined ideas in mind, it seems as if one ould immediately implement
the blossom{shrinking approa h that guarantees the stated time bound of O(m log n)
per phase. However, the realization des ribed next will not fully omply with the
stated time bound. The reasons for our de ision to present a mistaken realization are
substantiated by the following three arguments. First, we have been misled by this
realization ourselves. Se ond, it will serve as a basis that an easily be extended to a
orre t approa h. And nally, it will eventually provide us with an intuitive grasp su h
that we will aÆrm the need for on atenable priority queues.
An alternating tree T is grown from a free vertex r as des ribed in Algorithm 1.6.3.
Initially ea h vertex is a surfa e blossom having o set value 0, and the value of  is
set to 0. The initial potential stored with ea h vertex equals its a tual potential. At
the beginning of a phase, ea h of the priority queues delta1 , delta2 , delta3 and delta4
is made empty.
For ea h vertex uf?j+g 62 T or u 2 T we keep tra k of its best edge uv to an even
labeled tree vertex and of the (stored) redu ed ost uv of that edge by means of a pair
(uv ; uv). Moreover, we adopt the onvention that a designated pair (1; ;) is assigned
to u, when no su h edge has been en ountered during the urrent phase.
Whenever a vertex u be omes an even tree vertex, its a tual potential yeu is omputed
by (2.1) and a orresponding item hyeu + ; ui is inserted into delta1 . We go through
all in ident edges uv of u in order to keep delta2 and delta3 orre t; this will ontribute
O(m) time per phase, sin e ea h vertex that be omes an even tree vertex will stay even
and remain in T for the rest of the phase. When uv is dead or is a tree edge, it is simply
dis arded. Otherwise, uv is alive and we an thus ompute its a tual redu ed ost:
euv = yeu + yev wuv ;
where yev is obtained by Formula (2.1) and wuv denotes the weight of that edge.6 The
a tion to be taken depends on the status of the endpoint v:
Case 1: vf?j+g 62 T

We onsider only the ase where uv is the new best edge of v, sin e otherwise
nothing has to be done.
When (1; ;) is the pair stored with v, uv will be the new best edge to v and
we therefore repla e that pair by (uv ; uv), where the stored redu ed ost
uv is omputed by Formula (2.5). A new item heuv + ; uvi is inserted into
delta2 .
Otherwise, let (u^v ; u^v) denote the pair stored with v. We an ompute the
a tual redu ed ost eu^v of u^v by Equation (2.4). When euv < eu^v , uv will

Re all that the redu ed ost uv of an edge uv has been de ned as repeated below, where in the
urrent ontext the potentials refer to the a tual potentials. Moreover, sin e uv is alive the sum over
all blossom potentials ontaining that edge must equal 0.
6

uv = yu + yv

wuv +

X

B2O
uv2 (B)

zB :
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be the new best edge of v. The pair stored with v is repla ed by (uv ; uv),
where uv refers to the stored redu ed ost (obtained by Equation (2.5)),
and the item stored for v in delta2 is repla ed by heuv + ; uvi.

Case 2: v+ 2 T

The item heuv =2 + ; uvi is simply inserted into delta3 .

Case 3: v 2 T

The same des ription as for vf?j+g 62 T applies, but no item is inserted or
repla ed in delta2 .
When a non{tree blossom B enters T , ea h item in delta2 orresponding to a vertex
u 2 B is deleted. Moreover, when B is non{trivial and be omes an odd tree blossom, we
ompute its a tual potential zeB by (2.2) and insert the item hzeB =2 + ; Bi into delta4 .
When a vertex v 2 T leaves T due to an expand step, we use the pair (uv ; uv) stored
with v in order to set up an item for delta2 ; if (1; ;) is assigned to v, we do nothing.
The a tual redu ed ost euv of uv is omputed as in (2.4), and the item heuv + ; uvi
is inserted into delta2 .
Determining Æ, performing a dual adjustment and nding the responsible vertex, edge
or blossom are a hieved as previously des ribed. All remaining details, e.g. shrinking
or expanding a blossom et ., follow easily from the dis ussion above.

p One nal remark is in order at this point. Sin e an unlabeled vertex might be ome an odd tree q
vertex and then leave T again due to an expand step, one may wonder why it is suÆ ient to
maintain for ea h vertex v? 62 T and v 2 T the best
edge uv to a vertex u 2 T only. Note,
however, that on e the best edge uv of a vertex v? 62 T has been used for a grow step, v will
stay in T for the rest of the phase | even if all blossoms ontaining v are expanded during that
phase.
x
y
+

So far, it seems that the running{time of O(m log n) per phase has been a hieved.
Observe, however, that ea h vertex entering or leaving T auses a deletion or insertion
on delta2 . In the rest of this se tion we will justify in detail the laim that it is due to
the expansion of blossoms that these insertions and deletions may be exe uted up to
O(n2 ) times and thus ex eed the laimed time bound.
Readers who are not interested in these details are advised to skip to Se tion 2.4.
2.3.1 Maximum Height of a Blossom Tree

p First, we need to introdu e the on ept of a so{ alled blossom tree, whi h represents the nesting q
of a blossom B.
Let B be a blossom. Ea h subblossom Bi  B orresponds to a node ui in the blossom tree BTB
of B. The root node u of BTB stands for the blossom B itself. Consider a node ui in BTB that
orresponds to a subblossom Bi  B. The hildren of ui in BTB are the nodes ui ; ui ; : : : ; uik ,
where ea h uij , 1  j  k, orresponds to an immediate subblossom Bj of Bi (see Figure 2.1
for an example). From the onstru tion of BTB it follows that the verti es ontained in B
orrespond to the leaves of BTB .
7

1

2

In order to avoid onfusion, we will use the term node when referring to verti es in the blossom
tree.
7
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B

BTB

(a)

(b)

Let B be a blossom whose nesting stru ture is given in (a). The blossom tree
of B is formed as depi ted in (b). In BTB , the root node stands for B, ea h internal
(i.e. non{leaf) node represents a non{trivial subblossom of B and every leaf orresponds to a
vertex of B.
Figure 2.1:

BTB

The ardinality p of a blossom B is de ned as the number of verti es ontained in B. Furthermore, a blossom is said to be of size s, when it ontains s immediate subblossoms.
Lemma 2.3.1 Let B be a blossom of ardinality p and BTB the orresponding blossom tree.
The height h of BTB is bounded by O(p).
Proof:

Let Lh denote the number of leaves in a blossom tree of height h. We have L = 1, sin e a
blossom tree of height zero represents a trivial blossom. A blossom tree of height one has at
least three leaves: L  3.
Generally speaking, a blossom tree of height h has Lh  Lh + 2 leaves. The re ursion an
easily be solved:
Lh  Lh + 2  Lh + 2 + 2  : : :  L + 2| + :{z: : + 2} = 2h + 1
0

1

1

1

2

0

h times

Sin e the number of leaves in
1)=2.

h  (p

BTB

orresponds to the ardinality

p

of B, we obtain:



Lemma 2.3.1 implies that the height of a blossom tree BTB to a blossom B having maximum
ardinality may be O(n).
In Se tion 1.6.5, the disadvantage of omputing the redu ed ost of an edge using the alternative linear programming formulation of the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem was
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outlined. Using the terms introdu ed above, the time required to ompute the redu ed ost
of an edge uv onne ting the blossoms Bu and Bv is proportional to the height of the blossom
trees BTBu and BTBv . That is, by Lemma 2.3.1, it takes time O(pu + pv ) in the worst ase to
ompute the redu ed ost of an edge uv, where pu and pv denote the ardinality of Bu and Bv ,
respe tively.
Applegate and Cook [App93℄ use the blossom tree to ompute the redu ed ost of an edge as
follows. For ea h blossom tree of a surfa e blossom B, they broad ast the sum of all blossom
potentials along the path from the root to ea h leaf. Ea h leafPin any blossom tree BTB that
orresponds to a vertex u of B then knows the sum u = yu + u2B zBi . The redu ed ost of
an alive edge uv an then be omputed by u + v wuv . However,i broad asting the sum of
all potentials to ea h leaf in the blossom tree takes time O(p) for a blossom having ardinality
p.
In either ase, a lower bound of (n ) per phase results for the algorithm based on the alternative
formulation.
x
y
8

2

2.3.2 Expanding a Blossom | Number of Status Changes

p Consider an odd tree blossom B 2 T with ardinality p. When B is expanded, some subblos- q
soms of B may leave T and later be ome odd tree blossoms. Following the strategy des ribed
above, ea h vertex of a blossom that leaves T is tou hed, e.g. in order to insert an appropriate
item into delta2 . We are now interested in the number of these tou hes per phase.
More pre isely, let e(p) denote the total number of status hanges aused by verti es of B that
leave T during a phase. Obviously, a blossom B with maximum nesting stru ture will form the
most disadvantageous ase. Or to put it di erently, a blossom B whose blossom tree BTB has
largest height possible will ontribute most to e(p). Therefore, we onsider e(p) whi h equals
e(p) in the worst ase only, i.e. e(p)  e(p).
e(p) an easily be de ned as a re ursive fun tion:
(
for p  1, and
0
e(p) =
(p 2) + 1 + e(p 2) otherwise.
The re ursion is substantiated as follows. Obviously, blossoms having ardinality p = 1 are trivial and thus annot ontribute anything to e(p). Otherwise, when a blossom B with ardinality
p > 1 is expanded, at least one vertex (namely the base) must stay in T . A large subblossom of
ardinality p 2 and a single vertex get unlabeled and thus ontribute (p 2)+1 to e(p). Later,
the large (sub)blossom might be ome an odd blossom of T and be expanded itself, produ ing
ost e(p 2).
We are now interested in the number i of appli ations of the re ursion stated above su h that
e(p 2i) = 0. Sin e by de nition e(p) = 0 for p  1, we have i = (p 1)=2, whi h is the
maximum height of the blossom tree BTB . We thus have:
e(p)
8

=

p

X
2

1

i=1

(p 2i) + 1 = p 2 1



p+1

 p 1  p2 1
2 +1 = 4

Re all that, using the alternative linear programming formulation, the redu ed ost uv of an edge

uv was de ned di erently:

uv = yu + yv

wuv +

X

B2O
uv2Æ(B)

zB :
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At this point it be omes apparent that tou hing ea h vertex would in rease the running{time
x to O(n ) per phase and hen e destroy the laimed bound of O(m log n).
y
2

2.4 Con atenable Priority Queues
The problem indi ated in the pre eding se tion is over ome, however, using so{ alled
on atenable priority queues. A on atenable priority queue supports all the usual
priority queue operations plus the two additional operations spe i ed below. The items
in a queue are regarded as forming a sequen e.
on at (pq1 ; pq2 ) on atenates the underlying sequen es of pq1 and pq2 .
The resulting priority queue pq ontains all items of pq1 in their original order
followed by all items of pq2 in their original order.
split at item (pq ; it ) splits the sequen e of pq at item it into pq1 and pq2 .
All items pre eding the item it (in lusively) in pq then belong to pq1 and all other
items belong to pq2 .
As we will show at the end of this se tion, both operations an be a hieved in time

O(log n).

Motivated by the fa t that we annot a ord to insert an item into delta2 for ea h vertex
separately, one may think of inserting just one item for ea h surfa e blossom. Therefore,
we assume that ea h surfa e blossom B maintains its own on atenable priority queue,
whi h we will denote by PB .
The queue PB of a non{tree blossom Bf?j+g 62 T or an odd tree blossom B 2 T
in orporates all pairs stored with the verti es v 2 B . That is, every vertex v 2 B has
an item huv ; uvi in PB . The priority uv equals the stored redu ed ost of the best
edge uv onne ting v to an even labeled tree vertex u+ 2 T . As before, the item in
PB orresponding to v may be set to h1; ;i in order to indi ate the non{availability of
su h an edge for v.
We also maintain a on atenable priority queue PB for ea h even tree blossom B+ 2 T .
Again, for ea h vertex v 2 B we have a orresponding item in PB . However, the ontents
of these items is set arbitrarily.
Ea h non{tree blossom Bf?j+g 62 T sends its minimum item huv ; uvi, representing the
best edge uv (along all best edges) of B, to delta2 ; however B does not send an item
to delta2 when the minimum item equals h1; ;i. More pre isely, let hp; uvi denote the
item in delta2 that has been sent by B. The a tual priority pe = p  then equals the
a tual redu ed ost euv of the best edge uv of B (whi h an be omputed by (2.4)).
Whenever a non{tree blossom B be omes a tree blossom, its orresponding item is
deleted from delta2 . Conversely, when a tree blossom leaves T , a orresponding item is
inserted into delta2 . Finally, when the minimum in a priority queue PB with Bf?j+g 62 T
hanges, the orresponding item in delta2 is updated a ordingly.
When a new blossom B is formed by B1; B2 ; : : : ; B2k+1 the priority queues
PB ; PB ; : : : ; PB k are on atenated one after another and the resulting priority queue
PB is assigned to B. Here, we keep tra k of ea h ti , 1  i  2k + 1, the last item in
1

2

2 +1
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Bi. Later, when B is expanded, the priority queues to B1; B2; : : : ; B2k+1 an easily be
re overed by splitting the priority queue of B at ea h item ti, 1  i  2k + 1. In

fa t, we handle the on atenable priority queues for even tree blossoms only be ause of
stru tural reasons.
All other details apply as one would expe t and as is des ribed in Se tion 2.3.
Assuming that both operations on at and split at item take O(log n) time, the laimed
time bound of O(m log n) per phase is a hieved. In order to demonstrate this, re all
that there will be at most O(n) on at and split at item operations during a phase.
Moreover, observe that only the maintenan e of delta3 uses time O(m + n log n) per
phase.

p In the rest of this se tion, a realization of the data type on atenable priority queue based on q
(a; b){trees will be brie y outlined. We will on entrate mainly on the two additional operations
on at and split at item . For a more detailed dis ussion, see Aho et al. [AHU74, Se tion 4.12℄
and Mehlhorn [Meh84, Se tion III.5.3℄.
Many realizations of the priority queue data type use a balan ed tree as the underlying data
stru ture, i.e. a tree T whose height is bounded by O(log n) where n denotes the number of
leaves in T .
De nition 2.4.1 ((a,b){Tree) Let T = (V; E ) denote a tree rooted at r. The number of
outgoing edges of a vertex u 2 V is denoted by outdeg (u). T is alled an (a; b){tree, with
b  2a 1, i the following holds:
(1) for ea h non{leaf vertex u 2 V , with u 6= r: outdeg (u)  a,
(2) for ea h non{leaf vertex u 2 V : outdeg (u)  b, and
(3) all leaves reside on the same level.
The next theorem states that ea h (a; b){tree is balan ed in the sense mentioned above.
Theorem 2.4.1 Let T be an (a; b){tree of height h and let n denote the number of leaves in
T . For the height h of T it is:
logb n  h  1 + loga(n=2):
9

All standard operations of the priority queue data type an be implemented for (a; b){trees
as well. Ea h su h operation will take time (at most) O(log n) (see the referen es mentioned
above).
However, we want to emphasize a major di eren e to the ommon view of an (a; b){tree T that
represents a priority queue. Normally, the leaves are arranged in as ending order (e.g. from left
to right) with respe t to the priority of an item. However, the kind of on atenable priority
queue we spe i ed above requires the leaves to be part of a sequen e (independently of their
priority).
Operation: on at (pq1 ; pq2 )

Let T and T be the two (a; b){trees of pq1 and pq2 having height h and h , respe tively.
When h = h , a new root vertex r is reated and T and T be ome the left and right hild of r.
1

2

1

2

1

1

2

2

The right side an be understood by observing that the root r has outdeg (r)  2 and every other
non{leaf vertex u has outdeg (u)  a and thus n  2ah 1 .
9
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Now assume h > h ; the other ase is treated analogously. Let v denote the rightmost vertex
in T of height h h and let f denote the parent of v. The root of T be omes the rightmost
hild of f . If, afterwards, f has more than b hildren the tree is repaired as we suppose to be
known (f is split into two verti es having d(b + 1)=2e and b(b + 1)=2 hildren et ).
Lemma 2.4.1 Let pq1 and pq2 denote two priority queues having n and n items. A
on at (pq1 ; pq2 ) operation an be performed in time O(j log n log n j).
1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

Operation: split at item (pq ; it )

Consider the tree T that orresponds to the priority queue pq . Let v denote the leaf vertex in T
that stores the item it and let p denote the path from v up to the root vertex of T . By deleting
p, T de omposes into two forests; a forest Fl to the left whi h onsists of all trees with leaves to
the left of v (in lusively) and a forest Fr to the right whi h onsists of all trees with leaves to
the right of v (ex lusively). Let Fl = (LTi; LTi ; : : : ; LT ) be the ordered sequen e (from left
to right) of all trees to the left and Fr = (RT ; RT ; : : : ; RTj ) the ordered sequen e (from left
to right) of all trees to the right. Iteratively on atenating all trees LTk , with k = 1; 2; : : : ; i,
results in a tree T whi h represents pq1 . Analogously, the tree T of pq2 an be onstru ted
by on atenating all trees RTk in the order k = 1; 2; : : : ; j .
Lemma 2.4.2 Let pq denote a priority queue ontaining n items. A split at item (pq ; it ) operation for any item it of pq takes time O(log n).
1

1

1

1

2

2

Proof:

When p is deleted from T , there will be at most b 1 trees of a xed height h in Fl [ Fr . The
only ex eption are trees of height 0, of whi h there an be b many. The on atenation of b trees
of height h will result in a tree having height at most h + 1. Therefore, at most b trees of any
given height o ur during the on atenation pro ess des ribed above.
To on atenate two trees of the same height takes time O(1), and O(h) when their heights
di er by h. Therefore, the time spent on atenating all trees is O(bh + log h ), where
h denotes the maximum di eren e of any two trees that are on atenated. Sin e h

is bounded by O(log n), split at item takes O(log n) time.
max

max

x

max
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Chapter 3

Implementation and Tests
One major obje tive in the eld of theoreti al omputer s ien e is to obtain algorithms
that are eÆ ient with respe t to the theoreti al running{time. However, not seldom
there is a big trade{o between a theoreti ally eÆ ient algorithm and its te hni al
feasibility. The utilization of omplex data stru tures that make the algorithm fast in
theory often has a drasti impa t on its eÆ ien y in pra ti e.
In this hapter we will present an implementation of Edmonds' blossom{shrinking approa h based on the use of on atenable priority queues. At the time we started, it
was not foreseeable whether the implementation would be fast in pra ti e. Moreover,
a highly eÆ ient algorithm for the maximum{weight perfe t mat hing problem was
available su h that there was little hope of improving upon it. The algorithm referred
to is known as the Blossom IV algorithm and is implemented in C. It is due to Cook
and Rohe [CR97℄ and is based on earlier work by Applegate and Cook [App93℄. Cook
and Rohe do not laim a theoreti al time bound, but it will be no better than (n3).
Our implementation is innovative in the sense that there is no other algorithm using
priority queues a essible at the moment. We used C++ as the programming language
sin e the algorithm uses and is intended to be ome part of the Library of EÆ ient
Data Stru tures and Algorithms, alled LEDA for short, developed at the Max{Plan k
Institute for Computer S ien e in Saarbru ken, Germany.1 We assume that the reader
is familiar with some basi data types and on epts of LEDA; most of the data types
used in our implementation will be self{explanatory.
We implemented two versions of Algorithm 1.6.3. A so{ alled single sear h tree approa h and a multiple sear h tree approa h. In the former, only one tree is grown at
a time, whereas in the latter various sear h trees are grown on urrently. Surprisingly,
the di eren e between these two approa hes with regard to their pra ti al eÆ ien y is
immense. Both algorithms guarantee a worst{ ase running{time of O(nm log n).
The hapter is organized as follows. In Se tion 3.1 we will de ne the interfa e fun tions
and outline their fun tionality. Then, the data stru ture on at pq , whi h realizes the
For an extensive referen e des ribing all issues on erning LEDA see the book by Mehlhorn and
Naher [MN99℄. LEDA is freely available for a ademi resear h and tea hing at:
1

http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/LEDA.
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data type on atenable priority queue dis ussed in Se tion 2.4, is introdu ed. Sin e we
do not want to go into the implementation details of this data stru ture, all operations
needed will be spe i ed in Se tion 3.2. After this, our implementation of the single
sear h tree algorithm will be presented. The ensuing di eren es for the multiple sear h
tree algorithm are the subje t of Se tion 3.4. The eÆ ien y of both algorithms is
onsiderably improved by onstru ting a better initial solution, as will be outlined in
Se tion 3.5 below. Finally, some running{time experiments will reveal the eÆ ien y of
our implementation in pra ti e.

3.1 Fun tionality
The fun tion
list<edge> MAX WEIGHT MATCHING( onst ugraph &G,
onst edge array<NT> &w,
bool he k, int heur)

returns a maximum{weight mat hing and
list<edge> MAX WEIGHT PERFECT MATCHING( onst ugraph &G,
onst edge array<NT> &w,
bool he k, int heur)

a maximum{weight perfe t mat hing for the undire ted graph G (type ugraph ) with
weight fun tion w. Both fun tions a ept edge weights of any number type NT .2 The
mat hing is represented by the list of edges returned. When he k is set to true, the
optimality of the omputed mat hing is he ked internally. Depending on the value of
heur , the algorithm starts either with an empty mat hing (heur = 0), a greedy mat hing
(heur = 1), or with a jump{start or fra tional mat hing (heur = 2), as will be explained
in Se tion 3.5.
The interfa e fun tions are spe i ed in the header le MWM.t. The user an swit h
between the single sear h tree and the multiple sear h tree approa h by de ning the
token SST APPROACH.3
hMWM.t: maximum{weight mat hing algorithm i

template< lass NT>
list<edge> MAX_WEIGHT_MATCHING( onst ugraph &G,
onst edge_array<NT> &w,
bool he k = true, int heur = 1) {
edge_array<NT> w_mod(G);

hs ale edge weights i

node_array<NT> pot(G);
node_array<int> b(G, -1);

We suppose, however, that the number type NT provides a division operation.
That is, in order to use the single sear h tree approa h, type #define SST APPROACH before the
le MWM.t is in luded.
2

3
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array<two_tuple<NT, int> > BT;
total_t = used_time();
#if defined(_SST_APPROACH)
list<edge> M = MWM_SST(G, w_mod, pot, BT, b, heur, false);
#else
list<edge> M = MWM_MST(G, w_mod, pot, BT, b, heur, false);
#endif
total_t = used_time(total_t);
he k_t = used_time();
if ( he k) CHECK_MAX_WEIGHT_MATCHING(G, w_mod, M, pot, BT, b);
he k_t = used_time( he k_t);
return M;
}

We ompute a maximum{weight mat hing with respe t to a modi ed weight fun tion
whi h equals w unless the number type NT is int , where w mod equals 4w.

w mod

hs ale edge weights i

edge e;
bool INT = LEDA_TYPE_ID(NT) == INT_TYPE_ID;
forall_edges(e, G) w_mod[e℄ = (INT ? 4*w[e℄ : w[e℄);

Thus, the dual solution and also the redu ed ost of ea h edge will remain integral
during the ourse of the algorithm (see also Lemma 1.6.1).4
When the SST APPROACH token has been de ned, the fun tion
list<edge> MWM SST( onst ugraph &G, onst edge array<NT> &w,
node array<NT> &pot, array<two tuple<NT, int> > &BT,
node array<int> &b, int heur, bool perfe t)

is alled. Its implementation will be the subje t of Se tion 3.3. The implementation
details of the fun tion
list<edge> MWM MST( onst ugraph &G, onst edge array<NT> &w,
node array<NT> &pot, array<two tuple<NT, int> > &BT,
node array<int> &b, int heur, bool perfe t)

will be the subje t of Se tion 3.4. Both fun tions ompute a perfe t mat hing i perfe t
is set to true. The total time needed (in CPU se onds) to ompute an optimal mat hing
is stored in a global variable total t (type oat ).
The additional parameters pot , b and BT are used to prove optimality of the omputed
mat hing M . Their semanti s is as follows. The potential of ea h vertex is stored
in the node array pot . BT represents the nested family of odd ardinality sets (see
Se tion 1.3). Ea h two tuple (zB ; pB ) in BT represents a non{trivial blossom B having
potential zB and parent index pB . The parent index pB is set to 1 if B is a surfa e
blossom. Otherwise, pB stores the index of the entry orresponding to the immediate
4
Apparently, the same purpose ould have been a hieved by a multipli ation by two. However, the
edge weights are multiplied by four so as to ensure that one{half the redu ed ost of any edge remains
integral too.
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superblossom of B.5 The index range of BT is [0; : : : ; k 1℄, where k denotes the
number of non{trivial blossoms. When Bi is a subblossom of B, the index of the entry
orresponding to Bi is smaller than the one of B. The parent index for a vertex u is
stored in the node array b.
Using this data, the fun tion
void CHECK MAX WEIGHT MATCHING( onst ugraph &G,
onst edge array<NT> &w,
onst list<edge> &M,
onst node array<NT> &pot,
onst array<two tuple<NT, int> > &BT,
onst node array<int> &b)

an he k all optimality onditions given in Se tion 1.6. The time (in CPU se onds)
needed by the he ker is kept in a global variable he ker t (type oat ). We will not
dis uss the realization of that fun tion and instead refer to Mehlhorn and Naher [MN99℄.
The interior of the fun tion that omputes a maximum{weight perfe t mat hing looks
similar.
hMWM.t: maximum{weight perfe t mat hing algorithm i

template< lass NT>
list<edge> MAX_WEIGHT_PERFECT_MATCHING( onst ugraph &G,
onst edge_array<NT> &w,
bool he k = true, int heur = 1) {
edge_array<NT> w_mod(G);

hs ale edge weights i

node_array<NT> pot(G);
node_array<int> b(G, -1);
array<two_tuple<NT, int> > BT;
total_t = used_time();
#if defined(_SST_APPROACH)
list<edge> M = MWM_SST(G, w_mod, pot, BT, b, heur, true);
#else
list<edge> M = MWM_MST(G, w_mod, pot, BT, b, heur, true);
#endif
total_t = used_time(total_t);
he k_t = used_time();
CHECK_MAX_WEIGHT_PERFECT_MATCHING(G, w_mod, M, pot, BT, b);
he k_t = used_time( he k_t);
return M;
}
5
The immediate superblossom on ept is de ned analogously to the immediate subblossom on ept
given in Se tion 1.3.
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3.2 Con atenable Priority Queues ( on at pq )
We implemented a data stru ture on at pq supporting all needed operations of data
type on atenable priority queue as introdu ed in Se tion 2.4. The implementation
is based on (a; b){trees; we hose a = 2 and b = 16. on at and split at item are
essentially realized as dis ussed at the end of Se tion 2.4. We do not intend to go into
the implementation details. Instead, the spe i ation of all operations needed in the
subsequent se tions is given.
In Se tion 1.7 we outlined the idea of using a union{ nd data stru ture with split operation to handle the surfa e graph. The method we use in our implementation is di erent.
Sin e a on atenable priority queue will be assigned to ea h surfa e blossom, we deided to extend the fun tionality of on at pq su h that it also enables the maintenan e
of the surfa e graph. We use the underlying (a; b){trees to identify a setable obje t
(whi h will be the surfa e blossom) of a given item (whi h will orrespond to a vertex).
The way this is a hieved is as follows. Ea h root of an (a; b){tree stores a pointer to
the obje t representing that tree. Traversing from an item it towards the root, we an
identify the (a; b){tree obje t ontaining the item it . Moreover, ea h (a; b){tree obje t
has a generi pointer owner (a generi pointer is of type void ) whi h is setable by the
user; see operation set owner . Consequently, the owner of any item it an be identi ed
(operation get owner ) in time O(log n), where n denotes the number of items in the
(a; b){tree.
1. De nition

An instan e Q of the parameterized data type on at pq <P; I > is a olle tion of items
(type pq item ). Every item ontains a priority from a linearly ordered type P and an
information from an arbitrary type I . We use hp; ii to denote a pq item with priority
p and information i. The data stru ture requires a designated element in nity of P ,
with in nity  p for all p 2 P and equality holds only if p = in nity . An item hp; ii
with p = in nity is irrelevant to Q. The number of items in Q is alled the size of Q.
Q is empty when all its items are irrelevant, or when Q has size zero. A setable generi
pointer owner (type void ) is asso iated with Q.
2. Creation
on at pq <P; I > Q;

reates an instan e Q of type on at pq <P; I >
based on the linear order de ned by the global
ompare fun tion ompare ( onst P &; onst P &)
and initializes it with the empty priority queue.
in nity is set to the maximum value of type P .

3. Operations
pq item Q:init(P p; I i)

initializes Q to the priority queue ontaining only
the item hp; ii and returns that item.
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Q:prio( pq item it )

P
I
void

void

pq item

P
void
bool

bool

int
bool
void
void
void

returns the priority of item it. Pre ondition: it is
an item in Q.
returns the information of item it. Pre ondition:
Q:inf( pq item it )
it is an item in Q.
Q: on at( on at pq <P; I >& pq ; int dir = LEDA :: after )
on atenates Q with pq . The items in Q pre ede
(su eed) the items of pq , when dir = after (dir =
before ). pq is made empty, i.e. ontains no items
thereafter.
Q:split at item( pq item it ; on at pq & pq1 ; on at pq & pq2 )
splits Q at item it into pq1 and pq2 su h that
it is the last item of pq1 . In ase it = nil , pq2
be omes Q and pq1 be omes empty. The instan e
Q is empty thereafter, unless it is given as one of
the arguments.
Q: nd min()
returns an item with minimal priority (nil if Q is
empty).
Q:del min()
makes the item it = Q: nd min () irrelevant to
Q by setting its priority to in nity . The former
priority is returned.
Q:del item( pq item it ) makes the item it irrelevant to Q. Pre ondition:
it is an item in Q.
Q:de rease p( pq item it ; P x)
makes x the new priority of item it. The fun tion returns true i the operation was su essful,
i.e. Q:prio (it ) was larger than x.
Q:in rease p( pq item it ; P x)
makes x the new priority of item it. The fun tion returns true i the operation was su essful,
i.e. Q:prio (it ) was smaller than x.
Q:size()
returns the size of Q.
Q:empty()
returns true , if Q is empty, and false otherwise.
Q:reset()
makes Q the empty priority queue by setting all
priorities to in nity .
Q: lear()
makes Q the empty priority queue by deleting all
items.
Q:set owner(GenPtr pt ) sets owner of Q to the obje t pointed to by the
generi pointer pt (type void ).
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4. Friend Fun tions
GenPtr

get owner(

pq item it )

returns the generi pointer owner of the instan e
ontaining item it .

5. Iteration
forall items(it; Q) f \the items of Q are su

essively assigned to it" g
forall(i; Q) f \the information parts of the items of Q are su essively assigned to i" g
6. Implementation

All a ess operations take time O(1). on at and split at item take time O(log n), where
n is the (maximum) number of elements in the priority queue(s). Operations lear and
reset take time O(n). All other operations take time (at most) O(log n).

3.3 Single Sear h Tree Approa h
In Chapter 1, we elaborated a generi algorithm (see Algorithm 1.6.3) of Edmonds'
blossom{shrinking approa h. Most of the details for its realization based on priority
queues have been dis ussed in Chapter 2. In this se tion, the results established are
integrated into a single sear h tree implementation using priority queues.
A major task in implementing the blossom{shrinking approa h is on erned with
the representation of blossoms. We will rst design a template lass blossom (type
blossom <NT >) that keeps all ne essary information, and turn to the implementation
of our algorithm afterwards.
3.3.1 Data Stru tures

In Chapter 2 we justi ed extensively the need for ea h surfa e blossom to maintain its
own on atenable priority queue.
Given the parameterized data type on at pq <P; I > as spe i ed in the last se tion, the
template lass blossom an be de ned as follows.

hSST.t: data stru tures i

template< lass NT> lass vertex;
template< lass NT> lass blossom;

h lass blossom: friend fun tions | de

nition i

template< lass NT>
lass blossom : publi virtual on at_pq<NT, vertex<NT>*> {

h lass blossom: friend fun tions | de laration i

publi :

h lass blossom: data members i
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h lass blossom: member fun tions i

LEDA_MEMORY(blossom<NT>);
};

Class blossom inherits all properties of the data type on at pq <NT ; vertex <NT >  >.
Additional data members and fun tions will be de ned below. The information part
of ea h item points to an obje t of lass vertex . Essentially, the template lass vertex
omprises all data asso iated with a vertex. For the single sear h tree approa h we
have:
hSST.t: data stru tures i+
template< lass NT> lass vertex {
publi :
NT pot;
node my_node;
node best_adj;
vertex(NT d, node u) {
pot = d;
my_node = u;
best_adj = nil;
}
LEDA_MEMORY(vertex<NT>);
};

Ea h obje t of type vertex <NT > stores its potential pot and its original vertex my node .
The way we keep tra k of the best edge for my node to an even tree vertex is by storing
this adja ent vertex in best adj .
Data Members: A blossom is either even labeled, odd labeled or unlabeled. Therefore, a new type LABEL is de ned.
typedef enum {even, odd, unlabeled} LABEL;

Moreover, ea h blossom maintains its potential pot and its o set o

h lass blossom: data members i

set .

LABEL label;
NT
pot;
NT
offset;

The base and mate (if any) vertex of a blossom are stored in base and mate , respe tively.
Note that these two verti es represent the endpoints of the mat hing edge. In order
to organize the tree stru ture of the alternating tree, ea h odd blossom keeps tra k of
its dis overy and prede essor vertex dis and pred . dis denotes the endpoint of the
non{mat hing tree edge whi h is ontained in the blossom and pred refers to the other
endpoint (see Figure 3.1). We wish to emphasize that these data will only be kept
orre tly for surfa e blossoms.
h lass blossom: data members i+
node base, mate;
node dis , pred;

3.3
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Consider the alternating tree T with root blossom B as depi ted above. Let
denote the obje t of type blossom <NT > representing the blossom Bi , 1  i  7. For
example, the entries of B3 are set to base = v , mate = u and dis = pred = nil and
for B4 we have base = u , mate = v , dis = v and pred = u . The entries of all other
blossoms are set a ordingly. Using this data, the (surfa e) tree path from ea h tree blossom to the root blossom an be identi ed easily. B ; : : : ; B de ne a new blossom B. Let B
be the obje t orresponding to B. We have: B:shrink path = <u ; v ; u ; v ; : : : ; u ; v > and
B:subblossom p = <&B2 ; &B3 ; : : : ; &B7 ; &B1 >.
Figure 3.1:
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Additionally, ea h non{trivial blossom stores its de ning surfa e y le as a list of verti es
in shrink path . All pointers of the immediate subblossom obje ts are olle ted in a list
subblossom p .
h lass blossom: data members i+
list<node>
shrink_path;
list<blossom<NT>*> subblossom_p;

We adopt the following order for the entries of these lists. Let C = (e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; e2k+1 )
denote the de ning surfa e y le of a blossom B. Ea h edge ei = (ui; vi ), 1 
i  2k + 1, of C is regarded as being dire ted su h that vi 1 and ui , with v0 =
v2k+1 , are ontained in the same immediate subblossom Bi . Assume further that
B1 refers to the subblossom ontaining the base. Then, shrink path stores the list
of verti es <u1 ; v1 ; u2 ; v2 ; : : : u2k+1; v2k+1 > and subblossom p onsists of the pointers
<&B2 ; &B3 ; : : : ; &B2k+1 ; &B1 >, where &Bi denotes the pointer to the blossom obje t
that represents Bi. Refer to Figure 3.1 for an example.
At the time of shrinking, the split item entry of ea h (immediate) subblossom is set to
the last item of that blossom. This will enable restoration of the on atenable priority
queues in an expand step later on.
h lass blossom: data members i+
_pq_item

split_item;

There are some additional data members that will be introdu ed in the ontext they
are rst needed.
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We outline only some of the member fun tions; the remaining
fun tions will be lled in as needed. A fun tion that returns the (stored) redu ed ost
of the best edge (of all best edges in ident to verti es) of a blossom is implemented as
follows.
Member Fun tions:

h lass blossom: member fun tions i

onst NT min_prio() onst
{ return (find_min() ? prio(find_min()) : INFINITY(NT)); }

Here, INFINITY (NT ) simply returns the maximum value of type NT . The following
three fun tions return the appropriate entries stored in the information part of an item
it (type pq item ).
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
onst NT pot_of ( _pq_item it) onst { return inf(it)->pot;
}
onst node node_of ( _pq_item it) onst { return inf(it)->my_node; }
onst node best_adj( _pq_item it) onst { return inf(it)->best_adj; }

We must also provide a fun tion to test whether or not a blossom is trivial: ea h blossom
ontaining just one item is said to be trivial.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
bool trivial() onst { return size() == 1; }

Given the item it of a vertex, the following fun tion will return
a pointer to the blossom obje t ontaining that vertex.

Friend Fun tions:

h lass blossom: friend fun tions | de laration i

friend blossom<NT>* blossom_of<NT>( _pq_item it);

The fun tion will also be used for testing whether or not two verti es are ontained in
the same blossom.
When a new blossom obje t is reated, we all set owner (pt ), where pt is the generi
pointer of the new blossom obje t. Consequently, we an later ast the pointer returned
by get owner (it ) to a pointer of type blossom <NT >.
h lass blossom: friend fun tions | de

nition i

template< lass NT> blossom<NT>* blossom_of( _pq_item it) {
return (it ? (blossom<NT>*)(get_owner(it)) : nil);
}

We are now in a position to de ne the onstru tor of the lass blossom .
As an optional argument, the base vertex b of the blossom to be reated an be given.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+

Constru tor:

blossom(node b = nil) : on at_pq<NT, vertex<NT>*>() {
set_owner(leda_ ast(this));
label = even;
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pot = offset = 0;
base = b; mate = nil;
dis = pred = nil;
marker1 = marker2 = 0;
item_in_T = item_in_O = nil;
item_in_pq = nil;
split_item = nil;

leda ast (this ) simply asts the blossom pointer this to a generi pointer. The meaning
of the missing data members marker1 , marker2 , item in T , item in O and item in pq
will be ome lear shortly.
We also de ne a friend fun tion that provides a more onvenient way of onstru ting
and initializing a trivial blossom obje t. The fun tion
h lass blossom: friend fun tions | de laration i+
friend _pq_item new_blossom<>(NT d, node b, blossom<NT>* &B);

reates a new blossom obje t that onsists only of the vertex b having potential d. Afterwards, B points to this new blossom obje t and the pq item of the item orresponding
to b is returned.
h lass blossom: friend fun tions | de nition i+
template< lass NT> _pq_item new_blossom(NT d, node b, blossom<NT>* &B) {
B = new blossom<NT>(b);
vertex<NT> *v = new vertex<NT>(d, b);
return B->init(INFINITY(NT), v);
}

Note that we do not use the data member pot of the blossom lass to store the potential
of b | in fa t, that data member is only used to maintain the potential of a non{
trivial blossom. The priority of the item orresponding to b is set to INFINITY (NT )
indi ating that urrently no best edge is available.
3.3.2 Algorithm

Let us turn to the implementation of Algorithm 1.6.3 that realizes the ideas outlined in
Chapter 2. The algorithm maintains the lower bounds Æ1; : : : ; Æ4 by the following data
stru tures.
hlo al variables i

NT
NT
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*>
p_queue<NT, edge>
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*>
node resp_d1;
edge resp_d2a;

delta1;
delta2a;
delta2b;
delta3;
delta4;
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keeps tra k of the minimum (stored) potential of an even tree vertex that has
been en ountered. delta1 is only used in the non{perfe t mat hing ase. The (a tual)
value of delta2a represents the (a tual) redu ed ost of the best edge of all best edges
from an even non{tree vertex to an even tree vertex. The responsible vertex or edge
of delta1 and delta2a is stored in resp d1 and resp d2a , respe tively.6 An item hp; pti
in delta2b represents the best edge of an unlabeled blossom pointed to by pt . The
(a tual) priority of p equals the (a tual) redu ed ost of this edge. Ea h edge e that
is a andidate for a shrink step has an item hp; ei in delta3 . The (a tual) priority of p
equals one half of the (a tual) redu ed ost of edge e. delta4 ontains one item hp; pti
for ea h non{trivial tree blossom. pt is a pointer to the blossom obje t and the (a tual)
priority of p equals one half of the (a tual) potential of that blossom.
In Chapter 2 (Se tion 2.3 and Se tion 2.4) we have dis ussed the semanti s of ea h item
in any of those priority queues in more detail; we will not repeat that dis ussion here.
A ounter Delta is used to a umulate the total sum of dual adjustments that have
been performed up to the urrent stage of the algorithm.
hlo al variables i+
delta1

NT Delta = 0;

We need a me hanism to identify the pq item in delta2b or delta4 orresponding to a
blossom obje t. Therefore, we add the following data member to the blossom lass.
h lass blossom: data members i+
pq_item item_in_pq;

Whenever a blossom sends an item to delta2b or delta4 , the orresponding pq item is
stored in item in pq of that blossom.
When a vertex be omes an even tree vertex, its in ident edges will be s anned; it may
happen that several verti es be ome even tree verti es at on e. Therefore, all new even
tree verti es are olle ted in a queue Q whi h is realized by a singly linked list of verti es
(type node slist ).
hlo al variables i+
node_slist Q(G);

At the end of a phase the urrent alternating tree is destroyed and all priorities in ea h
on atenable priority queue need to be reset to in nity . We therefore a umulate in T
all pointers to surfa e blossoms that are part of the urrent alternating tree; and in O
the pointers of all unlabeled surfa e blossoms (outside of T ) that are adja ent to any
even tree blossom.
hlo al variables i+
list<blossom<NT>*> T;
list<blossom<NT>*> O;

In Chapter 2, we assumed that ea h even tree vertex has an item in a priority queue delta1 ; and
that ea h even non{tree surfa e blossom has an item in a priority queue delta2 . However, it is suÆ ient
in fa t to keep tra k of the data as des ribed above: initiating the orresponding step for resp d1 or
resp d2a will terminate the urrent phase.
6
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Sin e we must be able to identify a blossom's item (type list item ) in T or O, ea h
blossom obje t stores this list item in the data member item in T or item in O , respe tively.
h lass blossom: data members i+
list_item item_in_T;
list_item item_in_O;

An array item of (type node array < pq item >) is used to identify the orresponding
item (type pq item ) for ea h vertex of G.
hlo al variables i+
node_array< _pq_item> item_of(G);

Finally, we introdu e some variables that are used frequently. M is a list of edges and
will be used to represent the resulting mat hing. The maximum value of number type
NT is stored in INFTY .
hlo al variables i+
edge
e;
node
resp, opst, ur, adj, u, v, r;
blossom<NT> *RESP, *OPST, *CUR, *ADJ, *R;
list<edge> M;
onst NT INFTY = INFINITY(NT);

The overall stru ture of the algorithm omputing either a maximum{weight mat hing
or a maximum{weight perfe t mat hing is as follows.

hSST.t: algorithm i

template< lass NT>
list<edge> MWM_SST( onst ugraph &G, onst edge_array<NT> &w,
node_array<NT> &pot, array<two_tuple<NT, int> > &BT,
node_array<int> &b, int heur = 1, bool perfe t = false) {

hlo al variables i
hinitialization i

forall_nodes(r, G) {
R = _BLOSSOM_OF(r);
if (R->mate) ontinue;

h lear priority queues and Q i

R->status_ hange(even, Delta, T, Q);
bool terminate = false;
while (!terminate) {

hs an all edges of verti es in Q i
hdetermine lower bounds and2b, : : : ,
if (delta2a == Delta) {

and4 i

haugment step using best edge of delta2a i

terminate = true;
}
else if (delta1 == Delta) {
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halternate step using best node of delta1 i

terminate = true;
}
else if ( and2b == Delta) {

hgrow step using best edge of delta2b i

}
else if ( and3 == Delta) {

hshrink step using best edge of delta3 i

}
else if ( and4 == Delta) {

hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i

}
else {

}

}

}

hdual adjustment i

hextra t mat hing and

}

return M;

he ker information i

In a main loop, we iterate over all verti es r of G. When the blossom R of r is
unmat hed, i.e. the mate of R equals nil , a phase is initiated. We de ne the following
ma ro in order to more elegantly retrieve the pointer to the blossom obje t ontaining
a given vertex.
hSST.t: data stru tures i+
#define _BLOSSOM_OF(this_node) \
(this_node ? blossom_of<NT>(item_of[this_node℄) : nil)

At the beginning of ea h phase, delta1 ; : : : ; delta4 are reset and the queue Q is made
empty.
h lear priority queues and Q i

delta1 = delta2a = INFTY;
delta2b. lear(); delta3. lear(); delta4. lear();
Q. lear();

R is made an even tree blossom

alling the member fun tion

void status hange(LABEL l, NT Delta, list<blossom<NT>*> &T, node slist &Q)

the implementation of whi h will be given shortly. In the inner while loop, we rst
s an all edges in ident to verti es of Q in order to maintain delta1 ; : : : ; delta4 orre tly.
Then, the minimum priorities of delta2b , delta3 and delta4 are determined and stored
in and2b , and3 and and4 , respe tively.
hdetermine lower bounds

and2b, : : : , and4 i

NT and2b = (delta2b.empty() ? INFTY : delta2b.prio(delta2b.find_min()));
NT and3 = (delta3.empty() ? INFTY : delta3.prio(delta3.find_min()));
NT and4 = (delta4.empty() ? INFTY : delta4.prio(delta4.find_min()));
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Thereafter, it is he ked if any of those lower bounds equals zero.7 If so, the appropriate
step is initiated. Note that between two onse utive dual adjustments, di erent steps
may have to be exe uted. We adopt the onvention that all grow steps pre ede a
single shrink step, and, further, all shrink steps pre ede any expand step. This seems
reasonable to us, sin e extending the tree in grow steps is rather heap ompared to a
shrink step. Moreover, an expand step turned out to be more ostly than a shrink step.
Finally, when we an hoose between either an augment step or an alternate step, we
prefer the augment step. An augment step will de rease the number of free verti es by
two, whereas an alternate step produ es only a de rease by one. When neither of these
steps an be exe uted, a dual adjustment is performed in order to progress.
hdual adjustment i

NT delta = leda_min(delta1,
leda_min(delta2a,
leda_min( and2b,
leda_min( and3, and4))));
if ((delta == INFTY) && perfe t) return M; // return empty mat hing
Delta = delta; // orresponds to Delta += (delta - Delta)

A phase terminates, when either the ase delta1 == Delta (this never happens in the
perfe t mat hing ase) or delta2a == Delta has o urred; or delta an be hosen as
INFTY and thus no perfe t mat hing exists (in the perfe t mat hing ase only). In
the latter ase, we return the empty mat hing.
Depending on the value assigned to the argument heur , the algorithm
uses a di erent method to ompute an initial mat hing and the vertex potentials.

Initialization:

hinitialization i

int free = G.number_of_nodes();
node_array<node> mate(G, nil);
swit h(heur) {
ase 0: { hempty mat hing i break; }
ase 1: { hgreedy mat hing i break; }
default: { hjump start mat hing i break; }
}

All three methods use the node array pot to store the initial potential of ea h vertex
and a node array mate to represent the mat hing. free denotes the number of free
verti es.
When the initial mat hing leaves no vertex unmat hed it will be optimal and we an
immediately return it.
Remember that the a tual priorities are omputed by subtra ting Delta from the stored priorities.
Therefore, an a tual priority equals zero i the stored priority equals Delta .
7
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hinitialization i+

if (free == 0) {

hprepare solution i

}

return M;

Otherwise, for ea h vertex u of G a trivial blossom CUR with potential pot [u℄ is onstru ted; the orresponding pq item is stored in item of [u℄. When mate [u℄ is di erent
from nil , the data member mate of CUR is set to the vertex mate [u℄ and CUR gets
unlabeled.
hinitialization i+
forall_nodes(u, G) {
item_of[u℄ = new_blossom<NT>(pot[u℄, u, CUR);
if (mate[u℄) {
CUR->mate = mate[u℄;
CUR->label = unlabeled;
}
}

Starting with an empty mat hing, the potentials are set as outlined in Se tion 1.6.3.
hempty mat hing i

forall_nodes(u, G) {
if (outdeg(u) == 0) { pot[u℄ = 0; ontinue; }
NT max = -INFTY;
forall_adj_edges(e, u) max = leda_max(w[e℄, max);
pot[u℄ = max/2;
}

For ea h vertex u we determine the value max whi h is maximum along all edge weights
of in ident edges. The potential of u is set to max =2; pot [u℄ is set to zero, when no
in ident edge exists.
The onstru tion of a greedy mat hing or a jump start mat hing will be the subje t of
Se tion 3.5. For now, it shall be suÆ ient to regard
hgreedy mat hing i

free = greedy_mat hing(G, w, pot, mate, perfe t);

and

hjump start mat hing i

free = jump_start(G, w, pot, mate, perfe t);

as bla k{boxes that return the appropriate data in pot , mate and free .
In ase all verti es are mat hed after the initial mat hing has been omputed, M an
be onstru ted as shown below.
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hprepare solution i

forall_edges(e, G) {
u = sour e(e);
v = target(e);
if (mate[u℄ && (mate[u℄ == v) &&
mate[v℄ && (mate[v℄ == u))
M.push(e);
}

For ea h edge e, it is he ked whether the endpoints are the mates of ea h other, or
not; if so, e is a mat hing edge and added to M . Observe that the information needed
to he k optimality is set orre tly: pot ontains the potential of ea h vertex; BT is
empty and all entries in the node array b are set to 1, indi ating that ea h vertex is
a surfa e blossom.
We next outline the member fun tion of lass
that realizes a status hange.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+

Performing a Status Change:
blossom

void status_ hange(LABEL l, NT Delta, list<blossom<NT>*> &T, node_slist &Q) {
if (l == unlabeled) {

hmake unlabeled non{tree blossom i

}
else if (l == odd) {

hmake odd tree blossom i

}
else if (l == even) {

hmake even tree blossom i

}

}
label = l;

The new status of the blossom obje t is determined by the given label l. The fun tion
needs to adjust the o set of the blossom by some Delta as developed in Se tion 2.1.
Moreover, T and Q must be maintained orre tly.
When a blossom gets unlabeled, its o set is adjusted depending on its urrent label
label and the list item item in T of that blossom is deleted from T . Note that only tree
blossoms an get unlabeled.
hmake unlabeled non{tree blossom i

assert((label != l) && item_in_T);
offset += (label == odd ? Delta : -Delta);
T.del(item_in_T);
item_in_T = nil;

We only allow non{tree blossoms to be ome odd tree blossoms.8 The o
by Delta and its pointer is added to T .

set

is de reased

Why a blossom an hange its status from being an even labeled non{tree blossom to an odd labeled
tree blossom will be ome apparent when the realization of an augment step is inspe ted more losely.
8
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hmake odd tree blossom i

assert((label != l) && !item_in_T);
offset -= Delta;
item_in_T = T.append(this);

Consider the ase where a blossom be omes an even tree blossom. When its label is
odd , we only need to update the o set . Otherwise, the blossom is a non{tree blossom.
The o set gets adjusted and its pointer is added to T .
hmake even tree blossom i

assert((label != l) || !item_in_T);
if (label == odd) offset += 2*Delta;
else { // non-tree blossom
offset += Delta;
item_in_T = T.append(this);
}

happend all verti es to Q i

There is something more to do here: all verti es ontained in the blossom obje t must
be appended to Q. Therefore, we iterate over all items it of the blossom and append
the vertex of this item (i.e. node of (it )) to Q. Some preparatory work is done as well.

happend all verti es to Q i

_pq_item it;
forall_items(it, *this) {
inf(it)->pot += offset;
Q.append(node_of(it));
}
if (!trivial()) pot -= 2*offset;
offset = 0;

The potential of ea h vertex ontained in the blossom and the potential of the blossom
itself (if non{trivial) is adjusted su h that these a tual potentials are omputed orre tly
with respe t to the new o set o set = 0. Sin e every vertex of the blossom has to be
inspe ted anyway, it is reasonable to use the provident strategy (see Se tion 2.1.3) at
this point.
S anning New Even Verti es: For all verti es that have been added to Q, i.e. the
verti es that have re ently be ome even tree verti es, the in ident edges have to be
s anned in order to keep the data in the global priority queues delta1 to delta4 as well
as the redu ed ost of edges asso iated with verti es orre tly.

hs an all edges of verti es in Q i

NT ur_pot, adj_pot, a tual_p, stored_p;
while (!Q.empty()) {
ur
= Q.pop();
CUR
= _BLOSSOM_OF( ur);
ur_pot = ompute_potential(CUR, Delta, item_of[ ur℄);
if (!perfe t) {

htry to improve delta1 i
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}
forall_adj_edges(e, ur) {
adj = opposite( ur, e);
ADJ = _BLOSSOM_OF(adj);

hdis ard dead and tree edges i

adj_pot = ompute_potential(ADJ, Delta, item_of[adj℄);
a tual_p = ur_pot + adj_pot - w[e℄;

hprune edges i

if ((ADJ->label == even) && !ADJ->item_in_T) {

hnew delta2a edge en ountered i

}
else if (ADJ->label == unlabeled) {

hnew delta2b edge en ountered i

}

}

}
else if (ADJ->label == even) // ADJ is even tree blossom
delta3.insert(a tual_p/2 + Delta, e);
else if (ADJ->label == odd) {
stored_p = a tual_p - ADJ->offset;
ADJ->improve_ onne tion(item_of[adj℄, stored_p, ur);
}

For ea h vertex ur of Q we ompute its a tual potential ur pot alling the template
fun tion ompute potential , whi h is essentially a realization of the Formulae (2.1) and
(2.2) of Se tion 2.1. The fun tion an also be asked to ompute the a tual potential of
a blossom CUR by setting it to nil .

hSST.t: helpers i

template< lass NT>
NT ompute_potential(blossom<NT> *CUR, NT Delta, _pq_item it = nil) {
int a = (it == nil ? -2 : 1);
int sigma = 0;
if (CUR->item_in_T) sigma = (CUR->label == even ? -1 : 1);
NT stored = (it == nil ? CUR->pot : CUR->pot_of(it));
return stored + a * CUR->offset + a * sigma * Delta;
}

When ur pot is the new minimum potential of all even tree verti es, delta1 and resp d1
are set a ordingly (only in non{perfe t mat hing ase).
htry to improve delta1 i

if ( ur_pot < delta1 - Delta) {
delta1 = ur_pot + Delta;
resp_d1 = ur;
// if (delta1 == Delta) break;
}

When the new (a tual) value of delta1 equals zero, i.e. delta1 == Delta , we ould also
immediately break the s an step. The alternate step for resp d1 would de rease the
number of free verti es by one and terminate the phase. However, we defer this step
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and omplete the s anning pro edure instead. The reason for doing so is that delta2a
might also get de reased to zero and the orresponding augment step will then de rease
the number of free verti es by two.
All edges e in ident to ur are onsidered. The potential of ea h adja ent vertex adj
is omputed so as to enable the omputation of the a tual redu ed ost a tual p of e.
However, dead edges or tree edges are dis arded:
hdis ard dead and tree edges i
//
if
//
if

do not onsider edges within a blossom
(CUR == ADJ) ontinue;
do not onsider tree edges
((ADJ->label == odd) &&
((ADJ->base == adj && ADJ->mate == ur) ||
(ADJ->dis == adj && ADJ->pred == ur))) ontinue;

Moreover, we use a pruning strategy. Sin e a phase terminates when the stored priority
of delta1 (in non{perfe t ase only) or delta2a equals Delta , we an dis ard all edges e
whose stored priority ex eeds the minimum value of delta1 and delta2a . We will say e
is hopeless. Note, in the ase where e is a andidate edge for a shrink step, its stored
priority in delta3 will equal a tual p =2 + Delta .9

hprune edges i

#if !defined(_NO_PRUNING)
if ((ADJ->label == even) && ADJ->item_in_T) {
if (a tual_p/2 + Delta > leda_min(delta1, delta2a)) ontinue;
}
else if (a tual_p + Delta > leda_min(delta1, delta2a)) ontinue;
#endif

Depending on the status of ADJ , four ases are distinguished. First, when ADJ is an
even non{tree blossom, a new delta2a edge has been en ountered.
hnew delta2a edge en ountered i

if (a tual_p < delta2a - Delta) {
delta2a = a tual_p + Delta;
resp_d2a = e;
if (delta2a == Delta) break;
}

We he k whether e is the new best edge of delta2a ; if ne essary, we update the value of
delta2a and set resp d2a , a ordingly. In ase where the new (a tual) value of delta2a
equals zero, we break the s an step immediately.
Se ond, when ADJ is an unlabeled non{tree blossom, a new delta2b edge has been
en ountered.
9

The user an swit h o

the pruning strategy by de ning the token NO PRUNING (#define

NO PRUNING) before the le MWM.t is in luded.
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hnew delta2b edge en ountered i

stored_p = a tual_p - ADJ->offset + Delta;
if (ADJ->improve_ onne tion(item_of[adj℄, stored_p, ur))
if (ADJ->item_in_pq)
delta2b.de rease_p(ADJ->item_in_pq, a tual_p + Delta);
else {
ADJ->item_in_pq = delta2b.insert(a tual_p + Delta, ADJ);
ADJ->item_in_O = O.append(ADJ);
}

The stored redu ed ost stored p of e is omputed a ording to (2.5) (as des ribed in
Se tion 2.1.2). We he k whether e is the new best edge of adj to an even labeled tree
vertex and, if so, update the data of the orresponding item by the following member
fun tion:
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
bool improve_ onne tion( _pq_item it, NT x, node u) {
if (!it) return false;
NT old_min = min_prio();
if (de rease_p(it, x)) inf(it)->best_adj = u;
return old_min != min_prio();
}

When the new priority x is less than the one urrently stored with it , i.e. fun tion
de rease p returns true , the best adj entry is set to u. The fun tion returns true i the
minimum priority of the blossom obje t has hanged.
In ase e is the new best edge of ADJ , we either de rease the orresponding item in
delta2b (if there exists any), or insert an appropriate one. In the latter ase, ADJ is
additionally inserted into O.
The last two ases are easy. For an even tree blossom ADJ , an appropriate item is
simply inserted into delta3 ; and for an odd tree blossom ADJ , we all the member
fun tion improve onne tion as des ribed above.
Alternate Step: We ome to the alternate step whi h is initiated when the a tual
value of the minimum item in delta1 equals zero. Remember that this will never happen
in the perfe t mat hing ase.

halternate step using best node of delta1 i
RESP = _BLOSSOM_OF(resp_d1);
RESP->base = resp_d1;
alternate_path(RESP, item_of);

hdestroy alternating tree T i
RESP->label = even;

First, the surfa e blossom RESP of resp d1 is retrieved. The alive edges along the
even length path from RESP to the root blossom of the tree are alternately unmat hed
and mat hed. RESP will be ome free. The base of RESP is set to resp d1 , sin e that
vertex has (a tual) potential zero and thus is allowed to stay unmat hed. The urrent
alternating tree gets destroyed (as will be des ribed below). Thereafter, RESP will
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be an unlabeled non{tree blossom. Remember, however, that free non{tree blossoms
are supposed to be even. Therefore, RESP 's label is orre ted to even (we do not all
status hange ).
Next, we des ribe the fun tion alternate path whi h alternates the alive edges along the
tree path from RESP to the root blossom of the tree. More pre isely, ea h mat hing
edge along this path will be ome non{mat hing and ea h non{mat hing edge be omes
mat hing. Re all that mat hing edges are represented by means of the data members
base and mate of lass blossom. The fun tion will be reused in the augment step below.
hSST.t: helpers i+
template< lass NT>
void alternate_path(blossom<NT>* RESP, node_array< _pq_item> &item_of) {
if (!RESP) return;
blossom<NT> *CUR = RESP;
node pred = RESP->base, dis = nil, mate;
while (CUR) {
if (CUR->label == even) {
mate = CUR->mate;
CUR->mate = dis ;
CUR->base = pred;
CUR = _BLOSSOM_OF(mate);
}
else { // CUR->label == odd
pred = CUR->pred;
dis = CUR->dis ;
CUR->mate = pred;
CUR->base = dis ;
CUR = _BLOSSOM_OF(pred);
}
}
}

Starting at CUR = RESP , we follow the tree path towards the root. We keep the
following invariants: pred and dis denote the prede essor and dis overy vertex, respe tively, of the odd blossom whi h has been onsidered most re ently; initially, pred
is set to the base of RESP and dis is set to nil . For an even labeled tree blossom CUR,
we store the former mate in mate and set its data members mate and base to dis and
pred , respe tively. After this, the blossom to be inspe ted next is retrieved by using the
former mate information stored in mate . When CUR is an odd tree blossom, pred and
dis are set, and the mate and base data members of CUR are set a ordingly. The
next blossom to onsider is the blossom of pred .
Augment Step: When the a tual redu ed ost of resp d2a equals zero, the urrent
(surfa e) mat hing is augmented. We need to determine the two surfa e blossoms RESP
and OPST of the endpoints of edge e = resp d2a .
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hdetermine RESP and OPST of e i

resp = sour e(e);
opst = target(e);
RESP = _BLOSSOM_OF(resp);
OPST = _BLOSSOM_OF(opst);
if (!OPST->item_in_T) {
leda_swap(resp, opst);
leda_swap(RESP, OPST);
}
// invariant: OPST is tree blossom

denotes the blossom that is ontained in the alternating tree T . First, the even
non{tree blossom RESP is made an odd tree blossom (here we need to allow an even
non{tree blossom to be ome an odd tree blossom); its pred and dis entries are set
appropriately.

OPST

haugment step using best edge of delta2a i
e = resp_d2a;

hdetermine RESP and OPST of e i

RESP->status_ hange(odd, Delta, T, Q);
RESP->pred = opst;
RESP->dis = resp;
alternate_path(RESP, item_of);

hdestroy alternating tree T i

Then, the edges along the tree path from RESP (traversing OPST ) towards the root
blossom of T are alternated alling alternate path . Finally, the alternating tree T gets
destroyed, as des ribed next.
stores all pointers to the surfa e blossoms ontained in the alternating tree. For ea h su h blossom CUR, we reset the priorities of all items to in nity
by alling the member fun tion reset (see Se tion 3.2), and perform a status hange:
CUR gets unlabeled.
Destroy Tree: T

hdestroy alternating tree T i

forall(CUR, T) {
if (CUR->label == odd) {
CUR->dis = CUR->pred = nil;
CUR->item_in_pq = nil;
}
CUR->reset();
CUR->status_ hange(unlabeled, Delta, T, Q);
}
T. lear();

For an odd tree blossom CUR, the data members dis and pred as well as item in pq
have to be set to nil . Finally, T is made empty.
Every unlabeled non{tree blossom that is adja ent to any even tree blossom ontains
at least one item whose priority di ers from in nity . All those items need to be reset
(to in nity ).
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hdestroy alternating tree T i+
forall(CUR, O) {
CUR->reset();
CUR->item_in_pq = nil;
CUR->item_in_O = nil;
}
O. lear();

The pointers of all unlabeled surfa e blossoms adja ent to any even tree blossom have
been olle ted in O. Therefore, we all the member fun tion reset for ea h surfa e
blossom pointed to by an entry CUR of O; nil gets assigned to CUR's data members
item in pq and item in O . Alternatively, one ould also delete ea h onne tion from a
vertex ontained in CUR to an even tree vertex separately. However, it turned out that
alling reset on e for ea h su h surfa e blossom is more eÆ ient. O is afterwards made
empty.
The implementation of a grow step is as follows. First, we retrieve the
unlabeled non{tree blossom RESP having a tual priority zero in delta2b .

Grow Step:

hgrow step using best edge of delta2b i

RESP = delta2b.inf(delta2b.find_min());
delta2b.del_item(RESP->item_in_pq);
RESP->item_in_pq = nil;

The item of RESP in delta2b is deleted and item in pq is set to nil . The best edge of
is stored with the minimum item. Using the member fun tions of lass blossom ,
it is not diÆ ult to obtain resp and opst , the two endpoints of that edge.
hgrow step using best edge of delta2b i+
RESP

_pq_item best = RESP->find_min();
resp = RESP->node_of(best);
opst = RESP->best_adj(best);

The vertex resp is ontained in RESP , and opst denotes the even labeled vertex in the
alternating tree. RESP be omes an odd tree vertex having opst and resp as prede essor
and dis overy vertex, respe tively.
hgrow step using best edge of delta2b i+
RESP->status_ hange(odd, Delta, T, Q);
RESP->pred = opst;
RESP->dis = resp;

is deleted from O and its data member item in O is set to nil , sin e it is no
longer an unlabeled non{tree blossom; noti e that RESP must have an item in O.
hgrow step using best edge of delta2b i+
RESP

O.del_item(RESP->item_in_O);
RESP->item_in_O = nil;

We do not need to delete the onne tion stored with resp from RESP . This will be
done when the tree gets destroyed later on.
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Finally, when RESP is a non{trivial blossom, an item representing RESP and one half
of the value of its potential is inserted into delta4 .
hgrow step using best edge of delta2b i+
if (!RESP->trivial())
RESP->item_in_pq =
delta4.insert( ompute_potential(RESP, Delta)/2 + Delta, RESP);

The mate blossom MATE of RESP is also added to T .
blossom.
hgrow step using best edge of delta2b i+

MATE

be omes an even tree

node mate = RESP->mate;
blossom<NT> *MATE = _BLOSSOM_OF(mate);
MATE->status_ hange(even, Delta, T, Q);
if (MATE->item_in_pq) {
delta2b.del_item(MATE->item_in_pq);
MATE->item_in_pq = nil;
O.del_item(MATE->item_in_O);
RESP->item_in_O = nil;
}

When MATE has an item in delta2b it must be removed; we also delete its item from
O.
A shrink step is more omplex. The minimum item in delta3 ontaining
the new tight edge e is deleted and the blossoms RESP and OPST ontaining the
endpoints resp and opst of e are determined (as des ribed above).

Shrink Step:

hshrink step using best edge of delta3 i

e = delta3.inf(delta3.find_min());
delta3.del_min();

hdetermine RESP and OPST of e i

if (RESP == OPST) ontinue; // dead edge en ountered;

In ase e is dead, i.e. RESP and OPST refer to the same blossom, we simply dis ard
e and ontinue with the main algorithm. Otherwise, we have to determine the lowest
ommon an estor blossom LCA of RESP and OPST as well as the shrink path, i.e. the
de ning odd length surfa e y le, of the new blossom.
hshrink step using best edge of delta3 i+
blossom<NT>
*LCA;
list<node>
P1, P2;
list<blossom<NT>*> sub1, sub2;

hdetermine LCA and shrink path of RESP and OPST i

The ode hunk whi h implements this will be presented shortly. For the time being,
assume sub1 and P1 orrespond to the lists subblossom p and shrink path of the new
blossom as des ribed in Se tion 3.3.1. We onstru t a new surfa e blossom SUPER
whose base and mate equal those of LCA. Note that the priority queue of SUPER
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is empty. Its a tual potential is set to zero (the stored potential must hen e equal
2Delta ); and P1 is assigned to its data member shrink path .
hshrink step using best edge of delta3 i+
blossom<NT> *SUPER
SUPER->pot
SUPER->mate
SUPER->shrink_path

=
=
=
=

new blossom<NT>(LCA->base);
-2*Delta;
LCA->mate;
P1;

Subsequently, the priority queues of all subblossoms CUR of SUPER are on atenated
one after another, alling the member fun tion append subblossom dis ussed below.
When CUR is an odd tree blossom and has sent an item to delta4 , this item is deleted.
Finally, SUPER is added to the list of T .
hshrink step using best edge of delta3 i+
forall(CUR, sub1) {
if (CUR->item_in_pq) {
delta4.del_item(CUR->item_in_pq);
CUR->item_in_pq = nil;
}
SUPER->append_subblossom(CUR, Delta, T, Q);
}
SUPER->item_in_T = T.append(SUPER);

We next need to ll in details of the member fun tion append subblossom whi h helps
to on atenate the subblossoms.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
void append_subblossom(blossom<NT> *CUR, NT Delta,
list<blossom<NT>*> &T, node_slist &Q) {
if (CUR->label == odd)
CUR->status_ hange(even, Delta, T, Q);
if (!CUR->trivial())
CUR->pot += -2*CUR->offset + 2*Delta;
T.del(CUR->item_in_T);
CUR->item_in_T = nil;
on at(*CUR);
CUR->split_item = last_item();
subblossom_p.append(CUR);
}

Ea h odd subblossom is made even by alling the member fun tion status hange . In
ase CUR is non{trivial, its potential gets frozen as explained (in Se tion 2.1.3). CUR
is deleted from T , sin e it is no longer a surfa e blossom. The priority queue of CUR
gets on atenated to that of the blossom obje t by alling the inherited fun tion on at .
split item of CUR is set to the last item of the resulting priority queue (whi h is the last
item of CUR), and CUR is appended to the subblossom p list of the urrent blossom
obje t.
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We will determine the lowest
ommon an estor blossom of RESP and OPST by traversing the two tree paths towards
the root in a lo k{step fashion.10
We introdu e an additional ounter lo k , whi h is initially set to zero and will be
in remented ea h time a lowest ommon an estor has to be determined; sin e lo k
might get in remented up to n2 times, type double has been hosen (in order to prevent
an over ow as might o ur for type int ).
hlo al variables i+
Determination of the Lowest Common An estor:

double lo k = 0;

Moreover, ea h blossom o upies two markers alled marker1 and marker2 .
h lass blossom: data members i+
double marker1, marker2;

The way we determine the lowest ommon an estor is as follows. We traverse the tree
paths from RESP and OPST towards the root. For ea h even blossom CUR1 on the
rst path (starting with RESP ), we set marker1 to lo k ; and for ea h even tree blossom
CUR2 on the se ond path (starting with OPST ), we set marker2 to lo k . The lowest
ommon an estor blossom is en ountered when either marker2 of CUR1 or marker1
of CUR2 equals lo k .
hdetermine LCA and shrink path of RESP and OPST i

blossom<NT> *CUR1 = RESP, *CUR2 = OPST;
CUR1->marker1 = CUR2->marker2 = ++lo k;
P1.push(resp); P2.push(opst);
while (CUR1->marker2 != lo k && CUR2->marker1 != lo k &&
(CUR1->mate != nil || CUR2->mate != nil)) {
if (CUR1->mate) {
sub1.push(CUR1);
P1.push(CUR1->base); P1.push(CUR1->mate);
CUR1 = _BLOSSOM_OF(CUR1->mate);
sub1.push(CUR1);
P1.push(CUR1->dis ); P1.push(CUR1->pred);
CUR1 = _BLOSSOM_OF(CUR1->pred);
CUR1->marker1 = lo k;
}
if (CUR2->mate) {
sub2.push(CUR2);
P2.push(CUR2->base); P2.push(CUR2->mate);
CUR2 = _BLOSSOM_OF(CUR2->mate);
sub2.push(CUR2);
P2.push(CUR2->dis ); P2.push(CUR2->pred);
CUR2 = _BLOSSOM_OF(CUR2->pred);

A trivial method to determine the lowest ommon an estor of RESP and OPST is as follows.
Starting at RESP we tra e the tree path up to the root, marking ea h traversed blossom. After this,
following the tree path from OPST , the rst marked blossom we meet will be the lowest ommon
an estor. However, that method uses time O(n) per determination and thus would not omply with
our worst{ ase bound of O(m log n) per phase.
10
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}

CUR2->marker2 = lo k;

}
sub1.push(CUR1); sub2.push(CUR2);

While we are tra ing the paths towards the lowest ommon an estor, we keep tra k
of the subblossoms and edges traversed on either path. The lists sub1 and sub2 (type
list <blossom <NT >  >) ontain the pointers of all traversed surfa e blossoms from RESP
and OPST to CUR1 and CUR2 in reversed order, respe tively. P1 and P2 (type
list <node >) onsist of all vertex pairs representing the (dire ted) alive path from RESP
and OPST to CUR1 and CUR2 in reversed order, respe tively.
Assume the while loop above is left, sin e marker1 of CUR2 equals lo k . CUR2 then
denotes the lowest ommon an estor blossom LCA. We orre t sub1 and P1 su h that
the head of sub1 equals LCA and the rst vertex pair of P1 orresponds to the rst
(dire ted) edge on the reversed tree path from RESP to LCA. The ase where CUR1
equals the lowest ommon an estor blossom LCA is treated analogously.
hdetermine LCA and shrink path of RESP and OPST i+
if (CUR2->marker1 == lo k) { // CUR2 is LCA
while (sub1.head() != CUR2) {
sub1.pop(); sub1.pop();
P1.pop(); P1.pop();
P1.pop(); P1.pop();
}
}
else if (CUR1->marker2 == lo k) { // CUR1 is LCA
while (sub2.head() != CUR1) {
sub2.pop(); sub2.pop();
P2.pop(); P2.pop();
P2.pop(); P2.pop();
}
}
// sub1.head() == sub2.head() == LCA
LCA = sub1.pop();
sub2.reverse(); sub1. on (sub2);
P2.reverse(); P1. on (P2);

Finally, the on atenation of sub1 and sub2 (the rst element of sub1 is popped and
sub2 is reversed beforehand) yields the desired list sub1 orresponding to the list
subblossom p of the new blossom obje t as spe i ed previously. Analogously, the onatenation of P1 with the reversed path P2 orresponds to the shrink path of the new
blossom.
The responsible blossom RESP whi h is going to be expanded an
easily be obtained from delta4 .

Expand Step:

hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i

RESP = delta4.inf(delta4.find_min());
delta4.del_item(RESP->item_in_pq);
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Next, we need to re over the data for ea h (immediate) subblossom of RESP . Therefore,
we de ne a new member fun tion expand whi h restores the priority queue for ea h
subblossom of RESP and unfreezes the potential if ne essary. RESP is deleted from T
and the pointers of all subblossoms are added to T .
hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i+
RESP->expand(Delta);
forall(CUR, RESP->subblossom_p)
CUR->item_in_T = T.append(CUR);
T.del(RESP->item_in_T);

The details of the member fun tion expand are dis ussed next. Later on, we will also
use that member fun tion to expand an even or unlabeled non{tree blossom. We iterate
over all (immediate) subblossoms of the blossom obje t stored in the subblossom p list.
For ea h subblossom CUR we split the urrent priority queue of the blossom obje t at
CUR's split item into two. The rst of whi h gets assigned to CUR and the remaining
be omes the new urrent priority queue of the blossom obje t (whi h will be split in
the next iteration). At the end, all subblossom priority queues are restored and the
priority queue of the blossom obje t is empty.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
void expand(NT Delta) {
blossom<NT> *CUR;
forall(CUR, subblossom_p) {
split_at_item(CUR->split_item, *CUR, *this);
CUR->offset = offset;
CUR->label = label;
if (!CUR->trivial() && label == odd)
CUR->pot += 2*offset + 2*Delta;
else if (!CUR->trivial()) {
assert(!CUR->item_in_T);
assert(CUR->label == even || CUR->label == unlabeled);
CUR->pot += 2*offset;
}
}
}

Moreover, the o set of ea h subblossom CUR is set to the o set value of the blossom
obje t. Re all that at the time of shrinking, we arranged that ea h subblossom is labeled
even. However, the a tual potential of ea h vertex, and the redu ed ost asso iated with
it, is omputed orre tly with respe t to the status of the blossom obje t ontaining that
vertex. Therefore, ea h subblossom is labeled a ording to the blossom obje t ( alling
status hange would be wrong). Finally, the potential of ea h non{trivial subblossom
CUR gets unfrozen (by the formula given in Se tion 2.1.3).
We an now determine the base blossom BASE and the dis overy blossom DISC of
RESP as follows.
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hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i+

blossom<NT> *BASE = _BLOSSOM_OF(RESP->base);
blossom<NT> *DISC = _BLOSSOM_OF(RESP->dis );
int dist = RESP->restore_mat hing(BASE, DISC);

hextend alternating tree i

delete RESP;

The mat hing needs to be restored for the subblossoms. We do so by alling the
member fun tion restore mat hing whi h will be the subje t of the next paragraph. In
the ode hunk to extend the alternating tree, we will set up some additional data for
the subblossoms along the even length (alive) path from BASE to DISC , and, moreover,
remove the remaining subblossoms from T . Finally, we an destroy the blossom obje t
pointed to by RESP .
Restoring the Mat hing: The member fun tion restore mat hing restores the
mat hing data for all subblossoms of the blossom obje t.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
int restore_mat hing(blossom<NT> *BASE, blossom<NT> *DISC) {

h y li ally rotate subblossom p and shrink path list i
halternately mat h/unmat h subblossoms along subblossom p i

}

return dist;

The idea is simple. We start at the base blossom BASE and alternately unmat h and
mat h the edges along the odd length (alive) y le (represented by shrink path ). First
of all, we need to y li ally rotate the lists subblossom p and shrink path until the base
blossom BASE o urs at the end of subblossom p :
h y li ally rotate subblossom p and shrink path list i
while (subblossom_p.tail() != BASE) {
subblossom_p.append(subblossom_p.pop());
shrink_path.append(shrink_path.pop());
shrink_path.append(shrink_path.pop());
}

Note that the i{th vertex pair of shrink path orresponds to the in oming edge of the
i{th subblossom on subblossom p . The mate and base entries of the BASE blossom are
set to mate and base of the blossom obje t, respe tively.
halternately mat h/unmat h subblossoms along subblossom p i
BASE->mate = mate;
BASE->base = base;

Then, the subblossoms along the subblossom p list are mat hed pairwise. In the pro ess,
we keep tra k of the position dist of DISC in subblossom p ; we start ounting with 1.
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halternately mat h/unmat h subblossoms along subblossom p i+

node b, m;
int dist, pos = 1;
list_item p_it = shrink_path.first();
list_item sub_it = subblossom_p.first();
blossom<NT> *CUR = subblossom_p.inf(sub_it), *ADJ;
while (CUR != BASE) {
if (CUR == DISC) dist = pos;
sub_it = subblossom_p.su (sub_it); pos++;
ADJ
= subblossom_p.inf(sub_it);
if (ADJ == DISC) dist = pos;
p_it = shrink_path.su (p_it);
p_it = shrink_path.su (p_it); b = shrink_path.inf(p_it);
p_it = shrink_path.su (p_it); m = shrink_path.inf(p_it);
CUR->base = b; CUR->mate = m;
ADJ->base = m; ADJ->mate = b;
sub_it = subblossom_p.su (sub_it); pos++;
CUR
= subblossom_p.inf(sub_it);
p_it = shrink_path.su (p_it);
}
if (CUR == DISC) dist = pos;

We need to set up some additional data, su h as
the pred and dis pointers et ., for the subblossoms of RESP lying on the even length
(alive) path from BASE to DISC . Furthermore, all remaining subblossoms must leave
T . The way we a hieve the desired result is by another traversal of the blossom y le.
We start at the base blossom BASE and follow the even length path to DISC , setting
up the ne essary data for ea h tree blossom on this path. After this, all remaining
subblossoms on the blossom y le be ome unlabeled and leave T .
Remember that dist stores the position of DISC in subblossom p and that BASE is the
last element in this list. Moreover, we know that the number of elements in subblossom p
is odd. When dist is odd, the reversal of subblossom p ontains all subblossoms of
the even length path from BASE to DISC followed by all subblossoms that leave T .
Otherwise, when dist is even, we move BASE to the head of subblossom p . Again,
subblossom p then onsists of the subblossoms of the even length path from BASE to
DISC followed by the subblossoms leaving T .
Extending the Alternating Tree:

hextend alternating tree i

if (dist % 2) {
RESP->subblossom_p.reverse();
RESP->shrink_path.reverse();
}
else RESP->subblossom_p.push(RESP->subblossom_p.Pop());

We establish the following invariant for the vertex pairs along shrink path . The i{th
vertex pair of shrink path orresponds to the outgoing edge of the i-th subblossom in
subblossom p .
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Next, we turn to the set up of the data for the subblossoms staying in T . First, the
dis overy and prede essor verti es of DISC are set a ordingly.
hextend alternating tree i+
DISC->dis = RESP->dis ;
DISC->pred = RESP->pred;

Next, the rst two elements CUR and ADJ are popped from the subblossom p list;
CUR orresponds to an odd blossom and ADJ to an even blossom. We set the pred
and dis entries for CUR; and in ase CUR is non{trivial, insert an item in delta4 .
ADJ is made even. This pro ess is repeated until the urrent blossom CUR equals
DISC .
hextend alternating tree i+
CUR = RESP->subblossom_p.pop();
while (CUR != DISC) {
ADJ = RESP->subblossom_p.pop();
ur = RESP->shrink_path.pop();
adj = RESP->shrink_path.pop();
CUR->pred = adj; CUR->dis = ur;
if (!CUR->trivial())
CUR->item_in_pq =
delta4.insert( ompute_potential(CUR, Delta)/2 + Delta, CUR);
ADJ->status_ hange(even, Delta, T, Q);
RESP->shrink_path.pop();
RESP->shrink_path.pop();
CUR = RESP->subblossom_p.pop();
}
// send item for DISC also
if (!CUR->trivial())
CUR->item_in_pq =
delta4.insert( ompute_potential(CUR, Delta)/2 + Delta, CUR);

Finally, ea h remaining blossom CUR in subblossom p gets unlabeled (and is thereby
removed from T ). When the priority queue of CUR is not empty, its best edge is sent
to delta2b and CUR is inserted into O. Moreover, the pred and dis entries of CUR
need to be set to nil .
hextend alternating tree i+
while (!RESP->subblossom_p.empty()) {
CUR = RESP->subblossom_p.pop();
CUR->status_ hange(unlabeled, Delta, T, Q);
if (!CUR->empty()) {
CUR->item_in_pq = delta2b.insert(CUR->min_prio() + CUR->offset, CUR);
CUR->item_in_O = O.append(CUR);
}
CUR->pred = CUR->dis = nil;
}

This on ludes the dis ussion of all details on erned with an expand step.
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The algorithm terminates with
a surfa e mat hing. We have to extra t the original mat hing M (type list <edge >) by
expanding all non{trivial blossoms (whi h are either labeled even or unlabeled).

Extra ting Mat hing and Che ker Information:

hextra t mat hing and

he ker information i

int k = 0;
forall_nodes(v, G)
unpa k_blossom(_BLOSSOM_OF(v), item_of, pot, b, BT, k, -1, Delta);
if (k != 0) BT.resize(k);
forall_edges(e, G)
if (_BLOSSOM_OF(sour e(e))->mate == target(e)) M.push(e);

We use a fun tion unpa k blossom whi h re ursively expands all subblossoms to a given
blossom; simultaneously, the information needed by the he ker will be onstru ted.
A surfa e blossom is expanded ompletely, the rst time when one of its verti es is
onsidered. When all blossoms are expanded, we have to reset the index range of
BT to [0; : : : ; k 1℄, where k will refer to the number of non{trivial surfa e blossoms.
Finally, ea h mat hing edge is added to M .
We turn to the des ription of the fun tion unpa k blossom :
hSST.t: helpers i+
template< lass NT>
void unpa k_blossom(blossom<NT> *RESP, onst node_array< _pq_item> &item_of,
node_array<NT> &pot, node_array<int> &b,
array<two_tuple<NT, int> > &BT,
int &k, int parent, NT Delta) {
if (RESP->trivial()) {

hset up

he ker data for trivial blossom i

hset up

he ker data for non{trivial blossom i

}
else {

}

}

RESP->expand(Delta);
blossom<NT> *BASE = _BLOSSOM_OF(RESP->base);
blossom<NT> *DISC = nil;
RESP->restore_mat hing(BASE, DISC);
blossom<NT>* CUR;
forall(CUR, RESP->subblossom_p)
unpa k_blossom(CUR, item_of, pot, b, BT, k, idx, Delta);
delete RESP;

The fun tion reates the data pot , b and BT needed for the he ker. We dis ussed
the semanti s of these arrays in Se tion 3.1 and will not repeat the dis ussion here. k
denotes the index that is used to store the next non{trivial blossom data in BT . We
use parent to pass the parent index of a non{trivial surfa e blossom to its (immediate)
subblossoms.
First, assume RESP is a trivial blossom ontaining only the vertex ur . When RESP
has already been expanded, i.e. b[ ur ℄ != 1, we immediately leave unpa k blossom .
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Otherwise, we simply set up its he ker data:
hset up

he ker data for trivial blossom i

node ur = RESP->node_of(RESP->first_item());
if (b[ ur℄ != -1) return;
pot[ ur℄ = ompute_potential(RESP, Delta, item_of[ ur℄);
b[ ur℄ = parent;

The a tual potential of the vertex ur is omputed and entered in pot [ ur ℄. b[ ur ℄ is
set to the parent index parent (of the smallest non{trivial blossom ontaining ur ; or
1).
When RESP is non{trivial, its he ker data is set up as follows.
hset up

he ker data for non{trivial blossom i

if (k > BT.high()) BT.resize(2*k+1);
BT[k℄.first() = ompute_potential(RESP, Delta);
BT[k℄.se ond() = parent;
int idx = k++;

We double the size of BT whenever k ex eeds the highest index of BT . The a tual
potential of RESP is omputed and stored in the rst omponent of BT [k℄. RESP 's
parent index is stored in the se ond omponent. We keep the urrent value of k in idx
(whi h will be used as the parent index for the re ursive alls) and in rement k.
Subsequently, the subblossoms are expanded and the mat hing is restored for the (immediate) subblossoms of RESP . The fun tions needed to a hieve this were dis ussed
for the expand step (see above). Ea h immediate subblossom gets expanded re ursively,
by alling unpa k blossom for it. The parent index for the re ursive alls is set to the
index value idx of RESP in BT .

3.4 Multiple Sear h Tree Approa h
The eÆ ien y of a priority queue based implementation of Edmonds' blossom{shrinking
approa h is substantially improved when several trees are grown simultaneously. We
next sket h the basi ideas underlying our multiple sear h tree approa h. The implementation details will be presented in the subsequent se tions.
An alternating tree Ti is rooted at ea h free vertex ri. Ea h tree Ti is extended as in the
single sear h tree approa h. That is, we perform alternate, grow, shrink and expand
steps as before. However, an augment step is performed di erently: when a tight edge
uv, u+ 2 Ti and v+ 2 Tj with Ti 6= Tj exists, the urrent mat hing is augmented along
the two tree paths (from u and v to their roots), and u and v get mat hed. A dual
adjustment by Æ hanges the potentials of all verti es and surfa e blossoms as explained
in Se tion 1.6.3. As before, the value of Æ is determined by the lower bounds Æ1 ; : : : ; Æ4 ;
Æ1 is only taken into a ount in the non{perfe t mat hing ase. But note that the
de nition of Æ3 needs to be re ned now. The redu ed ost of an edge uv, with u+ 2 Ti,
v+ 2 Tj and Ti 6= Tj , de reases by 2Æ for a dual adjustment. Therefore, the redu ed
osts of those edges have to be taken into onsideration as well. More pre isely, we
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rede ne Æ3 as follows:
Æ3

= uvmin
fuv =2 :
2E

u+ 2 Ti ; v+ 2 Tj g;

where Ti and Tj refer to any of the alternating trees (di erent or equal).
In the multiple sear h tree approa h, ea h vertex u keeps its best onne tion to an
alternating tree Ti. An edge uvi in ident to u is alled a best onne tion from u to Ti,
when
vi is an even tree vertex in Ti , and
the (stored)+redu ed ost uvi is minimal along+all other (stored) redu ed osts
uvj , with vj 2 Ti , i.e. uvi = minuvj 2E fuvj : vj 2 Ti g:
When several best onne tions from u to a xed tree Ti exist, the best onne tion from
u to Ti will refer to any of those.
For ea h vertex u we have a priority queue Pu whi h stores the best onne tions from u
to all existing alternating trees. However, even tree verti es form an ex eption: when
u+ 2 Ti is an even tree vertex ontained in an alternating tree Ti , we do not keep the
best onne tion from u to its own tree Ti in Pu. When uvi is the best onne tion from
u to Ti , the orresponding item in Pu equals huvi ; vi i, where uvi denotes the (stored)
redu ed ost of that edge.
As before, ea h surfa e blossom B (trivial or non{trivial) is asso iated with a onatenable priority queue PB . Ea h vertex u 2 B has a representative item in PB . The
representative item of a vertex u in PB orresponds to the minimum of all best onne tions of u (with regard to the redu ed osts). Thus, the minimum item in PB represents
the best onne tion of B.
In Se tion 2.1 we presented a strategy to handle the varying priorities for ea h of these
priority queues.
An alternating tree Ti olle ts all edges uv that are andidates for a shrink step,
i.e. u+; v+ 2 Ti, in a priority queue PTi . The priority stored with ea h su h edge
uv orresponds to the (stored) redu ed ost of that edge. In the non{perfe t mat hing
ase, Ti knows its even vertex u+i 2 Ti whose (stored) potential is minimum along all
even tree verti es in Ti.
The way we will use the data asso iated with ea h surfa e blossom or alternating tree is
as follows. Again, the lower bounds Æ1 ; : : : ; Æ4 that determine the value of Æ are realized
by means of the priority queues delta1 to delta4 .
In the non{perfe t mat
hing ase, ea h alternating tree Ti has a orresponding item
+
hyui ; ui i in delta1 . ui 2 Ti denotes the even vertex stored with Ti as introdu ed before;
and yui equals the (stored) potential of ui.
Ea h non{tree blossom B f?j+g sends its best onne tion to delta2 . An even labeled non{
tree blossom will only o ur in the non{perfe t mat hing ase. The (a tual) priority of
ea h item in delta2 equals the (a tual) redu ed ost of the represented edge.
Æ3 is realized by two priority queues delta3a and delta3b . Generally speaking, delta3a
keeps best onne tions that an be used for an augment step, and delta3b olle ts
andidate edges for a shrink step. More pre isely, for ea h best onne tion of an even
(1)

(2)
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tree blossom B+ 2 Ti , we have an appropriate item in delta3a .11 An alternating tree Ti
sends its best andidate edge uv from PTi to delta3b . In both priority queues, the a tual
priorities will orrespond to one half of the a tual redu ed ost of the orresponding
edges.
Finally, in delta4 we olle t all odd tree blossoms. The a tual priority of ea h item
equals one half of the a tual potential of the orresponding blossom.
The ideas outlined should suÆ e for the moment. All remaining details will be ome
lear in the rest of this se tion, where we dis uss our implementation of a multiple
sear h tree approa h. Many parti ulars have been presented for the single sear h tree
approa h in the pre eding se tion. We will therefore fo us on the ensuing modi ations
and extensions.
3.4.1 Data Stru tures

We ome to the data stru tures of our implementation.
hMST.t: data stru tures i

template< lass NT> lass blossom;
template< lass NT> lass vertex;
template< lass NT> lass tree;

h lass blossom i
h lass vertex i
h lass tree i

As before, blossoms are represented by an obje t of lass blossom . All data members
and most of the member fun tions that have been introdu ed for that lass in the
pre eding se tion will be reused.
De nition of the Additional Class vertex :

We de ne a lass vertex whi h keeps all data asso iated with a vertex. Its overall
stru ture is given below.
h lass vertex i

template< lass NT>
lass vertex : publi virtual p_queue<NT, node> {
publi :
NT pot;
node my_node;
h_array<node, pq_item> ITEM_OF;

h lass vertex: member fun tions i

LEDA_MEMORY(vertex<NT>);
};

11
Here, we need to have ea h even tree vertex keep tra k of its best onne tions to other, i.e. di erent,
alternating trees.
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Class vertex inherits all properties of a priority queue (type p queue <NT ; node >). The
priorities are of type NT and the information part refers to a vertex. Ea h best onne tion uvi of a vertex u to an alternating tree Ti is represented by an item huvi ; vi i
in the priority queue. As before, pot is set to the (stored) potential u and my node
denotes the vertex u itself. We will need to identify the item orresponding to u's
best onne tion to a given tree Ti. Therefore, we use a hashing array ITEM OF (type
h array <node ; pq item >) whi h maps the root vertex ri of a tree Ti to the appropriate
item (type pq item ). h array is a dynami data type provided by LEDA. It is implemented by hashing with haining. All a ess operations take expe ted time O(1). The
operations of this data type that are used will be explained brie y at the time they are
rst needed.
The onstru tor of lass vertex is trivial. It simply reates a new vertex
obje t for a vertex u having potential d.

Constru tor:

h lass vertex: member fun tions i

vertex(NT d, node u) : p_queue<NT, node>() { pot = d; my_node = u; }

The obje t is initialized with the empty priority queue, and ITEM OF is unde ned for
all verti es.
We ome to some standard a ess fun tions. min prio returns
the priority of the minimum item; and min inf the information part.
h lass vertex: member fun tions i+

Member Fun tions:

NT min_prio() onst
{ return (find_min() ? prio(find_min()) : INFINITY(NT)); }
node min_inf() onst
{ return (find_min() ? inf(find_min()) : nil); }

As before, INFINITY (NT ) or nil is returned, respe tively, when the priority queue is
empty.
We also need to rede ne the member fun tion best adj of lass blossom:
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
onst node best_adj( _pq_item it) onst { return inf(it)->min_inf(); }

This fun tion returns the vertex stored with the minimum item in the priority queue
of a vertex obje t (inf (it )).
The following member fun tion tries to improve the best onne tion of a vertex obje t
to a tree, say T , rooted at r.
h lass vertex: member fun tions i+
bool de rease_p(node u, NT x, node r) {
NT old_min = min_prio();
if (!ITEM_OF.defined(r))
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}

ITEM_OF[r℄ = insert(x, u);
else {
pq_item it = ITEM_OF[r℄;
if (prio(it) > x) {
p_queue<NT, node>::de rease_p(it, x);
p_queue<NT, node>:: hange_inf(it, u);
}
}
return old_min != min_prio();

u denotes the even tree vertex in T , and x will orrespond to the (stored) redu ed ost
of the edge from my node to u. First, we he k whether the vertex obje t stores an item
representing a best onne tion to T . We do so by means of a de ned operation provided
by the data type h array . de ned (r) returns true , i an item has been set for r. In the
ase where r is not de ned for ITEM OF , we insert a new item hx; ui representing the
best onne tion to T . ITEM OF [r℄ is set to the orresponding pq item (and hen eforth
de ned for r). Otherwise, we an retrieve the item it of the urrent best onne tion to
T by an a ess operation ITEM OF [r℄. When x is smaller than the priority urrently
stored with it , the priority of it is de reased to x and the information is hanged to u.
The fun tion returns true , i the minimum priority of the vertex obje t has hanged.

We will need a member fun tion to delete the best onne tion of a vertex obje t to a
tree rooted at r.
h lass vertex: member fun tions i+
bool del(node r) {
if (!ITEM_OF.defined(r)) return false;
NT old_min = min_prio();
del_item(ITEM_OF[r℄);
ITEM_OF.undefine(r);
return old_min != min_prio();
}

Given the root vertex r, we an look up its item using the a ess operation ITEM OF [r℄;
when ITEM OF is not de ned for r nothing has to be done. This item is deleted from
the priority queue and ITEM OF be omes unde ned for r by alling unde ne (r). If the
minimum priority has hanged due to the deletion, the fun tion returns true ; otherwise
false .
De nition of the Additional Class tree :

We de ne a new lass tree to maintain the ne essary data for the alternating trees.
h lass tree i
h lass tree: friend fun tions | de

nition i

template< lass NT> lass tree {

h lass tree: friend fun tions | de laration i

publi :
node root;
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node d1_node;
list<blossom<NT>*> my_blossoms;
p_queue<NT, edge> d3b_edges;
pq_item
item_in_d3b;

h lass tree: member fun tions i

LEDA_MEMORY(tree<NT>);
};

An obje t T of lass tree (type tree <NT >) stores its root vertex in root . The pointers of
all surfa e blossoms ontained in T are olle ted in a list my blossoms . d1 node denotes
an even vertex of T having minimum potential (along all even verti es of T ); this entry
will be used in the non{perfe t mat hing ase only. Additionally, ea h alternating tree
T has its own priority queue d3b edges . An item hp; ei in d3b edges represents an edge e
having (stored) redu ed ost p; moreover, e is a andidate for a shrink step, i.e. e = uv
with u+; v+ 2 T . The minimum item of d3b edges is sent as a representative to a global
priority queue delta3b . item in d3b enables the identi ation of this item in delta3b .

p We brie y explain why we de ided to keep a separate priority queue for ea h alternating tree. q
One ould, alternatively, simply insert all these edges in the global priority queue delta3b . But
when an alternating tree T is destroyed after an augment step, we would need a me hanism to
identify all andidate edges of T in delta3b . Ea h su h edge would have to be deleted separately
from delta3b onsuming time O(log m); or O(m log m) in total.
In our strategy, however, we simply delete the representative of T (a essible by item in d3b )
x and make the priority queue d3b edges empty. This will take total time O(log m + m).
y

Ea h blossom stores a pointer to its alternating tree. That is, we add the following
data member to the blossom lass:
h lass blossom: data members i+
tree<NT> *my_tree;

When a new blossom obje t is onstru ted, my tree is set to nil . Furthermore, an a ess
operation tree root is de ned to return the root vertex of the alternating tree ontaining
the blossom.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
onst node tree_root() onst { return (my_tree ? my_tree->root : nil); }

The onstru tion of a tree obje t is trivial. d1 node and item in d3b
are set to nil . A root vertex r for the tree obje t to be reated an be given as an
optional argument.
Constru tor:

h lass tree: member fun tions i

tree(node r = nil) { root = r; d1_node = nil; item_in_d3b = nil; }

Initially, my blossoms is empty and d3b edges ontains no items.
Member Fun tions: At this, we present only some basi member fun tions. The
remaining ones will be introdu ed when required.
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A blossom obje t (pointed to by) B is added to a tree as follows:
h lass tree: member fun tions i+

void add(blossom<NT> *B)
{ B->item_in_T = my_blossoms.append(B); B->my_tree = this; }

B is appended to the list my blossom of the alternating tree. The item (type list item )
of B in my blossoms is stored in the data member item in T of B ; and my tree of B is

set to the urrent tree obje t.
Conversely, the removal of a blossom B from an alternating tree is realized by remove :
h lass tree: member fun tions i+
void remove(blossom<NT> *B)
{ my_blossoms.del(B->item_in_T); B->item_in_T = nil; B->my_tree = nil; }

The operations needed to retrieve the priority or information part of the minimum item
in d3b edges are given below.
h lass tree: member fun tions i+
onst NT min_prio() onst {
return (d3b_edges.find_min() ? \
d3b_edges.prio(d3b_edges.find_min()) : INFINITY(NT)); }
onst edge min_inf() onst
{ return (d3b_edges.find_min() ? \
d3b_edges.inf(d3b_edges.find_min()) : nil); }

We de ne an operation ins : it inserts an item hx; ei for an edge e having (stored)
redu ed ost x into the priority queue d3b edges .
h lass tree: member fun tions i+
bool ins(NT x, edge e) {
pq_item old_min = d3b_edges.find_min();
d3b_edges.insert(x, e);
return (old_min != d3b_edges.find_min());
}

The fun tion returns true , i the minimum item in d3b edges has hanged.
We de lare a fun tion new tree that allows us to reate a new
tree obje t more omfortably.

Friend Fun tions:

h lass tree: friend fun tions | de laration i

friend tree<NT>* new_tree<>(node r, blossom<NT>* &B);

It onstru ts a new tree obje t that represents an alternating tree rooted at r. B is
the only blossom ontained in this tree. The fun tion returns a pointer to the new tree
obje t.
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nition i

template< lass NT> tree<NT>* new_tree(node r, blossom<NT>* &B) {
tree<NT>* T = new tree<NT>(r);
B->item_in_T = T->my_blossoms.append(B);
return T;
}

3.4.2 Algorithm

The data stru tures introdu ed above will suÆ e for our multiple sear h tree algorithm.
We now pro eed to present the implementation details of the algorithm. Altogether,
ve priority queues will be needed:
hlo al variables i+
node_pq<NT> delta1(G);

delta1 is a spe ialized priority queue of type node pq <NT >. A node pq is realized more
eÆ iently than a priority queue of type p queue <NT ; node >. However, it an only be
used with the restri tion that ea h vertex o urs in at most one node pq . The data type
suits our purposes perfe tly. For ea h tree we set the priority of its d1 node in delta1
to the (stored) potential of the vertex. Note that delta1 will only be used, however, in
the non{perfe t ase.
hlo al variables i+
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*> delta2;

ontains an item hp; pti for ea h non{tree blossom. The a tual priority of p
equals the a tual redu ed ost of the best onne tion of the blossom pointed to by pt .
In the perfe t mat hing ase, ea h su h non{tree blossom will be unlabeled; however,
in the non{perfe t mat hing ase also even labeled non{tree blossoms will o ur.
hlo al variables i+
delta2

p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*> delta3a;
p_queue<NT, tree<NT>*>
delta3b;

In delta3a , ea h item hp; pti refers to an even tree blossom (pointed to by pt ). The
a tual priority of p equals one half of the a tual redu ed ost of the best onne tion of
this blossom.
Ea h alternating tree T sends an item hp; pti to delta3b . pt is a pointer to T . The a tual
priority of p orresponds to one half of the a tual redu ed ost of the best andidate
edge for a shrink step in T (stored in d3b edges ).
hlo al variables i+
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*> delta4;

An item hp; pti in delta4 represents an odd tree blossom (pointed to by pt ) having
a tual potential equal to one half of the a tual priority of p.
Many lo al variables, as introdu ed for the single sear h tree algorithm, are needed here
as well. For instan e, the node array item of , the singly linked list of nodes Q (type
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node slist ), the global

ounter Delta , the list of mat hing edges M (type list <edge >), et .
We will not dis uss their meaning again, but refer to the des ription in the pre eding
se tion.
The overall stru ture of the algorithm hanges slightly.

hMST.t: algorithm i

template< lass NT>
list<edge> MWM_MST( onst ugraph &G, onst edge_array<NT> &w,
node_array<NT> &pot, array<two_tuple<NT, int> > &BT,
node_array<int> &b, int heur = 1, bool perfe t = false) {

hlo al variables i

int free = G.number_of_nodes();

hinitialization i

while (free) {

hs an all edges of verti es in Q i
hdetermine lower bounds and1, : : : ,
if ( and3a == Delta) {

haugment step using best

free -= 2;

and4 i

onne tion of blossom in delta3a i

}
else if ( and1 == Delta) {

halternate step using best node of delta1 i

free -= 1;
}
else if ( and2 == Delta) {

hgrow or augment step using best

}
else if ( and3b == Delta) {

onne tion of blossom in delta2 i

hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i

}
else if ( and4 == Delta) {

hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i

}
else {
}

}

hdual adjustment i

hextra t mat hing and

}

return M;

he ker information i

The ounter free has to be interpreted as follows. In the perfe t mat hing ase, free
simply refers to the number of free verti es. But in the non{perfe t mat hing ase,
free denotes the number of free verti es having (a tual) potential larger than zero,
i.e. the number of verti es that violate
(see Se tion 1.6.1). An alternate step
will de rease free by 1, whereas an augment step de reases free by 2.
We determine the minimum value and1 , and2 , and3a , and3b and and4 of ea h
priority queue delta1 , delta2 , delta3a , delta3b and delta4 , respe tively:
( s)(2)

3.4

hdetermine lower bounds
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
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and1
and2
and3a
and3b
and4

=
=
=
=
=

and1, : : : , and4 i

(delta1.empty()
(delta2.empty()
(delta3a.empty()
(delta3b.empty()
(delta4.empty()

?
?
?
?
?

INFTY
INFTY
INFTY
INFTY
INFTY

:
:
:
:
:

delta1.prio(delta1.find_min()));
delta2.prio(delta2.find_min()));
delta3a.prio(delta3a.find_min()));
delta3b.prio(delta3b.find_min()));
delta4.prio(delta4.find_min()));

When any of these values equals Delta (and hen e the a tual priority equals zero),
the appropriate step is initiated. Regarding the spe i order of these steps, the same
arguments apply as were given for the single sear h tree approa h. The realization of
ea h step will be dis ussed below.
We perform a dual adjustment as follows. The ode is similar to the one dis ussed for
the single sear h tree algorithm.
hdual adjustment i

NT delta = leda_min( and1,
leda_min( and2,
leda_min( and3a,
leda_min( and3b, and4))));
if ((delta == INFTY) && perfe t) return M; // return empty mat hing
Delta = delta; // orresponds to Delta += (delta - Delta)

When the value of free drops to zero, the algorithm terminates. We extra t the mat hing
and he ker information in exa tly the same way as has been des ribed for the single
sear h tree approa h; therefore, the ode realizing this will not be repeated here.
Initialization: The initialization di ers only slightly. As before, depending on the
value of heur we onstru t either an empty mat hing, a greedy mat hing or a jump
start mat hing. Remember that the node array s mate and pot represent the onstru ted
mat hing and the vertex potentials. What di ers is the way we set up the data for ea h
blossom:
hinitialization i+
forall_nodes(u, G) {
item_of[u℄ = new_blossom<NT>(pot[u℄, u, CUR);
if (mate[u℄) {
CUR->mate = mate[u℄;
CUR->label = unlabeled;
}
else {
CUR->my_tree = new_tree<NT>(u, CUR);
Q.append(u);
}
}

For ea h vertex u of G we onstru t a trivial blossom CUR onsisting of u only. The
potential of u is set to pot [u℄. When u is mat hed, its mate is stored in the data member
mate of CUR , and CUR gets unlabeled. Otherwise, we onstru t a new alternating
tree whi h is rooted at u. CUR is the only blossom of this tree obje t; we let my tree
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of CUR point to the obje t. u is added to Q su h that the priority queue data for ea h
adja ent vertex of u will be set up orre tly when all edges in ident to any vertex in Q
are s anned for the rst time.
We next revise the member fun tion of lass blossom
that performs a status hange. The overall stru ture remains the same.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+

Performing a Status Change:

void status_ hange(LABEL l, NT Delta, node_slist &Q) {
if (l == unlabeled) {
assert((label != l) && item_in_T);
offset += (label == odd ? Delta : -Delta);
my_tree->remove(this);
}
else if (l == odd) {
assert((label != l) && !item_in_T);
offset -= Delta;
my_tree->add(this);
}
else if (l == even) {
assert((label != l) || !item_in_T);
if (label == odd) offset += 2*Delta;
else { // non-tree blossom
offset += Delta;
my_tree->add(this);
}

happend all verti es to Q i

}

}
label = l;

We adjust the o set value of the blossom obje t as outlined for the single sear h tree
approa h. The blossom obje t is added to or removed from the alternating tree using
the member fun tions add and remove of lass tree , respe tively. What di ers, however,
is the a tion to be taken when a blossom be omes an even tree blossom.
happend all verti es to Q i

_pq_item it;
forall_items(it, *this) {
Q.append(node_of(it));
delete_ onne tion(it, my_tree->root);

}

hadjust vertex potential and priorities (in provident

hadjust blossom potential and o

ase)i

set (in provident ase)i

We add ea h vertex of the blossom obje t to the list Q and also delete the best onne tion for ea h su h vertex to the urrent tree; the member fun tion delete onne tion
will be dis ussed below. We do so in order to omply with the onvention that ea h
even tree vertex keeps its best onne tions to every di erent tree.
Another di eren e is that we do not use the provident strategy (see Se tion 2.1.3) as

3.4
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in the ase of the single sear h tree approa h. That is, the potential and priorities
asso iated with ea h vertex of the blossom are not adjusted so as to ompute their
a tual value with respe t to the o set o set = 0. Instead, we implement the non{
provident strategy. We will ome ba k to this point when the implementation of a
shrink step is onsidered more losely.
We have experimented with both strategies for the multiple sear h tree approa h. The
non{provident strategy seems to be slightly more eÆ ient in pra ti e and is thus used
by default.

p However, we brie y state all additional details for the implementation of the provident strat- q
egy.
hadjust vertex potential and priorities (in provident ase)i
12

#ifdef _PROVIDENT
if (offset != 0) {
inf(it)->pot += offset;
if (inf(it)->empty()) ontinue;
inf(it)->adjust_priorities(offset);
in rease_p(it, prio(it) + offset);
}
#endif

As before, we iterate over all items it of the blossom obje t. When the blossom o set di ers
from zero, the potential of ea h vertex (inf (it )) ontained in the urrent blossom obje t is
adjusted as des ribed in Se tion 2.1.3. Moreover, we need to in rease all priorities stored with
ea h vertex obje t by o set . This is a hieved by alling the member fun tion adjust priorities
of lass vertex. Its implementation will be dis ussed for the shrink step, later on. The priority
of item it is also in reased by o set , alling the inherited fun tion in rease p .
hadjust blossom potential and o set (in provident ase)i
#ifdef _PROVIDENT
if (!trivial()) pot -= 2*offset;
offset = 0;
#endif

x Finally, the blossom potential is adjusted (when non{trivial) and o

What remains to be presented is the member fun tion delete
som:
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+

set

is set to zero.

onne tion

of lass blos-

bool delete_ onne tion( _pq_item it, node r) {
if (!it) return false;
NT old_min = min_prio();
if (inf(it)->del(r))
if (inf(it)->empty())
del_item(it);
else
in rease_p(it, inf(it)->min_prio());
return old_min != min_prio();
}

De ning the token PROVIDENT (#define PROVIDENT), before the le MWM.t is in luded, for es the
algorithm to use the provident instead of the non{provident strategy.
12

y
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For a given item it (type pq item ), the fun tion deletes the best onne tion from
the orresponding vertex obje t (pointed to by inf (it )) to the tree rooted at r. The
realization is simple: we use the member fun tion del of lass vertex to delete the
orresponding item in the priority queue of the vertex obje t. When del returns true ,
i.e. when the minimum item has been hanged due to this operation, we need to update
the priority of it in the on atenable priority queue. Two ases are distinguished: when
the priority queue of the vertex obje t is empty, it is deleted (its priority is set to
in nity ); otherwise, the priority of it is in reased to the new minimum priority stored
in the priority queue of the vertex obje t. The fun tion returns true i the minimum
priority of the blossom has hanged.
S anning New Even Verti es: We next give some details of the s anning pro edure. All edges e in ident to a vertex ur in Q are inspe ted in order to orre tly

maintain the priority queues delta1 to delta4 as well as the priorities asso iated with
ea h vertex, tree or blossom. Most of the details are similar to those dis ussed for the
single sear h tree approa h.
hs an all edges of verti es in Q i

NT ur_pot, adj_pot, a tual_p, stored_p;
while (!Q.empty()) {
ur
= Q.pop();
CUR
= _BLOSSOM_OF( ur);
ur_pot = ompute_potential(CUR, Delta, item_of[ ur℄);
if (!perfe t) {

htry to improve delta1 i

}
forall_adj_edges(e, ur) {
adj = opposite( ur, e);
ADJ = _BLOSSOM_OF(adj);

hdis ard dead and tree edges i

adj_pot = ompute_potential(ADJ, Delta, item_of[adj℄);
a tual_p = ur_pot + adj_pot - w[e℄;
if (!ADJ->item_in_T) {

hnew delta2 edge en ountered i

}
else if ((ADJ->label == even) && (ADJ->my_tree != CUR->my_tree)) {

hnew delta3a edge en ountered i

}
else if ((ADJ->label == even) && (ADJ->my_tree == CUR->my_tree)) {

hnew delta3b edge en ountered i

}

}

}
else if (ADJ->label == odd) {
stored_p = a tual_p - ADJ->offset;
ADJ->improve_ onne tion(item_of[adj℄, stored_p, ur, CUR->tree_root());
}

In the non{perfe t mat hing ase, we need to keep the even tree vertex d1 node for
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ea h alternating tree. Re all that the vertex d1 node is supposed to denote the vertex
that has minimum potential along all even tree verti es ontained in the tree obje t.

htry to improve delta1 i

if (!CUR->my_tree->d1_node) {
delta1.insert( ur, ur_pot + Delta);
CUR->my_tree->d1_node = ur;
}
else if ( ur_pot < delta1.prio(CUR->my_tree->d1_node) - Delta) {
delta1.del(CUR->my_tree->d1_node);
delta1.insert( ur, ur_pot + Delta);
CUR->my_tree->d1_node = ur;
}

When no vertex is stored in d1 node of the tree obje t ontaining CUR, we simply set
this data member to ur and insert an appropriate item into delta1 . Otherwise, we
look up the urrent stored potential of d1 node (in delta1 ). When the a tual potential
of d1 node is larger than the a tual potential ur pot of ur , we pro eed as follows.
d1 node is deleted from delta1 and the new vertex ur is inserted with its stored
potential ur pot + Delta . Moreover, the vertex stored in d1 node is repla ed by ur .
When ADJ is a non{tree blossom, we have possibly dis overed a new best onne tion
from adj to the alternating tree ontaining CUR; let T denote the obje t representing
this alternating tree.
hnew delta2 edge en ountered i

stored_p = a tual_p - ADJ->offset + Delta;
if (ADJ->improve_ onne tion(item_of[adj℄, stored_p, ur, CUR->tree_root()))
if (ADJ->item_in_pq)
delta2.de rease_p(ADJ->item_in_pq, a tual_p + Delta);
else
ADJ->item_in_pq = delta2.insert(a tual_p + Delta, ADJ);

We ompute the stored redu ed ost stored p of that edge and try to improve the onne tion from adj to T by alling improve onne tion , whi h will be dis ussed shortly.
The fun tion returns true if the minimum priority of ADJ has hanged, i.e. the urrently inspe ted edge is the new best onne tion of ADJ . If so, we either de rease the
orresponding priority in delta2 (when ADJ has an item in delta2 ), or insert a new
item into delta2 .
We pro eed in a similar way when ADJ represents an even tree blossom ontained in
a di erent tree:
hnew delta3a edge en ountered i

stored_p = a tual_p - ADJ->offset + 2*Delta;
if (ADJ->improve_ onne tion(item_of[adj℄, stored_p, ur, CUR->tree_root())) {
if (ADJ->item_in_pq)
delta3a.de rease_p(ADJ->item_in_pq, a tual_p/2 + Delta);
else
ADJ->item_in_pq = delta3a.insert(a tual_p/2 + Delta, ADJ);
}
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onne tion

h lass blossom: member fun tions i+

of lass blossom is implemented as follows.

bool improve_ onne tion( _pq_item it, NT x, node u, node r) {
if (!it) return false;
NT old_min = min_prio();
if (inf(it)->de rease_p(u, x, r)) de rease_p(it, x);
return old_min != min_prio();
}

For a given item it (type pq item ), we try to improve the best onne tion from the
orresponding vertex (pointed to by inf (it )) to the tree rooted at r. x denotes the
(stored) redu ed ost of the newly dis overd onne tion, and u refers to an even vertex
ontained in the tree rooted at r. We use the member fun tion de rease p of lass
vertex . Its implementation has been des ribed before. When this onne tion is the
new minimum item of the priority queue of the vertex, i.e. de rease p returns true , the
priority of item it is de reased to x as well. The fun tion returns true i the minimum
priority of the blossom obje t has hanged.
We next dis uss the ase where ADJ is an even tree blossom ontained in the same
tree as CUR.
hnew delta3b edge en ountered i

tree<NT> *T = CUR->my_tree;
if (T->ins(a tual_p/2 + Delta, e))
if (T->item_in_d3b)
delta3b.de rease_p(T->item_in_d3b, a tual_p/2 + Delta);
else
T->item_in_d3b = delta3b.insert(a tual_p/2 + Delta, T);

Using the member fun tion ins of lass tree, we insert the new andidate edge e into
the priority queue d3b edges of T . When e is the new minimum edge of this tree (ins
returns true ), we update T 's item in delta3b a ordingly.
An alternate step will only be initiated in the non{perfe t mat hing
ase. The responsible vertex resp whi h attains the minimum in delta1 is retrieved.
RESP denotes the surfa e blossom of resp .

Alternate Step:

halternate step using best node of delta1 i
resp = delta1.del_min();
RESP = _BLOSSOM_OF(resp);
RESP->base = resp;
alternate_path(RESP, item_of);

The edges along the tree path are alternated starting from RESP . RESP will be ome
free, and hen e we must set the base of RESP to resp ; resp 's a tual potential equals
zero and is thus allowed to stay free. The fun tion alternate path has been given in the
pre eding se tion.
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halternate step using best node of delta1 i+

slist<blossom<NT>*> orre t;
RESP->my_tree->destroy_tree( orre t, delta1, delta3a,
delta3b, delta4, Delta, Q, item_of);
orre t_pqs( orre t, delta2, delta3a);
RESP->label = even;

The tree obje t ontaining RESP is destroyed by alling the member fun tion
destroy tree , whi h will be the subje t of the next paragraph. Destroying an alternating tree obje t is more ompli ated than in the single sear h tree approa h: we
need to remove all best onne tions to this tree. As a onsequen e, the minimum item
of some non{tree blossoms or even labeled tree blossoms may hange, and thus their
orresponding items in delta2 and delta3a need to be adjusted. destroy tree will return
these blossoms (represented by their pointers) in a list orre t . Calling orre t pqs for
this list will a hieve the desired result. Finally, we have to set the label of RESP to
even (destroy tree makes RESP unlabeled).
When a tree obje t T is going to be destroyed, it is not suÆ ient to
delete the orresponding items of ea h even or odd tree blossom from delta3a or delta4 ;
we also have to delete all best onne tions to this tree. We tried two di erent strategies
to a hieve the latter goal.
One of the strategies is as follows: we keep all verti es that store a best onne tion
to T in a list. When T gets destroyed, we traverse this list and simply delete ea h
su h onne tion. The time needed to do so is O(n log n), sin e there an be at most n
verti es.
Another possibility is to inspe t ea h edge uv in ident to any even vertex u+ 2 T .
When v (still) stores a best onne tion to T , it gets deleted.13 The time required by
this method is O(deg(T ) + n log n), where deg(T ) refers to the total number of edges
in ident to all even verti es ontained in T . Obviously, deg(T ) is bounded by m, the
number of edges.
Although the rst strategy looks better with respe t to the theoreti al running{time,
the latter turned out to be more eÆ ient in pra ti e. We therefore de ided to use the
latter strategy.
h lass tree: member fun tions i+

Destroy Tree:

void destroy_tree(slist<blossom<NT>*> & orre t,
node_pq<NT> &delta1,
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*> &delta3a,
p_queue<NT, tree<NT>*> &delta3b,
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*> &delta4,
NT Delta, node_slist &Q, node_array< _pq_item> &item_of) {
blossom<NT>* CUR;
forall(CUR, my_blossoms) {
if (CUR->label == even)
CUR->delete_all_ onne tions(item_of, orre t);

hdelete item of CUR from delta3a or delta4 i

13
Note that a vertex v may be onsidered several times due to the existen e of di erent edges
u1 v; u2 v; : : : where u+1 ; u+2 ; : : : 2 T .
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}

if (!CUR->min_ hanged) {
orre t.push(CUR);
CUR->min_ hanged = true;
}
CUR->pred = CUR->dis = nil;
CUR->status_ hange(unlabeled, Delta, Q);

hdelete item of tree from delta1 and delta3b i
}

delete this;

We iterate over all blossoms CUR ontained in the tree. When CUR is even, the best
onne tion from ea h adja ent vertex of CUR to the tree is deleted. The way we a hieve
this is by alling the member fun tion delete all onne tions of lass vertex . We will
ome ba k to the realization of this member fun tion shortly.
When CUR has sent an item to delta3a (in the ase where CUR is even) or an item to
delta4 (in the ase where CUR is odd) we delete that item.
hdelete item of CUR from delta3a or delta4 i

if (CUR->item_in_pq) {
if (CUR->label == even)
delta3a.del_item(CUR->item_in_pq);
else
delta4.del_item(CUR->item_in_pq);
CUR->item_in_pq = nil;
}

In orre t (type slist <blossom <NT >  >), we olle t all non{tree blossoms or even labeled
tree blossoms whose orresponding item in delta2 or delta3a needs to be adjusted. Ea h
tree blossom CUR will be ome an unlabeled non{tree blossom and thus we add CUR to
orre t . Sin e we want ea h su h blossom to o ur only on e in this list, we introdu e
a new data member for lass blossom:
h lass blossom: data members i+
bool min_ hanged;

Initially, min hanged is set to false . Whenever a blossom obje t is stored in orre t ,
min hanged will be set to true . The pred and dis entries of CUR are set to nil and
the status of CUR is hanged to unlabeled.
Finally, the priority stored for d1 node in delta1 has to be removed. Moreover, when
the alternating tree has an item in delta3b , we delete this item as well.
hdelete item of tree from delta1 and delta3b i
if (d1_node)
delta1.del(d1_node);
if (item_in_d3b)
delta3b.del_item(item_in_d3b);

We now dis uss the member fun tion delete all

onne tions

of lass blossom.
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h lass blossom: member fun tions i+

void delete_all_ onne tions( onst node_array< _pq_item> &item_of,
slist<blossom<NT>*> & orre t) {
edge e;
_pq_item it;
node ur, adj;
blossom<NT> *ADJ;
forall_items(it, *this) {
ur = node_of(it);
forall_adj_edges(e, ur) {
adj = opposite( ur, e);
ADJ = blossom_of<NT>(item_of[adj℄);
bool min_ hanged = ADJ->delete_ onne tion(item_of[adj℄, tree_root());
if (min_ hanged && !ADJ->min_ hanged && ADJ->label != odd) {
orre t.append(ADJ);
ADJ->min_ hanged = true;
}
}
}
}

For ea h vertex ur ontained in the blossom obje t, we inspe t ea h in ident edge
denotes the vertex whi h is adja ent to ur with respe t to e. The blossom
ontaining adj is pointed to by ADJ . We delete the best onne tion from adj to the
tree ontaining the urrent blossom by alling delete onne tion . The implementation
details for this fun tion have already been given above. When the minimum of ADJ has
hanged and ADJ is either labeled even or unlabeled we add ADJ to orre t . However,
this will be done only when ADJ is not already ontained in orre t .
e. adj

We ome to the orre tions that are ne essary for the blossoms stored in the list orre t . Note that ea h blossom in orre t is
either a non{tree blossom or an even tree blossom.
hMST.t: helpers i+
Corre ting Global Priority Queues:

template< lass NT>
void orre t_pqs(slist<blossom<NT>*> & orre t,
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*> &delta2,
p_queue<NT, blossom<NT>*> &delta3a) {
blossom<NT> *CUR;
forall(CUR, orre t) {
if (CUR->item_in_pq) {

hdelete item of CUR from delta2 or delta3a i

}
if (!CUR->empty()) {

hinsert item for CUR in delta2 or delta3a i

}

}
CUR->min_ hanged = false;

}

orre t. lear();
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For ea h blossom CUR, we rst delete its item (if any) from delta2 or delta3a :
hdelete item of CUR from delta2 or delta3a i
if (!CUR->item_in_T)
delta2.del_item(CUR->item_in_pq);
else
delta3a.del_item(CUR->item_in_pq);
CUR->item_in_pq = nil;

and then insert a new item (if ne essary) into delta2 or delta3a :
hinsert item for CUR in delta2 or delta3a i

if (!CUR->item_in_T)
CUR->item_in_pq = delta2.insert(CUR->min_prio() + CUR->offset, CUR);
else
CUR->item_in_pq = delta3a.insert((CUR->min_prio() + CUR->offset)/2, CUR);

The data member min
empty.

hanged

of CUR is set to false , and, eventually,

orre t

is made

When the a tual priority of the minimum item in delta3a equals
zero, an augment step is initiated. Most of the details given previously suÆ e for the
dis ussion of the implementation details of this step.

Augment Step:

haugment step using best

onne tion of blossom in delta3a i

RESP = delta3a.inf(delta3a.find_min());
delta3a.del_item(RESP->item_in_pq);
RESP->item_in_pq = nil;

We retrieve the even tree blossom RESP stored in the information part of the minimum
item and then delete this item from delta3a .
The best onne tion of RESP orresponds to the new tight edge that we will use to
augment the mat hing. We de ne a member fun tion best edge for lass blossom as
follows:
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
void best_edge(node &resp, node &opst) onst {
resp = node_of(find_min());
opst = best_adj(find_min());
}

This member fun tion allows us to determine the endpoints of the best onne tion to
a given blossom more elegantly.
haugment step using best onne tion of blossom in delta3a i+
RESP->best_edge(resp, opst);
OPST = _BLOSSOM_OF(opst);

orresponds to the vertex ontained in the blossom RESP and opst denotes the
other endpoint ontained in OPST . OPST represents an even tree blossom. Note that

resp
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the trees ontaining RESP and OPST are distin t. The two tree paths from RESP
and OPST to their roots are alternated, alling the fun tion alternate path for ea h
blossom.
haugment step using best onne tion of blossom in delta3a i+
alternate_path(RESP, item_of);
alternate_path(OPST, item_of);
RESP->base = OPST->mate = resp;
RESP->mate = OPST->base = opst;

After this, we mat h RESP and OPST with ea h other by setting their base and mate
entries appropriately. What remains to be done is to delete the two trees ontaining
RESP and OPST . The fun tion used to a hieve this has been dis ussed above.
haugment step using best onne tion of blossom in delta3a i+
slist<blossom<NT>*> orre t;
RESP->my_tree->destroy_tree( orre t, delta1,
delta3b, delta4,
OPST->my_tree->destroy_tree( orre t, delta1,
delta3b, delta4,
orre t_pqs( orre t, delta2, delta3a);

delta3a,
Delta, Q, item_of);
delta3a,
Delta, Q, item_of);

Finally, we update the items in delta2 and delta3a for blossoms olle ted in

orre t .

The priority queue delta2 keeps all best onne tions of
non{tree blossoms. In the perfe t mat hing ase, ea h su h blossom will be unlabeled
and thus its best onne tion an be used for a grow step. However, sin e alternate steps
might o ur in the non{perfe t mat hing ase, non{tree blossoms an also be labeled
even. We will use the best onne tion of an even non{tree blossom to augment the
mat hing.
Grow or Augment Step:

hgrow or augment step using best

onne tion of blossom in delta2 i

RESP = delta2.inf(delta2.find_min());
delta2.del_item(RESP->item_in_pq);
RESP->item_in_pq = nil;
if (RESP->label == even) {

haugment step using best

}
else {
}

hgrow step using best

onne tion of RESP i

onne tion of RESP i

The blossom obje t RESP is retrieved from delta2 and the minimum item is deleted
from delta2 . If RESP is labeled even, an augment step for the best onne tion of RESP
is initiated; otherwise, we use the best onne tion of RESP for a grow step. Let us
onsider the augment step rst.
haugment step using best

onne tion of RESP i

RESP->best_edge(resp, opst);
OPST = _BLOSSOM_OF(opst);
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We extra t the verti es resp and opst . resp is part of the blossom RESP and the
blossom ontaining opst is denoted by OPST . The blossom obje t OPST represents
an even tree blossom.
haugment step using best onne tion of RESP i+
alternate_path(OPST, item_of);
RESP->base = OPST->mate = resp;
RESP->mate = OPST->base = opst;
RESP->label = unlabeled;

The way we augment the mat hing is as follows. We all alternate path for OPST . All
edges along the tree path from OPST to the root are alternated; OPST be omes free.
We then mat h RESP and OPST and set the label of RESP to unlabeled .
The tree of OPST is destroyed and the priority queues delta2 and delta3a are orre ted
as dis ussed before. free is de reased by 1 (not by 2), sin e the number of free verti es
with potential larger than zero has been de reased by 1.14
haugment step using best onne tion of RESP i+
slist<blossom<NT>*> orre t;
OPST->my_tree->destroy_tree( orre t, delta1, delta3a,
delta3b, delta4, Delta, Q, item_of);
orre t_pqs( orre t, delta2, delta3a);
free -= 1;

We ome to the grow step. The best onne tion stored with the unlabeled blossom
RESP is retrieved.
hgrow step using best

onne tion of RESP i

RESP->best_edge(resp, opst);
OPST = _BLOSSOM_OF(opst);

OPST denotes an even tree blossom. We make RESP an odd tree blossom of the tree
that ontains OPST .
hgrow step using best onne tion of RESP i+
RESP->my_tree = OPST->my_tree;
RESP->status_ hange(odd, Delta, Q);
RESP->pred = opst;
RESP->dis = resp;
if (!RESP->trivial())
RESP->item_in_pq =
delta4.insert( ompute_potential(RESP, Delta)/2 + Delta, RESP);

When RESP is non{trivial, we insert a representative item for RESP into delta4 .
The mate blossom MATE of RESP is also added to the alternating tree. MATE
be omes an even tree blossom.
Note that all verti es in RESP already satis ed the omplementary sla kness ondition ( s)(2)
before the augment step, i.e. we have de reased free for ea h of these verti es in some earlier step.
14
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onne tion of RESP i+

node mate = RESP->mate;
blossom<NT> *MATE = _BLOSSOM_OF(mate);
MATE->my_tree = OPST->my_tree;
MATE->status_ hange(even, Delta, Q);
if (MATE->item_in_pq) {
delta2.del_item(MATE->item_in_pq);
if (!MATE->empty())
MATE->item_in_pq =
delta3a.insert((MATE->min_prio() + MATE->offset)/2, MATE);
else MATE->item_in_pq = nil;
}

When MATE has an item in delta2 , we delete that item. The best onne tion (if any)
of MATE to another (distin t) tree is inserted into delta3a .
We next des ribe the realization of a shrink step. Ea h item in delta3b
represents the best andidate edge (for a shrink step) of an alternating tree. First of
all, we determine the tree obje t T whose best andidate edge has (a tual) redu ed ost
zero.

Shrink Step:

hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i

tree<NT> *T = delta3b.inf(delta3b.find_min());
delta3b.del_item(T->item_in_d3b);
T->item_in_d3b = nil;

The new tight edge e itself is stored in the information part of the minimum item of
T 's priority queue d3b edges .
hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i+
e = T->min_inf();
T->d3b_edges.del_min();
resp = sour e(e); RESP = _BLOSSOM_OF(resp);
opst = target(e); OPST = _BLOSSOM_OF(opst);

resp and opst

refer to the endpoints of e. We let RESP and OPST denote the blossoms
ontaining these endpoints. The lowest ommon an estor blossom LCA and the shrink
path P1 now have to be determined.
hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i+
blossom<NT>
*LCA;
list<node>
P1, P2;
list<blossom<NT>*> sub1, sub2;

hdetermine LCA and shrink path of RESP and OPST i

The ode realizing this has been dis ussed in detail for the single sear h tree approa h;
it is not repeated here. A new blossom obje t SUPER is reated and some of its data
members are set appropriately.
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hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i+
blossom<NT> *SUPER
SUPER->mate
SUPER->my_tree
SUPER->shrink_path

=
=
=
=

new blossom<NT>(LCA->base);
LCA->mate;
T;
P1;

Re all that the immediate subblossom obje ts are olle ted in the list sub1 . For ea h
su h obje t CUR, we delete its item (if any) from delta4 or delta3a depending on the
status of CUR.
hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i+
forall(CUR, sub1) {
if (CUR->item_in_pq) {
if (CUR->label == odd)
delta4.del_item(CUR->item_in_pq);
else
delta3a.del_item(CUR->item_in_pq);
CUR->item_in_pq = nil;
}
SUPER->append_subblossom(CUR, Delta, Q);
}

CUR is made a subblossom of the new blossom SUPER by alling the member fun tion
append subblossom . The implementation of append subblossom di ers from the one

presented for the single sear h tree approa h. It realizes the non{provident strategy
(see Se tion 2.1.3) as will be dis ussed below.
hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i+
SUPER->pot = 2*(SUPER->offset - Delta);
T->add(SUPER);
if (!SUPER->empty())
SUPER->item_in_pq =
delta3a.insert((SUPER->min_prio() + SUPER->offset)/2, SUPER);

Finally, the stored potential of SUPER is set su h that its a tual potential equals zero.
We need to add SUPER to T and (possibly) insert an item that represents its best
onne tion into delta3a . Finally, we delete all dead edges ontained in the priority
queue d3b edges of T as shown below and (if ne essary) insert a new representative into
delta3b .
hshrink step using best edge in delta3b i+
T->del_dead_edges(item_of);
if (!T->d3b_edges.empty())
T->item_in_d3b = delta3b.insert(T->min_prio(), T);

Deleting all dead (minimum) edges from d3b edges of a given tree obje t is simple. We
simply delete the minimum item from d3b edges until its edge e is alive (CUR != ADJ ),
or d3b edges is empty.
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h lass tree: member fun tions i+

void del_dead_edges( onst node_array< _pq_item> &item_of) {
blossom<NT> *CUR, *ADJ;
while (!d3b_edges.empty()) {
edge e = min_inf();
CUR = blossom_of<NT>(item_of[sour e(e)℄);
ADJ = blossom_of<NT>(item_of[target(e)℄);
if (CUR != ADJ) break;
else d3b_edges.del_min();
}
}

The member fun tion append subblossom is realized as follows. Ea h all makes CUR
a subblossom of the blossom obje t.
h lass blossom: member fun tions i+
void append_subblossom(blossom<NT>* CUR, NT Delta, node_slist &Q) {
if (CUR->label == odd)
CUR->status_ hange(even, Delta, Q);
if (!CUR->trivial())
CUR->pot += -2*CUR->offset + 2*Delta;
if (offset != CUR->offset) {

hadjust potentials and priorities of smaller group i

}

}
CUR->my_tree->remove(CUR);
on at(*CUR);
CUR->split_item = last_item();
subblossom_p.append(CUR);

As in the single sear h tree approa h, CUR is made even, when it refers to an odd
subblossom. Moreover, the potential of a non{trivial subblossom is frozen, as explained
before. When the o set urrently assigned to the blossom obje t di ers from the o set
value of CUR we adjust the vertex potentials and asso iated redu ed osts of the smaller
group. After that, all a tual values (potentials and redu ed osts) are omputed with
respe t to the same o set value o set . We an, therefore, on atenate the priority
queue of CUR to the priority queue of the blossom obje t and append CUR to the
subblossom p list. CUR is removed from its alternating tree.
The ideas underlying the uni ation of di erent o set values of two blossoms have been
given in Se tion 2.1.3. We now pro eed to present our realization.
The a tual potentials and priorities asso iated with ea h vertex ontained in the urrent blossom obje t are omputed with respe t to the value o set . Correspondingly,
the a tual potentials and priorities of a vertex ontained in the subblossom CUR are
omputed with regard to the o set value of CUR. First of all, we determine the blossom
SMALL B that ontains fewer verti es. The other blossom is referred to as LARGE B .
The di eren e of their o set values is stored in adjustment .
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hadjust potentials and priorities of smaller group i

blossom<NT>* SMALL_B = (size() < CUR->size() ? this : CUR);
blossom<NT>* LARGE_B = (size() < CUR->size() ? CUR : this);
NT adjustment = SMALL_B->offset - LARGE_B->offset;

Next, we iterate over all items of the smaller blossom SMALL B .
hadjust potentials and priorities of smaller group i+
_pq_item it;
forall_items(it, *SMALL_B) {
SMALL_B->inf(it)->pot += adjustment;
if (SMALL_B->inf(it)->empty()) ontinue;
SMALL_B->inf(it)->adjust_priorities(adjustment);
NT ur_prio = SMALL_B->prio(it);
if (adjustment < 0)
SMALL_B->de rease_p(it, ur_prio + adjustment);
else
SMALL_B->in rease_p(it, ur_prio + adjustment);
}
offset = LARGE_B->offset;

For ea h item it , we adjust the potential of the orresponding vertex by adjustment .
When the priority queue asso iated with this vertex is not empty, we also need to adjust
all priorities ontained in this queue. The member fun tion adjust priorities (whi h will
be dis ussed next) of lass vertex has been implemented to a hieve this. Finally, the
priority of it is de reased or in reased by adjustment as well.
The priorities in a priority queue of a vertex obje t are adjusted by a value adjustment
as follows.
h lass vertex: member fun tions i+
void adjust_priorities(NT adjustment) {
if (adjustment == 0) return;
node r;
pq_item it;
NT ur_prio;
forall_defined(r, ITEM_OF) {
it = ITEM_OF[r℄;
ur_prio = prio(it);
if (adjustment < 0)
p_queue<NT, node>::de rease_p(it, ur_prio + adjustment);
else { // simulate in rease_p
node v = inf(it);
del_item(it);
ITEM_OF[r℄ = insert( ur_prio + adjustment, v);
}
}
}

We iterate over all root verti es r for whi h an item it (type pq item ) has been de ned.
When the value of adjustment is smaller than zero, we simply de rease the urrent
priority of it by adjustment , alling operation de rease p . Otherwise, we simulate an
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operation by deleting it and then inserting it with the new priority again.
The new item (type pq item ) needs to be set for ITEM OF [r℄. Note that we do in
fa t need the fun tionality of the forall de ned iterator provided by the data type lass
h array .
This on ludes our des ription of the implementation details for the shrink step. We
next onsider the expand step.

in rease p

Only a few minor hanges ensue for the expansion of a blossom. Most
details are exa tly the same as for the single sear h tree approa h.

Expand Step:

hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i

RESP = delta4.inf(delta4.find_min());
delta4.del_item(RESP->item_in_pq);

The responsible blossom RESP is retrieved from delta4 and the orresponding item is
deleted. After that, RESP is expanded by alling the member fun tion expand . All
details of this fun tion have been dis ussed for the expand step in the single sear h tree
approa h.
hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i+
RESP->expand(Delta);
forall(CUR, RESP->subblossom_p)
RESP->my_tree->add(CUR);
RESP->my_tree->remove(RESP);

What di ers here is the way we add ea h subblossom CUR to the tree ontaining
RESP , and the way we subsequently remove RESP from its tree: we do so by using
the member fun tions add and remove , respe tively.
We restore the mat hing for the immediate subblossoms, extend the alternating tree
and, nally, destroy the blossom obje t RESP . Again, the ode realizing this is exa tly
the same as before.
hexpand step using best blossom of delta4 i+
blossom<NT> *BASE = _BLOSSOM_OF(RESP->base);
blossom<NT> *DISC = _BLOSSOM_OF(RESP->dis );
int dist = RESP->restore_mat hing(BASE, DISC);

hextend alternating tree i

delete RESP;

3.5 Constru ting Better Initial Solutions
The performan e of both algorithms is onsiderably improved when a heuristi is used
to onstru t an initial mat hing and the vertex potentials. We will dis uss two heuristi s in this se tion: a greedy heuristi and a fra tional mat hing heuristi .
The greedy heuristi will set the initial vertex potentials as in the empty mat hing
ase and then hoose a mat hing within the tight edges in a greedy fashion. The time
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required by this heuristi will be O(n + m).
The fra tional mat hing heuristi rst solves the fra tional mat hing problem; the fra tional mat hing problem only omprises of onstraints and of
or
(see Se tion 1.4), respe tively. The solution to this problem will be half{integral and,
moreover, the edges with value 12 will form vertex disjoint odd length y les. The initial
mat hing will then onsist of all edges having value 1 and of bjC j=2 edges from every
odd length y le C . Constru ting an initial mat hing and the vertex potentials in this
way will take time O(n(m + n log n)).
The fun tion
(1)

(3)

(wm)

(wpm)

int greedy mat hing( onst ugraph &G, onst edge array<NT> &w,
node array<NT> &pot, node array<node> &mate,
bool perfe t);

realizes the greedy heuristi and
int jump start( onst ugraph &G, onst edge array<NT> &w,
node array<NT> &pot, node array<node> &mate,
bool perfe t);

implements the fra tional mat hing heuristi . Given an undire ted graph G and a
weight fun tion w, either fun tion onstru ts an initial mat hing of G and, moreover,
returns the vertex potentials in a node array pot . The mat hing is represented by a
node array mate : an edge e = uv is a mat hing edge i the endpoints u and v are mates
of ea h other, i.e. mate [u℄ == v and mate [v℄ == u. The fun tion returns the number of
free verti es.
The omputed mat hing and the vertex potentials will satisfy the following onditions:
the redu ed ost of ea h edge is non{negative,
ea h mat hing edge is tight, and
when perfe t is set to false : ea h potential is non{negative.
We present the implementation details of ea h fun tion in the subsequent se tions.
( 1)

( 2)

( 3)

3.5.1 Greedy Heuristi

The idea underlying the onstru tion of a greedy mat hing is simple. We ompute
the initial potential pot [u℄ of ea h vertex u as for the empty mat hing, i.e. we set
the potential pot [u℄ to one half of the weight of the heaviest in ident edge: pot [u℄ =
maxfwe=2 : e 2 Æ(u)g. When u is an isolated vertex, we set pot [u℄ = 0, sin e it will
never be mat hed. The redu ed osts of all edges will then satisfy
and, moreover,
is also satis ed.15
( 1)

( 3)

( 3) only holds under the assumption that all edge weights are non{negative. We may make
this assumption here, sin e the weighted mat hing problem is not a e ted when a positive onstant
= maxfjwe j : e 2 E g is added to all edge weights.
15
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hgreedy.t: initialize vertex potentials i

edge e;
node u, v;
pot.init(G, -INFINITY(NT));
forall_nodes(u, G)
if (outdeg(u) == 0) pot[u℄ = 0;
forall_edges(e, G) {
u = sour e(e);
v = target(e);
pot[u℄ = leda_max(pot[u℄, (w[e℄/2));
pot[v℄ = leda_max(pot[v℄, (w[e℄/2));
}

After this, we inspe t ea h edge e = uv of G: when e is tight and, moreover, neither u
nor v is mat hed, we make e a mat hing edge (u is made a mate of v and vi e versa).
Note that
is met. The number of free verti es is kept in free .
( 2)

hgreedy.t:

onstru t greedy mat hing i

int free = G.number_of_nodes();
mate.init(G, nil);
forall_edges(e, G) {
u = sour e(e);
v = target(e);
if ((pot[u℄ + pot[v℄ == w[e℄) &&
(mate[u℄ == nil) && (mate[v℄ == nil)) {
mate[v℄ = u;
mate[u℄ = v;
free -= 2;
}
}

In the non{perfe t mat hing ase, the vertex potentials are not restri ted to being non{
negative. We an therefore tighten the redu ed osts of edges that are in ident to free
verti es.
hgreedy.t: adjust vertex potentials in non{perfe t

ase i

if (perfe t) {
forall_nodes(u, G) {
if (!mate[u℄) {
NT sla k = INFINITY(NT);
forall_adj_edges(e, u) {
v = opposite(u, e);
sla k = leda_min(pot[u℄ + pot[v℄ - w[e℄, sla k);
}
pot[u℄ -= sla k;
}
}
}

We inspe t all edges uv in ident to a free vertex u and determine the value sla k , whi h
refers to the minimum redu ed ost of these edges. The redu ed ost of ea h su h edge
will also stay non{negative when we de rease the value of pot [u℄ by sla k .
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The omplete greedy algorithm to ompute an initial mat hing and the vertex potentials
satisfying
to
now redu es to:
( 1)

( 3)

hgreedy.t: algorithm i

template< lass NT>
int greedy_mat hing( onst ugraph &G, onst edge_array<NT> &w,
node_array<NT> &pot, node_array<node> &mate,
bool perfe t) {

hgreedy.t: initialize vertex potentials i
hgreedy.t: onstru t greedy mat hing i
hgreedy.t: adjust vertex potentials in non{perfe t

}

return free;

ase i

Obviously, the time required by this fun tion will be O(n + m).
3.5.2 Fra tional Mat hing Problem

Let us onsider the linear programming formulation
of the so{ alled fra tional
to a given instan e G = (V; E; w).16
is the linear
programming relaxation of
presented in Se tion 1.4.2.
maximize wT x
subje t to x(Æ(u)) = 1 for all u 2 V ,
(1)
xuv  0 for all uv 2 E .
(2)
(fwpm)

(perfe t) mat hing problem

(fwpm)

(iwpm)

(fwpm)

The following theorem states that an optimal solution to
quirements.

(fwpm)

meets ertain re-

Let x be
an optimal solution to
and let P
denote the onvex hull de ned by
the in iden e ve tors of
. Then, x is half{integral, i.e. xe 2 f0; 21 ; 1g for all
e 2 E . Moreover, the edges e for whi h xe = 12 form vertex disjoint odd length y les
if x is a vertex of P
.17
Theorem 3.5.1 (Half{Integrality of Fra tional Mat hing Problem)
(fwpm)

(fwpm)

(fwpm)

(fwpm)

p We sket h a onstru tive proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
q
First, we show that every optimal solution x to (fwpm) must be half{integral. As mentioned
previously (see Se tion 1.4), Birkho [Bir46℄ proved that every optimal solution to the fra tional
mat hing problem is integral when G is restri ted to being bipartite. We onstru t a bipartite
There also exists a fra tional non{perfe t mat hing problem: (fwpm)(1) is repla ed by x(Æ (u))  1
for all u 2 V . However, we will on entrate on the perfe t mat hing ase here. All results to ome an
easily be transferred to the non{perfe t ase using the redu tion presented in Se tion 1.5.
17
At this point we assume that the reader is familiar with ertain on epts and results from the eld
of polyhedral ombinatori s. We brie y summarize the two results needed here (for a more extensive
dis ussion see Cook et al. [CCPS98℄). (1) A ve tor v of a polyhedron P (lp) is a vertex of P (lp) i v
annot be written as a onvex ombination of ve tors in P (lp) n v . (2) If an optimal solution to a linear
program (lp) exists, then (lp) has also an optimal solution x, whi h is a vertex of the orresponding
polyhedron P (lp) .
16
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graph G0 = (A[_ B) as follows. For ea h vertex v in G we have a vertex v0 2 A and a vertex
v00 2 B . Ea h edge e = uv in G orresponds to two edges e0 = u0 v00 and e00 = u00 v0 in G0 .
The weight of ea h edge e0 and e00 in G0 equals the weight of the orresponding edge e in G.
An optimal solution x0 to (fwpm) for G0 = (A[_ B; E 0; w0 ) will be integral. Thus, hoosing
xe = (x0e0 + x0e00 ) gives us a half{integral solution whi h is optimal for the fra tional mat hing
problem for G = (V; E; w), as desired.
We now pro eed to prove that all edges e with xe = form vertex disjoint odd length y les
if x is a vertex of P
. Clearly, every edge e with xe = must be part of a y le, sin e
x(Æ(u)) = 1 for all u 2 V . Moreover, all y les are vertex disjoint. Let x be an optimal solution
and assume there exists an even length y le C with xe = for ea h edge e 2 C . We show that
x is not a vertex of the onvex hull P
de ned by the in iden e ve tors of (fwpm). We
de ne a ve tor d as follows: de = 0 for all e 62 C and de is alternately set to and for the
edges e along C . Then, x + d as well as x d are feasible solutions to (fwpm) (and at least one
of those has obje tive value larger or equal to that of x). Sin e x an be written as a onvex
.
x ombination x = (x + d) + (x d), x annot be a vertex of P
y
1
2

1
2

(fwpm)

1
2

1
2

(fwpm)

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

(fwpm)

Theorem 3.5.1 gives rise to the idea that one an use an optimal solution of
to onstru t an initial mat hing M . This idea was put forward by Derigs and Metz
[DM86℄. We pro eed as follows. First, we ompute an optimal (vertex) solution x
to
using a primal{dual method whi h is similar to (but onsiderably simpler
than) the one developed in Se tion 1.6. The omputed solutions (primal and dual) will
meet the following onditions:
ea h edge e with xe > 0 is tight,
the redu ed ost of ea h edge is non{negative,
in the non{perfe t mat hing ase: all vertex potentials are non{negative.
The initial mat hing M is then onstru ted as follows. Ea h edge e with xe = 1 is
added to M . Moreover, we add bjC j=2 edges of every odd length y le C to M . Due
to the feasibility of to , the invariants
to
will hold for M and the
omputed vertex potentials.
A realization of a primal{dual method for the fra tional mat hing problem is as follows.
We des ribe a single sear h tree approa h. The algorithm starts with an initial mat hing
M (xe 2 f0; 1g) and vertex potentials su h that
to are met. Initially, every
mat hed vertex is unlabeled and every free vertex is labeled even. The algorithm
pro eeds in phases. In ea h phase an alternating tree T is grown from a free vertex r;
a vertex r is said to be free in this ontext, when x(Æ(r)) = 0. Only tight edges are
used by the algorithm. The details for an alternate step (in the non{perfe t ase), a
grow step and an augment step are identi al to those given for the blossom{shrinking
approa h. However, when a tight edge uv with u+ 2 T and v+ 2 T exists, we pro eed
di erently. xe is set to 21 for all edges along the en ountered odd length y le C , and
the edges along the tree path from the lowest ommon an estor of u and v to the root
r get alternately unmat hed and mat hed (r be omes mat hed). After this, all verti es
in T are unlabeled and T is destroyed. When a tight edge uv with u+ 2 T and v? 62 T
is en ountered and v is moreover part of a half{valued odd length y le, the edges along
the odd length y le get alternately unmat hed and mat hed starting in v (v be omes
free) and then all edges along the path p = (v; u; : : : ; r) get alternately mat hed and
unmat hed (v and r be ome mat hed). Following this, all verti es in T get unlabeled
and T is destroyed.
(fwpm)

(fwpm)

(i1)

(i2)

(i3)

(i1)

(i3)

( 1)

(i1)

( 3)

(i3)
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A dual adjustment is performed as in the blossom{shrinking approa h: ea h potential
of an even tree vertex is de reased by Æ, ea h potential of an odd tree vertex is in reased
by Æ and all other vertex potentials stay the same. The value of Æ is only determined
by the lower bounds Æ1 ; Æ2 and Æ3 (see Se tion 1.6.3).
We now ome to our implementation. The algorithm an be asked
to solve either the fra tional perfe t mat hing problem or the fra tional non{perfe t
mat hing problem (depending on the argument perfe t ). It guarantees a worst{ ase
running{time of O(n(m + n log n)). As before, priority queues are used to determine
the value of Æ and to identify new tight edges. Most of the ideas presented in the
pre eding se tions are reused.
Besides some standard variables, we have two additional node array s: label , whi h
stores the label to ea h vertex, and pred , whi h stores the prede essor vertex of ea h
odd vertex u in the alternating tree.
Implementation:

hfra tional.t: lo al variables i

edge e;
node u, v, r;
node_array<int> label(G);
node_array<node> pred(G, nil);

The value of Æ is determined by means of the following data stru tures:
hfra tional.t: lo al variables i+
NT
NT
node_pq<NT>
node
edge
node_array<edge>
NT

delta1;
delta2a;
delta2b(G);
resp_d1;
resp_d2a;
resp_d2b(G);
Delta = 0;

delta1 stores the minimum (stored) potential of an even tree vertex resp d1 . By resp d2a
and delta2a we keep tra k of the best edge that will terminate the urrent phase. More
pre isely, resp d2a may denote an edge uv with u+ 2 T and vf?j+g 62 T ; v will lie on
a half{valued y le if v? 62 T . The a tual value of delta2a orresponds to the a tual
redu ed ost of uv . Otherwise, resp d2a refers to an edge uv with u+ 2 T and v+ 2 T .
Then, the a tual value of delta2a then equals one half of the a tual redu ed ost of uv .
We use a node array resp d2b and a node pq delta2b to maintain the best edge uv with
u+ 2 T of ea h vertex v? 62 T ; v? is not part of an odd length y le. resp d2b [v℄ stores
the edge uv and the (a tual) priority of delta2b [v℄ refers to the (a tual) redu ed ost of
uv. As before, we a umulate the total amount of dual adjustments in Delta :

hfra tional.t: lo al variables i+
slist<edge>
slist<node>
node_slist

tight;
Q;
T(G);
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A list tight is used to olle t all edges that have re ently be ome tight and an thus
be used by the algorithm. Q and T are essentially used as in the single sear h tree
algorithm of the blossom{shrinking approa h: Q stores all new even verti es, and T
keeps all verti es that are part of the alternating tree.
The overall stru ture of our algorithm is as follows.

hfra tional.t: algorithm i

template< lass NT>
int jump_start( onst ugraph &G, onst edge_array<NT> &w,
node_array<NT> &pot, node_array<node> &mate,
bool perfe t) {

hfra tional.t: lo al variables i
hfra tional.t: initialization i

forall_nodes(r, G) {
if (mate[r℄ || pred[r℄) ontinue;

h lear priority queues, Q and tight i

pot[r℄ += Delta;
T.append(r); Q.append(r);
bool terminate = false;
while (!terminate) {

hs an all edges of verti es in Q i
if (delta1 == Delta) {

halternate step using best node of delta1 i

}
else if (!tight.empty()) {

huse all tight edges i

}
else {

}

}

}

hdual adjustment i
hextra t tight edges i

hmat h all odd length
}

return free;

y les i

The initialization is simple: we ompute a greedy mat hing and label all verti es appropriately.
hfra tional.t: initialization i

int free = greedy_mat hing(G, w, pot, mate, perfe t);
if (free == 0) return free;
forall_nodes(u, G)
label[u℄ = (mate[u℄ ? unlabeled : even);

Next, a phase is initiated for ea h free vertex r. We use the following onvention to
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determine the value x(Æ(u)) to a given vertex u:
8
>
<0 when mate [u℄ = nil and pred [u℄ = nil ,
x(Æ(u)) = 21 when mate [u℄ = nil and pred [u℄ 6= nil ,
>
:1 when mate [u℄ 6= nil .
For a half{valued odd length y le C we will set the pred [u℄ entry of ea h vertex u 2 C su h that the y le an be traversed following these entries, i.e. C =
u; pred [u℄; pred [pred [u℄℄; : : : .
At the beginning of ea h phase, delta1 and delta2a are reset and delta2b , Q and T are
made empty.
h lear priority queues, Q and tight i

delta1 = delta2a = INFINITY(NT);
delta2b. lear();
Q. lear(); tight. lear();

The free vertex r is added to T and entered into Q. Due to the status hange of
r, we have to adjust its potential by +Delta (see formula (2.3), Se tion 2.1); we do
not maintain an o set for ea h vertex, but instead adjust its potential when a status
hange o urs. In a while loop, all edges in ident to verti es in Q are s anned as will
be explained below. Afterwards, we initiate an alternate step when the a tual value
of delta1 equals zero (this will only happen in the non{perfe t ase), or use the tight
edges olle ted in tight to extend T . When neither ase applies, a dual adjustment is
performed.
hdual adjustment i

NT and2b = (delta2b.empty() ? \
INFINITY(NT) : delta2b.prio(delta2b.find_min()));
NT delta = leda_min(delta1, leda_min(delta2a, and2b));
if (delta == INFINITY(NT) && perfe t) {
mate.init(G, nil);
return 0;
}
Delta = delta; // orresponds to Delta += (delta - Delta)

When the a tual value of delta1 equals zero, we immediately resume the while loop.
When delta2a has a tual value zero, the responsible edge resp d2a is appended to tight
(resp d2a is the only element). The next step will terminate the phase; note that Q is
empty. Otherwise, all new tight edges are retrieved from delta2b and added to tight .
hextra t tight edges i

if (delta1 == Delta)
ontinue;
else if (delta2a == Delta) {
tight.append(resp_d2a);
resp_d2a = nil;
}
else {
while (!delta2b.empty() &&
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(delta2b.prio(delta2b.find_min()) == Delta)) {
u = delta2b.del_min();
tight.append(resp_d2b[u℄);
resp_d2b[u℄ = nil;

Finally, the algorithm terminates with an optimal solution to the fra tional mat hing
problem. We alternately mat h and unmat h (xe 2 f0; 1g) the edges along all existing
odd length y les to obtain the nal mat hing. Exa tly one vertex per y le (whi h is
u below) will be ome free.
hmat h all odd length

y les i

forall_nodes(u, G)
if (pred[u℄) {
alternate_ y le(u, mate, pred);
free++;
}

The fun tion alternate

hfra tional.t: helpers i

y le

is easily de ned as follows.

void alternate_ y le(node u, node_array<node> &mate,
node_array<node> &pred) {
node ur1 = pred[u℄;
while ( ur1 != u) {
mate[pred[ ur1℄℄ = ur1;
mate[ ur1℄ = pred[ ur1℄;
node h = pred[ ur1℄;
pred[ ur1℄ = nil;
ur1 = h;
h = pred[ ur1℄;
pred[ ur1℄ = nil;
ur1 = h;
}
pred[u℄ = nil;
}

Starting with ur1 = pred [u℄, we traverse the odd length y le, alternately mat hing
and unmat hing the edges along this y le by setting the mate and pred entries appropriately.
All remaining details will be lled in subsequently.
As in the blossom{shrinking approa h, all edges
in ident to any vertex that has re ently be ome an even tree vertex need to be inspe ted.
This is ne essary so as to maintain delta1 , delta2a as well as delta2b orre tly.

S anning New Even Verti es:

hs an all edges of verti es in Q i

while (!Q.empty()) {
u = Q.pop();
NT pot_u = pot[u℄ - Delta;
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if (!perfe t) {

htry to improve delta1 i

}
forall_adj_edges(e, u) {
v = opposite(u, e);
if (label[v℄ == odd) ontinue;
NT pot_v = pot[v℄ - (((label[v℄ == even) && T.member(v)) ? Delta : 0);
NT pi = pot_u + pot_v - w[e℄;
if (pi == 0) {

hadd edge e to tight i

}
else {

hprune edges i

if ((label[v℄ == unlabeled) && mate[v℄) {

hnew delta2b edge en ountered i

}
else {

}

}

}

}

hnew delta2a edge en ountered i

We ompute the a tual potential pot u for ea h even tree vertex u in Q. The a tual
potential of a vertex u will be determined as stated in Se tion 2.1 (formula (2.1)); the
only di eren e is that no o set exists.
delta1 is only maintained in the non{perfe t mat hing ase.
htry to improve delta1 i

if (pot_u < leda_min(delta1, delta2a) - Delta) {
delta1 = pot_u + Delta;
resp_d1 = u;
if (delta1 == Delta) break;
}

All edges e = uv in ident to u are onsidered. When the adja ent vertex v of u is odd
we simply ontinue, sin e nothing has to be done. Otherwise, we ompute the a tual
potential pot v of v and the a tual redu ed ost pi of uv. When e is tight, i.e. pi equals
zero, we add e to the list tight .
hadd edge e to tight i

if ((label[v℄ == unlabeled) && mate[v℄) tight.append(e);
else {
tight. lear(); Q. lear();
tight.append(e);
break;
}

If we have en ountered a tight edge that will terminate the urrent phase, we pro eed
as follows. Q and tight are emptied and e be omes the only element of tight ; we break
the s anning pro edure.
Otherwise, the a tual redu ed ost pi is larger than zero. As for our single sear h tree
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algorithm of the blossom{shrinking approa h, we prune hopeless edges; i.e. edges whose
stored priority in delta2a or delta2b ex eeds the minimum value of delta1 and delta2a .18
hprune edges i

#if !defined(_NO_PRUNING)
if (label[v℄ == even && T.member(v)) {
if (pi/2 + Delta >= leda_min(delta1, delta2a)) ontinue;
}
else if (pi + Delta >= leda_min(delta1, delta2a)) ontinue;
#endif

When v is an unlabeled vertex and does not lie on a half{valued y le, we he k whether
or not e is the new best edge for v. If it is, we set resp d2b [v℄ to e and store the (stored)
redu ed ost of e in delta2b .
hnew delta2b edge en ountered i

if (delta2b.member(v)) {
if (pi < delta2b.prio(v) - Delta) {
delta2b.de rease_p(v, pi + Delta);
resp_d2b[v℄ = e;
}
}
else {
delta2b.insert(v, pi + Delta);
resp_d2b[v℄ = e;
}

When v is not of the kind above, we have dis overed a new edge for delta2a . A he k is
performed to determine whether e is the new best edge of delta2a ; if it is, delta2a and
resp d2a are set appropriately. Note that pi must be halved in the ase where v is an
even labeled tree vertex.
hnew delta2a edge en ountered i

if ((label[v℄ == even) && T.member(v)) pi /= 2;
if (pi < delta2a - Delta) {
delta2a = pi + Delta;
resp_d2a = e;
}

Let us onsider the alternate step. The edges along the (even
length) tree path from resp d1 towards the root r get alternately unmat hed and
mat hed.

Alternate Step:

halternate step using best node of delta1 i

alternate_path(resp_d1, label, mate, pred);
destroy_tree(T, label, pot, mate, pred, Delta);
label[resp_d1℄ = even;
terminate = true;

18

De ne the token NO PRUNING (#define NO PRUNING) to swit h o this strategy.
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After this, T is destroyed and the phase terminates. Note that destroy tree will set the
label of resp d1 to unlabeled . We therefore need to orre t it to even .
We give the implementation details of the fun tion alternate path , whi h alternates the
edge along the tree path starting with the given vertex u.
hfra tional.t: helpers i+
void alternate_path(node u, node_array<int> &label,
node_array<node> &mate, node_array<node> &pred) {
node ur = u;
node pre = nil, nxt;
while ( ur) {
if (label[ ur℄ == even) {
nxt = mate[ ur℄;
mate[ ur℄ = pre;
ur = nxt;
}
else {
pre = ur;
mate[ ur℄ = pred[ ur℄;
nxt = pred[ ur℄;
pred[ ur℄ = nil;
ur = nxt;
}
}
}

Following the path from u towards the root, the mate and pred entries are set appropriately for ea h vertex on the path.
The urrent alternating tree T is easily destroyed.
hfra tional.t: helpers i+

template< lass NT>
void destroy_tree(node_slist &T, node_array<int> &label, node_array<NT> &pot,
node_array<node> &mate, node_array<node> &pred, NT Delta) {
node v;
while (!T.empty()) {
v = T.pop();
if (label[v℄ == even) pot[v℄ -= Delta;
else {
pot[v℄ += Delta;
if (mate[v℄) pred[v℄ = nil; // only for verti es not on y le
}
label[v℄ = unlabeled;
}
}

Ea h vertex v is removed from T . Depending on the status of v, its potential pot [v℄
needs to be adjusted as stated in formula (2.3). Moreover, when u is an odd vertex,
pred [u℄ is set to nil ; however, it is ru ial that pred [u℄ is not set to nil when u is part
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of a half{valued y le.19
All edges that an be used by the algorithm are olle ted in
In a while loop, we retrieve ea h su h edge e = uv and a t a ordingly. We
ensure that u always denotes a tree vertex.

Using Tight Edges:
tight .

huse all tight edges i

while (!tight.empty()) {
e = tight.pop();
u = (T.member(sour e(e)) ? sour e(e) : target(e));
v = opposite(u, e);
if (label[v℄ == odd || label[u℄ == odd) ontinue;
if (label[v℄ == unlabeled) {
if (mate[v℄) {

hgrow step using edge e i

}
else { // v on half-valued y le

halternate

y le and tree path using edge e i

terminate = true;
break;

}
}
else { // label[v℄ == even
if (T.member(v)) {

h onstru t half valued
terminate = true;
break;

y le i

}
else {

haugment step using edge e i

}

}

}

terminate = true;
break;

It may happen that tight stores two edges e = uv and e0 = u0 v to the same unlabeled
vertex v (not lying on a half{valued y le). Assume e0 is used before e. Then, v will be
labeled odd, when e is onsidered later on; e is of no use. We therefore ontinue with
the next tight edge when either of the endpoints v or u is odd.
We turn to the des ription of a grow step using a tight edge e = uv ; u
is an even tree vertex. v be omes an odd tree vertex with prede essor vertex u.

Grow Step:

That we need to take this ase into a ount will be ome lear later on, when the onstru tion of a
half{valued y le is dis ussed.
19
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hgrow step using edge e i
label[v℄ = odd;
pred[v℄ = u;
pot[v℄ -= Delta;
T.append(v);
delta2b.del(v);
resp_d2b[v℄ = nil;

The potential of v is adjusted a ording to its status hange. We delete the best edge
data for v from delta2b and resp d2b .
The mate m of v is also added to T . m be omes an even tree vertex and is added to
Q. Its entry in delta2b as well as in resp d2b is deleted.
hgrow step using edge e i+
node m = mate[v℄;
label[m℄ = even;
pot[m℄ += Delta;
T.append(m);
Q.append(m);
delta2b.del(m);
resp_d2b[m℄ = nil;

Alternate Cy le and Tree Path: We next onsider the ase where e = uv is a
tight edge with u+ 2 T , v? 62 T and v lies on a half{valued y le C . We alternately
unmat h and mat h the edges along C starting at v; the fun tion alternate y le to
a hieve this has already been presented. v will afterwards be free.

halternate

y le and tree path using edge e i

alternate_ y le(v, mate, pred);
alternate_path(u, label, mate, pred);
mate[u℄ = v;
mate[v℄ = u;
destroy_tree(T, label, pot, mate, pred, Delta);
free--;

We alternately unmat h and mat h the edges along the tree path from u to r alling
and nally mat h u and v with ea h other. T is subsequently destroyed.

alternate path

Constru ting a Half{Valued Cy le: When a tight edge e = uv is of the kind
u+ 2 T and v+ 2 T , we pro eed as follows. We determine the lowest ommon an estor
vertex l a of u and v by alling the fun tion seek l a . Starting in l a the edges along the
tree path are alternately unmat hed and mat hed by the fun tion alternate path (l a
be omes free). Then, a new half{valued y le C = (l a ; : : : ; u; v; : : : ; l a ) is onstru ted,
alling onstru t y le . Finally, the tree T is destroyed and free is de reased by one,
sin e the root r is now mat hed.

3.5

Constru ting Better Initial Solutions

h onstru t half valued
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y le i

node l a;
seek_l a(u, v, l a, mate, pred, P1, P2, lo k);
alternate_path(l a, label, mate, pred);
onstru t_ y le(u, v, l a, mate, pred);
destroy_tree(T, label, pot, mate, pred, Delta);
free--;

The lowest ommon an estor vertex is determined in lo k{step fashion as dis ussed
before. We therefore additionally introdu e the following lo al data stru tures.
hfra tional.t: lo al variables i+
double
lo k = 0;
node_array<double> P1(G, 0);
node_array<double> P2(G, 0);

The determination of the lowest ommon an estor vertex is a hieved as follows.
hfra tional.t: helpers i+
void seek_l a(node u, node v, node &l a,
node_array<node> &mate, node_array<node> &pred,
node_array<double> &P1, node_array<double> &P2,
double &lo k) {
node ur1 = u, ur2 = v;
P1[ ur1℄ = P2[ ur2℄ = ++lo k;
while ((P1[ ur2℄ != lo k) && (P2[ ur1℄ != lo k) &&
(mate[ ur1℄ || mate[ ur2℄)) {
if (mate[ ur1℄) {
ur1 = pred[mate[ ur1℄℄;
P1[ ur1℄ = lo k;
}
if (mate[ ur2℄) {
ur2 = pred[mate[ ur2℄℄;
P2[ ur2℄ = lo k;
}
}
if (P1[ ur2℄ == lo k) // ur2 is l a
l a = ur2;
else if (P1[ ur1℄ == lo k) // ur1 is l a
l a = ur1;
else l a = nil;
}

We follow the two tree paths from u and v towards the root r. All even verti es on
the path from u to r are marked by lo k using the node array P1 and all even verti es
on the path from v to r are marked by lo k using the node array P2 . When either
P1 [ ur2 ℄ or P2 [ ur1 ℄ equals lo k , the lowest ommon an estor l a has been found.
We now dis uss the details of the half{valued y le onstru tion. The idea is simple.
Let pu and pv denote the two tree paths from u and v to the l a vertex, respe tively.
First, the pred entries of all verti es along pu are set su h that they represent the
reversed path of pu. Then, the pred entries of all verti es along pv are set su h that
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they represent pv itself. Finally, we set pred [u℄ to v and obtain the representation of C
as desired.
hfra tional.t: helpers i+
void onstru t_ y le(node u, node v, node l a,
node_array<node> &mate, node_array<node> &pred) {
node ur1 = u, ur2 = v;
while ( ur1 != l a) {
// set pred data to reversed tree path; delete mate entries
node h = mate[ ur1℄;
mate[ ur1℄ = nil;
ur1 = pred[h℄;
pred[h℄ = mate[h℄;
mate[h℄ = nil;
pred[ ur1℄ = h;
}
while ( ur2 != l a) {
// set pred data to tree path; delete mate entries
node h = mate[ ur2℄;
pred[ ur2℄ = mate[ ur2℄;
mate[ ur2℄ = nil;
mate[h℄ = nil;
ur2 = pred[h℄;
}
pred[u℄ = v;
}

The only detail that has not been presented yet is how to perform
an augment step for a tight edge e = uv with u+ 2 T and v+ 62 T . We rst alternately
unmat h and mat h the edges along the tree path from u to the root vertex r (u be omes
free). Thereafter, u and v are mat hed with ea h other (v be omes unlabeled), the tree
T is destroyed and free is de reased by 2.

Augment Step:

haugment step using edge e i

alternate_path(u, label, mate, pred);
mate[u℄ = v;
mate[v℄ = u;
label[v℄ = unlabeled;
destroy_tree(T, label, pot, mate, pred, Delta);
free -= 2;

This on ludes the dis ussion of all the details involved in the onstru tion of an initial
mat hing M and the vertex potentials by solving the fra tional mat hing problem.

3.6 Experimental Results
We performed several experiments in order to rate the pra ti al eÆ ien y of our algorithms. The omparisons we made are as follows.

3.6

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Comparison of di erent strategies: single sear h tree approa h with and without pruning strategy, multiple sear h tree approa h with and without provident
strategy.
Comparison of the single sear h tree approa h with the multiple sear h tree approa h, and the e e t of using di erent heuristi s.
Comparison of our multiple sear h tree approa h with other mat hing algorithms
available in LEDA.
Comparison of our multiple sear h tree approa h with the urrently most eÆ ient
algorithm, Blossom IV, of Cook and Rohe [CR97℄.

In this se tion we will dis uss the results of these omparisons. In summary, they reveal
the eÆ ien y of our algorithms in pra ti e. We wish to state that our multiple sear h
tree approa h is (at least) ompetitive to Blossom IV: so far, we have not en ountered
an instan e on whi h our algorithm is inferior (if the omparison is fair, as we are
about to explain). However, we would like to leave the de ision on whether or not our
algorithm is superior to Blossom IV to the reader. We de ided so, due to the fa t that
Blossom IV uses a so{ alled pri e and repair strategy for omplete geometri instan es
that we have not yet implemented for our algorithm. The pri e and repair strategy
signi antly improves the running{time of Blossom IV on these instan es. Due to the
la k of a similar strategy for our algorithm, the omparisons on omplete geometri
instan es are regarded to be not quite fair.
We experimented with three kinds of instan es: Delaunay
instan es, (sparse and dense) random instan es and omplete geometri instan es.
For the Delaunay instan es we hose n random points in the unit square and omputed
the Delaunay triangulation (using the LEDA Delaunay implementation). The edge
weights orrespond to the Eu lidean distan es s aled to integers in the range [0; : : : ; 216 ).
Delaunay graphs are known to ontain perfe t mat hings (see Dillen ourt [Dil90℄).
For the random instan es we reated random graphs with n verti es. The number of
edges for sparse graphs was hosen as m = n for small values of ,  10.
The number of edges for dense graphs is about 20%, 40% and 60% of the density of a
omplete graph, i.e. m = dn(n 1)=2, with d 2 f0:2; 0:4; 0:6g.
Complete geometri instan es were indu ed by n random points in a n  n square and
their Eu lidean distan e.
The running{times of all our experiments are stated in se onds and are the average of
t = 5 runs, unless stated otherwise. All experiments were performed on a Sun Ultra
Spar , 333 Mhz.
Experimental Setting:

We dis uss the in uen e of the usage of di erent strategies for
ea h approa h. The omparisons were made on sparse random graphs with n verti es
and a xed = 10. Both algorithms omputed a maximum{weight mat hing; the
greedy heuristi was used.

Di erent Strategies
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The single sear h tree approa h (SST) has been implemented to use a pruning strategy
by default. Table 3.1 implies this to be reasonable.
n

10000
20000
40000
E

Table 3.1:

SST
SST
6
37:42
28:17
6
125:95
99:60
6
428:78
364:67
e t of pruning strategy for single sear h tree algorithm (SST).
+
pru

+
pru+

t

5
5
5

We ompared the single sear h tree algorithm using the pruning strategy (SSTpru )
with the single sear h tree algorithm not using the pruning strategy (SSTpru ). The
running{time of the single sear h tree algorithm is onsiderably improved using the
pruning strategy. Re all that the pruning strategy is also implemented for the fra tional
mat hing heuristi .
For the multiple sear h tree approa h, the user may hoose between the provident
and the non{provident strategy. As mentioned previously, the non{provident strategy
(MSTpro ) seems to us to be slightly superior to the provident strategy (MSTpro ).
However, the di eren es are negligible, as indi ated in Table 3.2.
+

+

n

10000
20000
40000
E

Table 3.2:

MST
t
MST
6
13:14
12:89
5
6
29:20
28:59
5
6
67:02
66:01
5
e t of non{provident strategy for multiple sear h tree algorithm (MST).
+
pro+

+
pro

In the subsequent omparisons, we will always use the strategies that are hosen by
default. That is, the single sear h tree approa h as well as the fra tional mat hing
heuristi use the pruning strategy, and the multiple sear h tree approa h implements
the non{provident strategy.
We ompared the
single sear h tree approa h (SST) to the multiple sear h tree approa h (MST) using
di erent heuristi s. The results are given in Table 3.3.
Single Sear h Tree vs. Multiple Sear h Tree Approa h:

SST MST SST MST
GY
SST MST F M
t
10000 37:01 6:27 24:05 4:91 0:13 5:79 3:20 0:40
5
20000 142:93 14:81 89:55 11:67 0:24 18:54 8:00 0:83
5
40000 593:58 31:53 367:37 25:51 0:64 76:73 17:41 1:78
5
SST vs. MST algorithm and e e t of greedy and fra tional mat hing heuristi s.
n

+

+

Table 3.3:

Both algorithms omputed a maximum{weight perfe t mat hing on Delaunay instan es
with n verti es. Either no heuristi ( ), the greedy heuristi (+) or the fra tional
mat hing heuristi ( ) was used. The time needed to onstru t a greedy or a fra tional
mat hing is given in olumns GY and FM , respe tively.
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The fra tional mat hing heuristi is omputationally more intensive than the greedy
heuristi . However, the fra tional mat hing heuristi improves the overall running{
time of both algorithms signi antly. We draw attention to the fa t that the di eren e
between the two heuristi s is more pronoun ed for the single sear h tree approa h. The
multiple sear h tree approa h is superior to the single sear h tree approa h.

p We will attempt to give an interpretation for the better running{time performan e of the mul- q
tiple sear h tree approa h. We take a loser look at the number of dual adjustments that were
performed during the ourse of the algorithms. Our algorithms an be asked to output ertain
statisti al information (not do umented in the pre eding se tions). We give a sample output
below.
MST
----------------------------------------------------0.28 se .
INIT:
14.40 se .
MATCHING:
EXTRACT:
0.14 se .
0.23 se .
CHECKER:
----------------------------------------------------ADJUSTMENTS:
7663
5.91 se . (avg. 0.20 mse .)
SCAN:
29295
GROW:
16593
0.44 se . (avg. 0.03 mse .)
SHRINK:
8
0.00 se . (avg. 0.00 mse .)
5
0.00 se . (avg. 0.00 mse .)
EXPAND:
ALTERNATE:
43
0.00 se . (avg. 0.00 mse .)
AUGMENT:
4983
7.40 se . (avg. 1.49 mse .)
DESTROY TREE:
10000
6.54 se . (avg. 0.65 mse .)
----------------------------------------------------14.84 se .
TOTAL TIME (without he king):

SST
----------------------------------------------------INIT:
0.19 se .
MATCHING:
40.07 se .
EXTRACT:
0.12 se .
CHECKER:
0.22 se .
----------------------------------------------------ADJUSTMENTS:
13428
SCAN:
81237
4.93 se . (avg. 0.06 mse .)
GROW:
62265
0.86 se . (avg. 0.01 mse .)
SHRINK:
155
0.11 se . (avg. 0.71 mse .)
EXPAND:
148
0.16 se . (avg. 1.08 mse .)
ALTERNATE:
258
0.21 se . (avg. 0.81 mse .)
AUGMENT:
4983
0.44 se . (avg. 0.09 mse .)
DESTROY TREE:
5241
0.57 se . (avg. 0.11 mse .)
----------------------------------------------------TOTAL TIME (without he king):
40.39 se .

Both algorithms omputed a maximum{weight mat hing on the same random instan e with
n = 10000, m = 60000 and edge weights in the range [0; : : : ; 2 ). No heuristi was used.
We rst of all observe that the multiple sear h tree approa h needs to perform fewer dual
adjustments than the single sear h tree approa h. This is to be expe ted; we onsider the rate
of hange f of the dual obje tive value. For the single sear h tree approa h we observed
that f = Æ, when a dual adjustment is performed by Æ ( f. dis ussion on page 30). In the
multiple sear h tree approa h, however, we have a de rease by Æ for ea h existing tree. That is,
f = tÆ, where t refers to the number of alternating trees that urrently exist when a dual
adjustment is performed.
Further, it seems to us that the single sear h tree approa h needs to initiate needless steps, sin e
it is for ed to sear h from a xed free vertex. Note, for example, that the average number of
s an, alternate, grow, shrink and expand steps per augmentation di ers drasti ally. However,
x this statement is vague.
y
16

In the omparisons that follow, we hose the multiple sear h tree approa h using the
fra tional mat hing heuristi (MST ) as the anoni al implementation.

LEDA provides an algorithm
for ea h of the four variants of the mat hing problem introdu ed in Chapter 1: a
maximum{ ardinality bipartite mat hing algorithm (BCM), a maximum{ ardinality
mat hing algorithm (GCM), a maximum{weight bipartite mat hing algorithm (BWM)
and a maximum{weight mat hingpalgorithm (GWM). The theoreti al running{time of
the algorithms are as follows: O( nm) for BCM, O(nm (n; m)) for GCM ( denotes
the inverse A kermann fun tion), O(n(m + n log n)) for BWM and O(n3) for GWM.
For a detailed des ription of the underlying algorithms and their implementations see
the book by Mehlhorn and Naher [MN99, Chapter 7℄.
Comparisons to Mat hing Algorithms in LEDA:
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We ompared our MST algorithm to ea h of the algorithms. The tests were performed
on sparse random graphs with n verti es and n edges. In the ardinality ases, unit
weights (we = 1) were used by our algorithm. The results an be seen in Table 3.4.
Due to the time intensity of GWM, the omparisons were made on small instan es only
with n = 10000.
n

10000
10000
10000
20000
20000
20000
40000
40000
40000
Table 3.4:

BCM MST GCM MST BWM MST GWM MST t
4
0:73 1:14 0:55 1:94 3:67 1:57 585:43 1:44
5
6
0:92 0:67 0:50 0:91 7:81 3:95 883:66 3:96
5
8
1:28 0:74 0:45 1:18 9:82 6:62 897:81 6:25
5
4
1:81 2:69 1:42 5:19 9:30 3:31
3:42
5
6
2:23 1:61 1:42 5:06 29:64 11:05
10:05 5
8
3:06 1:65 1:29 2:56 35:62 18:05
18:53 5
4
5:52 8:04 4:26 9:19 24:45 8:39
8:23
5
6
5:92 4:54 3:86 14:10 109:35 32:50
30:22 5
8
7:41 4:31 3:66 9:69 128:66 51:13
56:46 5
Comparison of our MST algorithm to the mat hing algorithms available in LEDA.

We draw attention to the fa t that, for bipartite instan es, our algorithm is ompetitive
with the spe ialized algorithms in LEDA. In the bipartite ase, the fra tional mat hing
heuristi will always ompute an optimal mat hing. That is, MST essentially redu es
to the fra tional mat hing algorithm dis ussed in the pre eding se tion.
The Blossom IV algorithm of Cook and Rohe [CR97℄ is the most efient ode urrently available for weighted perfe t mat hings in general graphs. The
eÆ ien y of Blossom IV is revealed in two papers:
In [CR97℄ Blossom IV is ompared to the implementation of Applegate and
Cook [App93℄. It is shown that Blossom IV is substantially faster.
In [App93℄ the Applegate and Cook implementation is ompared to other implementations. The authors show that their ode is superior to all other odes.
Blossom IV:

(1)

(2)

Blossom IV an be asked to run either a single sear h tree approa h, a multiple sear h
tree approa h or a re nement of the multiple sear h tree approa h alled the variable
Æ approa h. In the variable Æ approa h, ea h alternating tree Tri hooses its own dual
adjustment value Æri so as to maximize the de rease in the dual obje tive value. A
heuristi is used to make these hoi es, sin e the determination of optimum Æri 's would
be too ostly. The experiments in [CR97℄ show that the variable Æ approa h is superior
to the other approa hes in pra ti e.
We ompared our MST algorithm to the multiple sear h tree approa h (B4) as well as
to the variable Æ approa h (B4var ) of Blossom IV. Blossom IV (B4 and B4var) also uses
a fra tional mat hing heuristi to ompute an initial mat hing (indi ated by ).
Delaunay Instan es:

in Table 3.5.

We give the experiments on Delaunay instan es with n verti es

3.6
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B4
B4
MST
t
10000
73:57
4:11
3:37
5
20000
282:20
12:34
7:36
5
40000
1176:58
29:76
15:84
5
MST algorithm vs. Blossom IV (B4 and B4 ) on Delaunay instan es.
n

var

Table 3.5:

var

Observe that the variable Æ approa h (B4var ) is signi antly faster than the multiple sear h tree approa h (B4). Our MST algorithm is ompetitive to the variable Æ
approa h B4var .
In Table 3.6 we ompared Blossom IV to our MST approa h on random instan es; we varied n for a xed = 6.

Asymptoti s:

B4
B4
MST
10000
6
20:94
18:03
3:51
20000
6
82:96
53:87
9:97
40000
6
194:48
177:28
29:05
MST algorithm vs. Blossom IV (B4 and B4 ) on random instan es.
n

var

Table 3.6:

t

5
5
5

var

Both algorithms, B4var and MST, seem to grow less than quadrati ally as a fun tion
in n. B4var takes about six times as long as our multiple sear h tree approa h MST. In
Table 3.7 we additionally varied .
n

10000
10000
10000
20000
20000
20000
40000
40000
40000
Table 3.7:

B4
B4
MST
6
20:90
20:22
3:49
8
48:50
22:83
5:18
10
37:49
30:78
5:41
6
96:34
54:08
10:04
8
175:55
89:75
12:20
10
264:80
102:53
15:06
6
209:84
202:51
29:27
8
250:51
249:83
36:18
10
710:08
310:76
46:57
MST algorithm vs. Blossom IV (B4 and B4 ) on random instan es.
var

t

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

var

A log{log plot indi ating the asymptoti s of Blossom IV (B4var) and our MST algorithm
on random instan es ( = 6) is depi ted in Figure 3.2.
Table 3.8 shows the in uen e of edge weights on the
running{time. We took random instan es with m = 4n edges and random edge weights
in the range [1; : : : ; b℄ and varied b.
In uen e of Edge Weights:
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se .

B4 
MST
var

1000
100
10
1
Figure 3.2:

n

10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
Table 3.8:

10000

20000

40000

80000

160000

n

320000

Asymptoti s of MST algorithm and Blossom IV (B4 ) on random instan es.
var

B4
40000
1
3:98
40000
10
2:49
40000
100
3:09
40000
1000
17:41
40000
10000
13:69
40000
100000
12:06
MST algorithm vs. Blossom IV (B4 and B4
b

B4
MST
t
3:99
0:85
1
3:03
2:31
1
3:10
2:58
1
8:40
2:91
1
11:91
2:78
1
11:20
2:69
1
). In uen e of edge weights.
var

var

Both B4 and B4var are sensitive to di erent edge weights. Their running{time signifi antly depends on the range of hosen edge weights. The running{time of our MST
algorithm is stable (ex ept for the unweighted ase (b = 1), whi h is simpler).

p We attempt an explanation. When the range of edge weights is small, a single dual adjustment q
is more likely to produ e more than one tight edge. In addition to or as a onsequen e of this,
it seems to us that the number of dual adjustments needed to ompute an optimal mat hing is
smaller. Table 3.9 indi ates that this assumption is in fa t true. We re orded the number of
dual adjustments needed by Blossom IV (B4 ) and our MST algorithm.
var

n

10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
Table 3.9:

B4var
MST
4
1
0
0
4
10
2094
2076
4
100
5269
5101
4
1000
7487
7091
4
10000
8063
7877
4
100000
8491
8134
MST algorithm vs. Blossom IV (B4 and B4var ). Number of dual adjustments.

b

t

1
1
1
1
1
1
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Sin e Blossom IV needs time O(n) to perform a dual adjustment, whereas our implementation
needs time O(m log n) for all dual adjustments in a phase, our MST algorithm is less harmed
when the edge weights are hosen from a large range.
Observe that, although the variable Æ approa h (B4 ) of Blossom IV was used, our algorithm
needs
less dual adjustments.
x
y
var

Table 3.10 gives information about the varian e in running{time of Blossom IV (B4var ) and our MST algorithm. For ea h algorithm the best, worst and average
time of ve random instan es, with n verti es and = 6, is given. The u tuation seems
to be about the same for the B4var and the MST algorithm.

Varian e:

n

B4
MST
t
best
worst average best
worst average
6
16:88 20:03 18:83
3:34
4:22
3:78
5
6
49:02 60:74 55:15
9:93
11:09 10:30
5
6
162:91 198:11 180:88 25:13 32:24 29:09
5
MST algorithm vs. Blossom IV (B4 ) on random instan es. Varian e.
var

10000
20000
40000
Table 3.10:

var

Dense Random Instan es: The experiments suggest that our MST algorithm is
superior to B4var on sparse instan es. Table 3.11 shows the running{time on dense
instan es with n verti es and about 20%, 40% and 60% density. Our MST algorithm
is ompetitive to B4var on these instan es as well.
n

1000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
4000
4000
4000
Table 3.11:

B4
B4
MST
t
100000
6:97
5:84
1:76
5
200000
16:61
11:35
3:88
5
300000
18:91
18:88
5:79
5
200000
46:71
38:86
8:69
5
400000
70:52
70:13
16:37
5
600000
118:07
115:66
23:46
5
400000
233:16
229:51
42:32
5
800000
473:51
410:43
92:55
5
1200000
523:40
522:52
157:00
5
Comparison of MST algorithm to Blossom IV (B4 and B4 ). Dense graphs.
m

var

var

Blossom IV provides a
so{ alled pri e and repair heuristi for omplete geometri instan es. The instan es are
impli itly represented by a set of points in an n  n square (the edge weights orrespond
to the Eu lidean distan e). Using the pri e and repair strategy signi antly improves
the running{time of Blossom IV on these instan es. We have not yet implemented
su h a heuristi for our algorithm. We ompared our par
MST algorithm to Blossom IV
on omplete geometri instan es (B4var did not and B4var did use the pri e and repair
strategy). Our algorithm requires an expli it representation of the underlying graph
and we thus were only able to experiment with rather small instan es. The results are
presented in Table 3.12.

Complete Random Instan es and Pri e and Repair:
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B4
B4
1000
37:01
0:43
2000
225:93
1:10
4000
1789:44
4:33
MST algorithm vs. Blossom IV (B4 and B4
n

par
var

var

Table 3.12:

var

par
var

MST
t
24:05
5
104:51
5
548:19
5
). E e t of pri e and repair.

The idea underlying the pri e and repair heuristi is simple. Instead of running the
algorithm on the omplete set of edges, the pri e and repair heuristi starts with a
sparse subgraph. On e an optimum weighted mat hing is omputed for the sparse
subgraph a he k is performed to determine whether or not the omputed mat hing is
also optimum for the omplete graph. This is what is alled pri ing. Some of the edges
having negative redu ed ost are added to the urrent graph, with the mat hing and
the potentials being modi ed su h that all pre onditions of the mat hing algorithm are
satis ed. The algorithm is resumed so as to repair the mat hing for the urrent graph.
This pro ess is repeated until the obtained mat hing is optimum for the omplete graph.
There are several natural hoi es for the sele tion of the sparse subgraph. For example,
a minimum{weight mat hing will have a natural tenden y to avoid heavy edges. Thus,
taking the k lightest edges in ident to any vertex seems to be a reasonable hoi e. In
fa t, this was the way Applegate and Cook [App93℄ onstru ted the initial subgraph
(they alled it the k{nearest neighbour graph). Another hoi e, proposed by Cook
and Rohe [CR97℄, is to use the Delaunay triangulation of the point set as the initial
subgraph. For more extensive sour es related to the pri e and repair strategy see Derigs
and Metz [DM91℄, Applegate and Cook [App93℄ and Cook and Rohe [CR97℄.
A demanding task would be to implement a generator, whi h onstru ts instan es that for e either algorithm, i.e. our MST
or the Blossom IV algorithm, into its worst ase. Random graphs tend to be rather
simple instan es; during the performan e of our experiments, for example, many random instan es o urred that had been solved almost optimal by the fra tional mat hing
heuristi . So far, we have not been able to generate worst{ ase instan es for either algorithm. However, we wish to on lude this se tion with two `worse{ ase' instan es
that demonstrate the superiority of our algorithm to Blossom IV.
The rst `worse{ ase' instan e for Blossom IV is simply a hain. We onstru ted a
hain having 2n verti es and 2n 1 edges. The edge weights along the hain were
alternately set to 0 and 2 (the edge weight of the rst and last edge equals 0). Blossom
IV (B4var ) and our MST algorithm were asked to ompute a maximum{weight perfe t
mat hing. Note that the fra tional mat hing heuristi will always ompute an optimal
solution on instan es of this kind. Table 3.13 shows the results.
`Worse{ ase' Instan es for Blossom IV:

2n
B4
MST
10000
94:75
0:25
20000
466:86
0:64
40000
2151:33
2:08
Comparison of MST algorithm to Blossom IV (B4 ) on hains.
var

Table 3.13:

var

t

1
1
1

3.6
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Experimental Results

The running{time of Blossom IV grows more than quadrati ally (as a fun tion of n),
whereas the running{time of our MST algorithm grows about linearly with n. We
present our argument as to why this is to be expe ted. First of all, the greedy heuristi
will mat h all edges having weight 2; the two outer verti es remain unmat hed. Ea h
algorithm will then have to perform O(n) dual adjustments so as to obtain the optimum mat hing. A dual adjustment takes time O(n) for Blossom IV (ea h potential
is expli itly updated), whereas it takes O(1) for our MST algorithm. Thus, Blossom
IV will need time O(n2) for all these adjustments and, on the other hand, the time
required by our MST algorithm will be O(n). The idea of testing both algorithms on
this kind of hains is due to Kurt Mehlhorn (personal ommuni ation).
Another `worse{ ase' instan e for Blossom IV o urred in VLSI{Design having n =
151780 verti es and m = 881317 edges. Kindly, Andreas Rohe made this instan e
available to us. We ompared the Blossom IV algorithms (B4 and B4var) to our MST
algorithm. We ran our algorithm with the greedy heuristi (MST+) as well as with the
fra tional mat hing heuristi (MST ). The results are given in Table 3.14.
B4
B4
MST
MST
t
151780
881317 200019:74 200810:35 3172:70
5993:61
1
(332:01) (350:18)
(5:66)
(3030:35)
Comparison of MST algorithm to Blossom IV (B4 ) on boese.edg instan e.
n

Table 3.14:

m

var

+

var

The se ond row states the times that were needed by the heuristi s. Observe that both
Blossom IV algorithms need more than two days to ompute an optimum mat hing,
whereas our algorithm solves the same instan e in less than an hour. For our MST
algorithm the fra tional mat hing heuristi did not help at all on this instan e: to
ompute a fra tional mat hing took almost as long as omputing an optimum mat hing
for the original graph (using the greedy heuristi ).

Open Problems
We have des ribed a priority queue based O(nm log n) algorithm of Edmonds' blossom{
shrinking approa h. Two implementations, a single sear h tree and a multiple sear h
tree algorithm, were presented. The additional programming expenditure for the multiple sear h tree algorithm turned out to be well worth the e ort when eÆ ien y in
pra ti e is onsidered.
Our multiple sear h tree algorithm is ompetitive with the most eÆ ient known implementation, Blossom IV, due to Cook and Rohe [CR97℄. Blossom IV implements
a re nement of a multiple sear h tree approa h, alled the variable Æ approa h, and
only requires simple data stru tures. We an thus provide an aÆrmative answer to
the question whether or not sophisti ated data stru tures su h as on atenable priority
queues help in pra ti e.
Our resear h raises several questions. (1) The variable Æ algorithm is substantially faster
than the other algorithms of Blossom IV. Would it be possible to integrate the variable
Æ approa h into a priority queue based O(nm log n) algorithm? Moreover, it would
be interesting to see if an O(nm log n) variable Æ algorithm will improve the pra ti al
eÆ ien y as dramati ally as for Blossom IV. (2) A pri e and repair strategy is worth
onsidering for the O(nm log n) algorithm as well. We expe t that su h a strategy will
improve the running{time of our algorithm on dense and omplete instan es tremendously. (3) As previously mentioned, a generator of instan es for ing either algorithm
into its worst ase would be of use. (4) Re ently, Stefan Naher (personal ommuni ation) observed that using a stati variant of the graph data stru ture in LEDA
( urrently, we use a dynami graph data stru ture) improves the overall running{time
of other graph algorithms by a fa tor of about two. Most likely, a similar e e t an
be a hieved for our algorithm too. (5) Our fra tional mat hing heuristi also uses priority queue data stru tures. So far, however, it only implements a single sear h tree
approa h. We believe that a fra tional mat hing heuristi based on the multiple sear h
tree approa h would further improve the running{time. Possibly, this would also result
in a more eÆ ient algorithm for bipartite mat hing problems. (6) At the end of Chapter 1, we (very roughly) sket hed the ideas underlying an O(n(m + n log n)) approa h.
Although we doubt that an eÆ ient implementation of this approa h is possible, it is
worth attempting to falsify our hypothesis.
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